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EDITOR'S NOTE

Cobbett announced that it was his intention
close the Political Register and to publish, 'as the
work of another year', the history of his life. He later
expands this idea. 'I shall entitle my book "The Progress
of a Plough-boy to a seat in Parliament, as exemplified in.
the History of the Life of William Cobbett, Member for
Oldham"; and, I intend that the frontispiece to the book
shall represent me, first in a smock-frock, driving the
rooks from the corn; and, in the lower compartment of
the picture, standing in the House of Commons, addressing the Speaker.' This intention was never carried out.
The present work was prepared with Cobbett's plan
in the editor's mind. The method, that of using the auto biographical parts of Cobbett's writings, was suggested
by the anonymous Life of ISH and by the more fully
developed work of E. I. Carlyle in r 904 . In the present
book the method has been used to its fullest extent, and
all but a few linking passages are of Cobbett's own
composition.
All editorial insertions have been enclosed in square
brackets. The exact source of all the material used has
been indicated in the Sources of the Text. Any reader
who wishes tc? see exactly what has been done in the way
of combining separated passages, or what change in
grammatical construction have been made for the sake
of continuity, will find it easy to refer to the original
passages. The latter changes have not been indicated in
the notes, except when the source is still unpublished,
and then the passage has been printed for convenience
of reference.
r 8 34,
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Editor's Note
The editor wishes to thank H. W. Cobbett, Esq., of
Manchester, for his courtesy in permitting the Cobbett
Papers in his possession to be examined, and for his kindness in permitting them to be examined frequently.
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CHAPTER I

*

*

I

*

was bred at the plough-tail, and in the Hop-Gardens
of Farnham in Surrey, my native place, and which
spot, as it so happened, is the neatest in England, and,
I believe, in the whole world. All there is a garden. The
neat culture of the hop extends its influence to the round
about. Hedges cut with shears and every other mark of
skill strike the eye at Farnham, and become fainter and
fainter as you go from it in every direction. Arthur Young
calls the vale between Farnham and Alton the finest ten
miles in England.
To [a taste for farming], produced in me by a desire
to imitate a father whom I ardently loved, and to whose
every word I Ii tened with admiration, lowe no small
part of my happiness, for a greater proportion of which
very few men ever had to be grateful to God. These pursuits, innocent in themselves, instructive , in .their very
nature, and always tending to preserve health, have been
a constant, a never-failing source, of recreation to me.
arly habits and affections seldom quit us while we have
vigour of mind left. I was brought up under a father,
whose talk was chiefly about his garden and his fields, with
regard to which he was famed for his skill and his exemplary neatness. From my very infancy, from the age of six
year, when I climbed up the side of a steep sand rock,
and there scooped me out a plot four feet square to make
[ 9 ]
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me a garden, and the soil for which I carried up in the
bosom of my little blue smock-frock, I have never lost
one particle of my passion for these healthy and rational
and heart-cheering pursuits, in which every day presents
something new, in which the spirits are never suffered to
flag, and in which industry, skill, and care are sure to meet
with their due reward. I have never, for any eight months
together, during my whole Hfe, been without a garden.
So sure are we to overcome difficulties where the heart
and mind are bent on the thing to be obtained!
All that I can boast of in my birth is that I was born in
old England. With respect to my ancestors, I shall go no
Furth r back than my grandfather, and for this very plain
r ason, that 1 never heard talk of any prior to him. He
was a day-labourer, and I have heard my father say, that
he worked for one farmer from the day of his marriage to
that of his death, upwards of forty years. He died before
I was born, but I have often slept beneath the same roof
that had sheltered him, and where his widow dwelt for
seven years after his death. It was a little thatched cottage
with a garden before the door. It had but two windows;
a damson tree shaded one, and a clump of filberts the
other. Here I and my brothers went every Christmas and
Whitsuntide, to spend a week or two, and torment the
poor old woman with our noise and dilapidations. he
used to give us milk and bread for breakfast, an apple pudding for our dinner, and a piece of bread and cheese for
supper. Her fire was made of turf cut from the neighbouring heath and her evening light was a rush dipped in
grease.
My father, from the poverty of his parents, had received no very brilliant education; he was, however,
learned for a man in his rank of life. When a little boy, he
drove the plough for two pence a day and these his earnings were appropriated to the expenses of an evening
[ 10 ]
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school. What a village schoolmaster could be expected to
teach he had learnt, and had besides considerably improved himself in several branches of the mathematicks.
He understood land-surveying well, and was often chosen
to draw the plans of disputed territory; in short, he had
the reputation of possessing experience and understanding, which never fails in England, to give a man in a country place, some little weight with his neighbours. He wa
honest, industrious, and frugal; it was not, therefore,
wonderful, that he should be situated in a good farm, and
happy in a wife of his own rank, like him , beloved and
respected.
I was born in the month of March, 1766;1 the exa t
age of my [three] brothers I have forgotten, but I remember having heard my mother say, that there was but
three years and three quarters difference between the age
of the eldest and that of the yotmgest.
I do not remember the time when I did not earn my
liVing. My first occupation was, driving the small birds
from the turnip seed, and the rooks from the peas. When
I trudged afield, with my wooden bottle and my satchel
over my shoulders, I was hardly able to climb the gat
and stiles, and, at the close of day, to reach home was a
task of infinite labour. My next employment was weeding
wheat, and leading a Single horse at harrOWing barley.
Hoeing peas followed, and hence I arrived at the honour
of joining the reapers in harvest, driving the team and
holding the plough. We were all of us strong and laborious, and my father used to boast, that he had four boys,
the eldest of whom was but fifteen years old, who did as
much work as any three men in the parish of Farnham.
I have some faint recollection of going to school to an
old woman who, I believe, did not succeed in teaching me
my letters. In the winter evenings my father taught me to
read and write, and gave me a pretty tolerable knowledge
[ I I ]
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of arithmetic. Grammar he did not perfectly understand
himself, and therefore his endeavours to teach that, necessarily failed; for, though he thought he understood it,
and though he made us get the rules by heart we learnt
nothing at all of the principles.
As to polities, we were like the rest of the country
people in England; that is to say, we neither knew nor
thought anything about the matter. The shouts of victory
or the murmur at a defeat, would now-and-then break in
upon our tranquillity for a moment; but I do not remember ever having seen a newspaper in the house, and most
certainly that privation did not rendt::r us less free, happy,
or industrious.
After, however, the American War had continued for
some time, and the cause and nature of it began to be
understood, or rather misunderstood, by the lower classes
of people in England, we became a little better acquainted
with subjects of this kind. My father was a partisan of the
Americans: he used frequently to dispute on the subject
with the gardener of a nobleman who lived near us. This
was generally done with good humour, over a pot of our
best ale; yet the disputants sometimes grew warm, and
gave way to language that could not fail to attract our
attention. My father was worsted without a doubt, as he
had for antagonist, a shrewd and sensible old Scotchman,
far his superior in political knowledge; but he pleaded
before a partial audience: we thought there was but one
wise man in tlle world, and that one was our father.
My father used to take one of us with him every year
to the great hop fair at Weyhill. The fair was held at Old
Michae1mastide, and the journey was to us, a sort of reward for the labours of the summer. It happened to be
my tum to go thither the very year that Long Island was
taken by the British. 2 I rode a little pony, and remember
how proud I was on the occasion; but, I aho remember,
[
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that my brothers, two out of three of whom were older
than I, thought it unfair that my father selected me; my
own reflections upon the occasion have never been forgotten by me.
A great company of hop-merchants and farmers were
just Sitting down to supper as the post arrived, bringing
in the extraordinary Gazette which annOlmded the victory. A hop-factor from London took the paper, placed
his chair upon the table, and began to read in an audible
voice. He was opposed, a dispute ensued, and my father
retired taking me by the hand, to another apartment
wher we supped with about a dozen others of the same
entiments. liere Washington's health and success to the
Americans were repeatedly toasted, and this was the first
time, as far as I can recollect, that I ever heard that
General's name mentioned.
It would be [as] useless as unentertaining to dwell on
the occupations and sports of a country boy; to lead th
reader to fairs, cricket-matches, and hare-hunts; [but one
occasion I must recount.] A huntsman, nam d Georg
Bradley, who was huntsman to Mr Smither, of Hale, very
wantonly gave me a cut with his whip, because I jun,ped
in amongst the dog, pulled a hare from them, and got
her scut, upon a little common, called Seal Common,
near Waverley Abbey. I was only about eight years old;
but my mind was so strongly imbued with the prinCiples
of natural justice, that I did not rest satisfied with the mer
calling of names, of which, however, I gaveMr George
Bradley a plenty. I sought to inflict a just punishment
upon him.
Hounds (hare-holJ!lds, at least) will follow the trail of
a red herring as eagerly as that of a hare, and rather more
so, the scent being stronger and more unbroken. I waited
till Bradley and his pack were trailing for a hare in th
neighbourhood of that same Seal Common. They were
[ TJ ]
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pretty sure to find in the space of half an hour, and th
hare was pretty sure to go up the Common and over the
hill to the south. I placed myself ready with a red herring
at the end of a string, in a dry field, and near a hard path,
along which, or near to which, I was pretty sure the hare
would go. I waited a long while; the sun was getting high;
the scent bad; but, by and by, I heard the view-halloo and
full cry. I squatted down in the fern, and my heart bounded with the prospect of inflicting justice, when I saw my
lady come skipping by, going off towards Pepper Harrow;
that is to say, towards the south. In a moment, I clapped
down my herring, went off at a right angle towards the
west, climbed up a steep bank very soon, where the
horsemen, such as they were, could not follow; then on
I went over the roughest part of the common that I could
find, till I got to the pales of Moor Park, over which I
went, there being holes at the bottom for the letting-in of
hares. That part of the park was covered with short heath;
and I gave some twirls about to amuse Mr Bradley for
half an hour. Then off I went, and down a hanger at last,
to the bottom of which no horseman could get without
riding round a quarter of a mile . At the bottom of the
hanger was an aldermoor, in a swamp. There my herring
ceased to perform its service. The river was pretty rapid:
I tossed it in, that it might go back to the sea and relate
to its brethren the exploits of the land. I washed my hands
in the water of the moor; and took a turn, and stood at
the top of the hanger to witness the winding-up of the
day's sport, which terminated a little before dusk in one
of the dark days of November. After over -running the
scent a hundred times; after an hour:s puzzling in the dry
field, after all the doubles and all the turns that the seaborn hare had given them, down came the whole posse
to the swamp; the huntsman went round a millhead, not
far off, and tried the other side of the river: 'No! damn
[ 14
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her, where can she be 7' And thus, amidst conjectures,
disputations, mutual blamings, and swearings a plenty
they concluded, some of them half-leg deep in dirt, and
going soaking home.
In those 'dark ages' that the impudent Scotch economists talk about, we had a great many holidays. There
were all the fairs of our own place, and all the fairs of the
places just round about. There were several days at
Christmas, at Easter, at Whitsuntide; and we had a day
or two at Hollantide, as we used to call it, which came in
November, I believe, and at Candlemass. Besides these,
there were cricket-matches, and single-stick matches;
and all these were not thought too much. I verily believe,
that if I had been born in these [present] days of slavery,
of rags, and of hunger, I should never have been any more
known,in the world, than the chap I, this very moment,
see slinking by the side of a road-waggon, with scarcely a
shoe on his foot, and with a smock-frock that none but
actual beggars wore in the 'dark ages', when I was a boy.
I never knew a labouring man, in those 'dark ages', go
out to his work in the morning without a bottle of beer
and a satchel of victuals, containing cheese, if not bacon,
hung upon his crook. A bottle-crook made as usual a part
of the equipage of a labourer, as his smock-frock, or his
hat did. Except in about five or six instances, in Essex,
I have not seen a bottle-crook these twenty years.
In the 'dark ages', when I was a boy, country labourers'
wives used to spin the wool, and knit the stockings and
gloves that were wanted in the family. My grandmother
knit stockings for me after she was blind. Farmers' wives
and daughters, and servant maids, were spinning, reeling,
carding, knitting, or at something or other of that sort,
whenever the work of the farm-house did not demand
them.
According, be it observed, that there wanted no schools,
[
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no Lancastrian or Bell work, no Tracts, no circulation of
Bibles, to make the common people generally honest and
obedient. I remember a little sort of fair that used to be
held at a village in Surrey. I remember the white smockfrocks and red handkerchiefs, and nice clean clothes of
the girls, that used to ornament that fair. By accident, I
stumbled upon it in a rural ride [in 1822]. Not a tenth
part of the people, and these, in general ragged and dirty,
with some few girls drawn off in tawdry cottons, looking
more like town prostitutes than country girls; and this
was a pretty fair sample of the whole country.
The truth is, that the system which has been pursued
in ngland from the time of the Revolution' [of 1680],
the system of government debt, is a system which begins
by totally debasing the labouring classes, and that ends by
producing its own overthrow, and, generally, that of the
state along with it. It draws property into great masses;
it gives to cunning the superiority over industry; it makes
agriculture a subject of adventure; it puts down all small
cultivators; it encloses every inch of that land which God
himself seems to have intended for the poor.
[There is] a place called the Bourne, which lies in the
hath at about a mile from Farnham. It is a winding narrow valley, down which, during the wet season of the
year, there runs a stream beginning at the Holt Forest,
and emptying itself into the Wey just below Moor Park,
which was the seat of Sir William Temple, when Swift
was reSiding with him. There is a little hop-gard n in
which I used to work from eight to ten years old; from
which I have scores of times run in order to follow the
hounds, leaVing the hoe to do the best it could to d stroy
the weeds; but the most interesting thing was a sandhill,
which goes from a part of the heath down to the rivulet.
As a due mixture of pleasure with toil, I with my two
brothers, used occasionally to disport ourselves, as the
[ 16 ]
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lawyers call it, at this sandhill. Our diversion was this:
one used to draw his arms out of the sleeves of his smockfrock, and lay himself down with his arms by his sides;
and then the others, one at head and the other at feet,
sent him rolling down the hill like a barrel or a log of
wood. By the time he got to the bottom, his hair, eyes,
ears, nose and mouth, were all full of this loose sand;
then the ot:lers took their turn, and at every roll, there
was a monstrous spell of laughter. I often told my son of
this while they were very little, and [in T8 22] I took one
of them to see the spot. But that was not all. This was the
spot where I was receiving my education; and this was
the sort of education; and I am perfectly satisfied that jf
I had not received such an education, or something very
much' like it; that, if I had been brought up a milksop,
with a nursery-maid everlastingly at my heels, I should
have been at this day as great a fool, as inefficient a mortal,
as any of those frivolous idiots that are turned out from
Winchester or Westminster School or from any of those
dens of dunces called Colleges and Universities. It is impossible to say how muc lowe to that sandhill; and I
went to return it my thanks.
[At this time] when my chief occupation was to hobble
over the clods by the side of the plough-hor es, I remember, that I used to wonder how it happ ned, that
the land produced enough, and only enough for all the
animals that fed on its produce. My mind did not penetrate so far as the human species: it found quite sufficient
to be astonished at in perceiving. that there was always
just horses enough to eat the hay, and just hay enough for
the horses; just meadows enough for the cattle, and cattl
f01" the meadows; sheep enough for the downs, and downs
enough for the sheep. If I rambled into the forest or over
the common, I never found a blade of grass to spare, and
yet there was always enough to maintain all the various
B
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kinds of animals that fed on it, though they belonged,
perhaps, to a thousand different persons, everyone of
whom wished to feed thereon as many animals as he could,
and though there was no active law to regulate the conduct of these persons. Such astonishment was natu.ral
enough in a boy nine or ten years old.
At eleven years of age my employment was clipping of
box-edgings and weeding beds of flowers in the garden
of the Bishop of Winchester, at the Castle of Farnham.
I had always been fond of beautiful gardens; and, a gardener, who had just come from the King's gardens at
Kew, gave such a description of them as made me instantly resolve to work in these gardens. The next morning, without saying a word to anybody, off I set, with no
clothes, except those upon my back, and thirteen halfpence in my pocket. I found that I must go to Richmond,
and I, accordingly, went on, from place to place, inquiring my way thither. A long day (it was in Jtme) brought
me to Richmond in the afternoon. Two pennyworth of
bread and cheese and a pennyworth of small beer, which
I had on the road, and one hal enny that I had lost somehow or other, left three pence in my pocket. With this
for my whole fortune, I was trudging through Richmond
in my blue smock-frock and my red garters tied under
my knees, when, staring about me, my eye fell upon a
little book, in a bookseller's window: Tale if a Tub; price
3d. The title was so odd, that my curiosity was excited.
I had the 3d., but, then, I could have no supper. In I went
and got the little book, which I was so impatient to read,
that I got over into a field, at the upper comer of Kew
Gardens, where there stood a haystack. On the shady side
of this, I sat down to read. The book was so different
from anything that I had ever read before: it was something so new to my mind, that, though I could not at an
understand som of it, it delighted me beyond descrip[ 18 ]
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tion; and it produced what I have always considered a
sort of birth of int llect. I read on till it was dark, without any thought about supper or bed. When I could see
no longer, I put my little book in my pocket, and tumbled
down by the side of the stack, where I slept till the birds
in Kew Garden awaked me in the morning; when off J
started to Kew, reading my little book. The Singularity
of my dress, the Simplicity of my manner, my confident ·
and lively air, induced the gardener, who was a Scotchman, I remember, to give me victuals, find me lodging,
and set me to work. And, it was during the period that J
was at Kew, that the KingS and two of his brothers
laughed at the oddness of my dress, while I was sweeping
the grass plat round the foot of the Pagoda. The gardener,
seeing me fond of books, lent me some gardening books
to read; but, these I could not relish after my Tale of a
Tub, which I carried about with me wherever I went,
and when I, at about twenty years old, lost it in a box
that fell overboard in the Bay of Fundayin North America,
the loss gave me greater pain than I have ever felt at lOSing
thousands of pounds.
Towards the autumn of J782, I went to visit a relation
who lived in the neighbourhood of Portsmouth. From
the top of Portsdown, I, for the first time, beheld the
sea, and no sooner did I behold it than I wished to be a
sailor. I could never account for this sudden impulse, nor
can I now. Almost all English boys feel the same inclination: it would seem that, like ducks, instinct leads them
to rush on the bosom of the water.
But it was not the sea alone that I saw: the grand fleet
was riding at anchor at pithead. I had heard of the
wooden walls of Old England: I had formed my idea of a
ship and of a fleet; but what I now beheld so far surpassed
what I had ever been able to form a conception of, that
J stood lost between astonishment and adrruration.
[ 19 ]
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I arrived at my uncle's late in the ev ning, with my
mind full of my seafaring project. Though I had walked
thirty miles during the day, and consequently was well
wearied, I slept not a moment. It was no sooner daylight
than I arose and walked down toward the old castle on
the beach at Spithead. For a sixpence given to an invalid
I got permission to go upon the battlements: here I had
a closer view of the fleet, and at every look my impatience
to b on board increased. In short, I went from the castle
to Portsmouth, got into a boat, and was in a few minutes
on board the PegQsus man-oF-war, commanded by the
Right Honourable George Berkley, brother to the Earl
of Berkley.
The Captain had more compassion than is generally met
with in a man of his profession: he represented to me the '
toils I must undergo, and the punishment that the least
disobedience or neglect would subject me to. He persuaded me to return home, and I remember he concluded
his' advice with telling me, that it was better to be led
to church in a halter to be tied to a girl that I did not
like, than to be tied to the gang-way or, as the sailors call
it, married to Miss Roper. rom the conclusion of this
wholesome counsel, I perceived that the Captain thought
I had eloped on account of a bastard. I blushed, and that
confirmed him in his opinion.
I in vain attempted to convince Captain Berkley, that
choice alone led me to the sea; he sent me on shore, and
I at last quitted Portsmouth; but not befor I had applied
to the Port Admiral, Evans, to get my name enrolled
among those who were destined for the service. I was, in
some sort, obliged to acquaint the Admiral with what
had passed on board the PegQsus, in consequence of which
my request was refused, and I happily escaped, sorely
against my will, from the most toilsome and perilous
profession in the world.
[ 20 ]
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I returned once more to the plough, but J was spoiled
for a farmer. J had, before my Portsmouth adventure,
never known any other ambition than that of surpassing
my brothers in the different labours of the field; but it
was quite otherwise now; I sighed for a sight of the world;
the little island of Britain seemed too small a compass for
me. The things in which I had taken the most delight
were neglected; the singing of the birds grew insipid,
and the heart-cheering cry of the hounds, after which J
formerly used to fly from my work, was heard with the
most torpid indifference. Sti /I, however, I remained at
home till the following spring, when I quitt d it for ever.
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CHAPTER II

*

*

*

I

t was on the sixth of May, 1783, that I, like Don
Quixote, sallied forth to seek adventures. I was
dressed in my holiday clothes, in order to accompany
two or three lasses to Guildford Fair. They were to
assemble at a house about three miles from my home,
where I was to attend them; but unfortunately for me, I
had to cross the London turnpike road. The stage-coach
had just turned the summit of a hill, and was rattling
down towards me at a merry rate. The notion of going
to London never entered my mind till this very moment,
yet the step was completely determined on, before the
coach came to the spot where I stood.
It was by mere accident that I had money enough to
defray the expenses of this day. Being rigged out for the
fair, I had three or four crown and half-crown pieces
(which most certainly I did not intend to spend) besides
a few shillings and halfpence. This my little all, which I
had been years in amasSing, wilted away like snow before
the sun, when touched by the fingers of the inn-keepers
and their waiters. In short, when I arrived at Ludgate
Hill, and had paid my fare, I had but about half a crown
in my pocket.
By a commencement of that good luck, which has
attended me in all the situations in which fortune has
pla ed me, I was pr served from ruin. A gentleman, who

.
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was one of the passengers in the stage, fell into conversa.
tion with me at dinner, and he soon learnt that I was
goillg I knew not whither or for what. This gentleman was
a hop-merchant ill the borough of Southwark and, upon
closer inquiry, it apfeared that he had often dealt with
my father at Weyhil . He knew the danger I was in i he
was himself a parent, and he felt for my parents. His
house became my home, he wrote to my father, and endeavoured to p;revail on me to obey his orders, which
were to return immediately home. I am ashamed to say
that I was disobedient. Willingly would I have returned,
but pride would not suffer me to do it. r feared the scoffi
of my acquailltances more than the real evils that threatened me.
.
My generous preserver, finding my obstillacy not to be
overcome, began to look out for an employment for me,
when an acquaintance of his, an attorney, called in to see
him. He related my adventure to this gentleman, whos
name was Holland, and who, happening to want an understrapping quill driver, did me the honour to take me into
his service, and the next day saw me perched upon a great
high stool, in an obscure chamber in Gray's Inn, endeavouring to decipher the crabbed draughts of my employer.
r could write a good plain hand, but I could not read
the pothooks and hangers of Mr HoUand. He was a month
in learning me to copy without almost continual assistance, and even then r was of but little use to him i for,
besides that r wrote at a snail's pace, my want of knowledge in orthography gave him infinite trouble: so that
for the first two months I was a dead weight upon his
hands. Time, however, rendered me useful, and Mr Hol~
land was pleased to tell me that he was very well satisfied
with me, just at the very moment when I began to grow
xtremely dissatisfied with him.
No part of my life has be n totally unattended with
[ 23 ]
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pleasure, except the eight or nine months I passed in
Gray's Inn. The office (for so the dungeon where I wrote
was called) was so dark, that, on cloudy days, we were
obliged to burn candle. I worked like a galley-slave from
five in the morning till eight or nine at night, and sometimes all night long. I never qUitted this gloomy recess
except on Sundays, wh n 1 usually took a walk to St
Jam s's Park, to feast my eyes with the sight of the trees,
the grass, and the water. In one of these walks I happened
to cast my ye on an advertisement, inviting all loyal
young men, who had a mind to gain riches and glory, to
repair to a certain rendezvous, where they might enter
into His Majesty's Mari.ne Service, and have the peculiar
happiness and honour of being enrolled in the Chatham
division. I was not ignorant enough to be the dupe of this
morsel of military bombast; but a chang was what I wanted; besid s, I knew that marines went to sea, and my
desire to b on that el ment had rath r increased than
diminished by my being penned up in London. In short,
I resolved to join this gloriOUS corps; and, to avoid all
possibility of being discovered by my friend, I went down
to Chatham, and nlist d into th marin s as I thought,
but the next morning I found my elf before a Captain of
a marching r giment. 1 There was no retreating: I had
taken a shilling to drink His Majesty's health, and his
further bounty was r ady for my reception.
When I told the Captain that I thought myself ngaged
in the marin s 'By Jasus my lad', said he, 'and you have
had a narrow escape' . He told me, that the regiment into
which I had been so happy as to enlist was one of the
old st and boldest in th whole army, and that it was at
that time serving in that nne, Aourishing and plentiful
country, Nova Scotia. He dwelt long on the beauties and
riches of this ten strial paradis , and di missed m , perfectly n hant c1 with the prospe t of a voyage thither.
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1783 to 1784J enlisted in 1784, and, as peace had then taken place,
no great hast was made to send recruits off to their regiments. I remember well what sixpence a day was, recollecting the pangs of hunger felt by me, during the thirteen
months that J was a private soldier at Chatham, previous
to my embarkation for Novia Scotia. Of my sixpence, nothing like fivepence was left to purchase food for the day.
Indeed, not fourpence. For there was washing, mending,
soap, flour for hair-powder, shoes, stockings, shirts,
stocks and gaiters, pipe-clay and several other things to
come out of the miserable sixpence! Judge then of the
quantity of food to sustain life in a lad of sixte n, and to
enable him to exercise with a musket (weighing fourteen
pounds) six or eight hours every day. The best battalion
I ever saw in my life was composed of men, the far
greater part of whom were enlisted befor they were sixteen, and who, when they wer first brought up to th
regiment, were clothed in coats made much too long and
too large, in order to leave room for growing.
We had several recruits from Norfolk (our regiment
was the West Norfolk); and many of them deserted from
sheer hunger. They were lads from the plough-tail. All
of them taU, for no short men were then taken. I r member two that went into a decline and died during th
year, though when they joined us, they were fine hearty
young men . I have seen them lay in their berths, many
and many a time, actually crying on account of hunger.
The whole week's food was not a bit too much for one
day.
My lei ure time was spent, not in the dissipations common to such a way of life, but in reading and study. Tn
the course of this year I learnt more than I had ever done
before. J subscribed to a circulating library at Brompton,
the greatest part of the books in which I read more than
once over. Th library was not v ry considerable, it is
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taste or choice. Novels, plays, history, poetry, an were
read, and nearly with equal avidity.
Such a course of reading could be attended with but
little profit: it was skimming over the surface of everything. One branch of learning, however, I went to the
bottom with, and that the most essential too, the grammar of my mother tongue. I had experienced the want of
knowledge of grammar during my stay with Mr Holland;
but it is very probable that I never should have thought
of encountering the study of it, had not accident placed
me under a man whose friendship extended beyond his
interest. Writing a fair hand procured me the honour of
being copyist to Colonel Debieg, the commandant of the
garrison. I transcribed the famous correspondence between him and the Duke of Richmond. The Colonel saw
my deficiency, and strongly recommended study. He enforced his advice with a sort of injunction, and with a
promise of reward in case of success. I procured me a
Lowth's grammar,2 and applied myself to the study of it
with unceasing assiduity.
The edge of my berth, or that of the guard-bed, was
my seat to study in; my knapsack was my bookcase; a
bit of board lying on my lap was my writing desk; and
the task did not demand anything like a year of my life.
I had no money to purchase candle or oil ; in winter time
it was rarely that I could get any evening light but that
of the fire, and only my turn even of that. To buy a pen
or a sheet of paper I was compelled to forgo some portion
o~ food, though in a state of half-starvation; I had no
mom nt of time that I could call my own; and I had to
read and to write amidst the talking, laughing, singing,
whistling, and brawling of at least half a score of the most
thoughtless of men, and that, too, in the hours of their
freedom from all control. Think not lightly of th far[ 26 ]
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thing that I had to give, now and then, for ink, pen, or
paper. That farthing was, alas! a great sum to me! I was
as tall as I am now; I had great health and great exercise.
r remember, and well I may! that, upon one occasion, r,
after all absolutely necessary expenses, had, on a Friday,
made shift to have a halfpenny in reserve, which I had
destined for the purchase of a red herring in the morning;
but, when I pulled off my clothes at night, so hungry
then as to be hardly able to endure life, I found that I had
lost my halfpenny! I buried my head under the miserable
sheet and rag, and cried like a child.
[But this labour was] not without some profit; for,
though it was a considerable time before I fully comprehended all that I read, still I read and studied with such
unremitted attention, that, at last, I could write without
falling into any very gross errors. The pains I took cannot
be described: I wrote the whole grammar out two or
three times; I got it by heart. I repeated it every morning
and every evening, and, when on guard, I imposed on
myself the task of saying it all over once every time I was
posted sentinel. To this exercise of my memory I ascribe
the retentiveness of which I have since found it capable,
and to the success with which it was attended, I ascribe
the perseverance that has led to the acquirement of the
little learning of which I am master.
I was soon raised to the rank of Corporal, a rank,
which, however contemptible it may appear in some
people's eyes, brought me in a clear twopence per diem,
and put a very clever worsted knot upon my shoulder too.
As promotion began to dawn, I grew impatient to get to
my regiment, where I expected soon to bask under the
rays of royal favour. The happy days of departure at last
came: we set sail from Gravesend, and, after a short and
pleasant passage, arrived at Halifax in Nova Scotia.
When r first b held the barren, not to say hideous,
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the master of the vessel had mistaken his way j for I could
perceiv nothing of that fertility that my good recruiting
captain had dwelt on with so much delight. Nova Scotia
had no other charm for me than that of novelty. Everything I saw was new: bogs, rocks, and mosquitoes and
bull-frogs. Thousands of Captains and Colonels without
soldiers, and of 'Squires without stockings or shoes. In
England, I had never thought of approaching a 'Squire
without a most respectful bow j but, in this new world,
though I was but a corporal, I often order d a 'Squire to
bring me a glass of grog, and even to take care of my
knapsack. We staid but a few weeks in Nova Scotia,
being ordered to St Johns in the Province of New Brunswick. Here, and at other places in the same province, we
remained ti.ll the month of Sept mb r, 1791, when the
regiment was relieved and sent home.
Nova Scotia, New Brunswick, and Canada, are the
horns, the head, the neck, the shins, and the hoot of the
ox, and the United States are the ribs, the sirloin, the
kidneys, and the rest of the body. Nova cotia and New
Brunswick were one great heap of rocks, covered with
fir trees, with here and there a little strip of land capable
of cultivation, by the side of th riv rs. What thes
countries are, you may judge from the following facts j
that almost aU the meat and all the flour consumed in
them, is carri d from the United States, and even cabbages j that, as to fruits, cherries, apples, pears, aU go
from the United States. In short, the most barren, the
most villainous piece of waste land j the thin shell upon
the top of a gravel pit in England compared with the fat
meadows and gardens in the Medway, or the beautiful
valleys in Wiltshire, is precisely wh t Nova Scotia an 1
New Brunswick are to the United tates of America.
Th n the horrible climate j the land covered with snoW
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seven months of the year; the danger of death if any man
be Jost in the snow for only ten minutes. Thousands of
deaths took place every year from people being what is
called frost-bitten. The men going on guard were wrapped
up in great cloth coats lined with flannel, their head
covered with caps of the same sort, leaving only an opening for the eyes and the nose. I have seen half a dozen
men at a time with their noses frost-bitten, which you
perceive the moment you see them, by their having be. come white. The remedy is instantly to rub with snow
th part aft cted; but, very freguently, if this be delayed
only for half an hour, mortification takes place j and
there are thousands of men in those countries with their
hands or feet cut off in order to save their Jives.
I was stationed on the banks of the great and beautiful
river St John, which was more than a mile wide at a
hundred miles from the sea. That river, as well as all the
creeks running into it on both sides, were so completely
frozen over every year by the seventh of November, or
thereabouts, that we could skate across it and up and
down it, the next morning after the frost began, while
we could see the fish swimming under the ice upon which
we were skating. In about ten days the snow came; until
storm after storm, coming at intervals of a week or a
fortnight, made the mass, upon an average, ten feet deep j
and there we were, nine days out of ten, with a bright
sun over our heads, and with snow, dryas bair powder,
screeching under our feet. In the month of April, in the
last week of that month, the meltings of the snow turned
the river into ice again. Soon after this, symptoms of
breaking-up began to appear, the immense mass of ice
was first loosened near the banks of the river; the creeks
where the masses were not so large, and the lakes where
the freezing had not been so severe, began to give way,
crack at many miles
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1783 to 1784distance, like the falling of fifty, or a hundred, or a th usand very lofty timber trees coming down all together,
from the axes and saws of the fellers. These cracks indicated that the ice had bursted asunder, and was beginning
to roll down the great streams made by the melting of the
snow: day after day, the cracks became louder and more
frequent; till by and by, the ice came tumbling out of
the mouths of the creeks into the main river, which, by
this time, began to give way itself, till, on some days,
toward the latter end of May, the whole surface of the
river moved downwards with accelerating rapidity towards the sea, rising up into piles twice as high as [the
Duke of Wellington's] great fine house at Hyde Park
Comer, wherever the ice came in contact with an island,
of which there were many in the river, until the sun and
the tide had carried the whole away, and made the river
clear for us to sail upon again to the next month of
November; during which time, the stm gave us melons
in the natural ground, and fine crops of com and grass.
[It is impossible not to be] revisited by the feelings which
I participated with others, when the sun began to bless
our eyes with the sight of grass, to make us cast off our
furs, and to resume our dresses as men, instead of those
of bears.

CHAPTER III

*

W
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*

Ule I was corporal J was made clerk to the
regiment. In a very short time, the whole of
the business in that way fell into my hands;
and, at the end of about a year, neither adjutant, paymaster, or quarter-master, could move an inch without
. myassistance. The accounts and letters of the paymaster
went through my hands; or, rather, I was the maker of
them. All the returns, reports, and other official papers
were of my drawing-up.
Then I became Sergeant-Major to the regiment, wlUch
brought me in close contact at every hour, with the whole
of the epaulet gentry, whose profound and surprising
ignorance I discovered in a twinkling. The military part
of the regiment's affairs fell under my care. In early life,
[I] contracted the blessed habit of husbanding well my
time. To tlUs more than to any other tlUng, lowed my
very extraordinary promotion in the army. I was always
ready: never did any man, or anything, wait one moment
for me. Being raised from corporal to sergeant-major at
once, over the heads of tlUrty sergeants, I naturally should
have been an object of envy and hatred; but tlUs habit of
early rising really subdued these passions; because everyone felt that what I did he had never done, and never
could do. Long before any other man was dressed for
parade, my work for the morning was well clone, and I
[. 3 1 ]
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myself was on parade walking, in fine weather, for an
hour perhaps. My custom was this: to get up, in summer,
at daylight, and in winter at four o'clock; shave, dress,
even to the putting of my sword belt over my shoulder,
and having my sword lying on the table before me, ready
to hang by my side. Then I ate a bit of cheese, or pork,
and bread. Then I prepared my report, which was filled
up as fast as the companies brought me in the materials.
After this I had an hour or two to read, before the ime
came for any duty out of doors, wll ss when the regim nt
or part of it went out to exercise in the morning. When
this was the case, and the matter was left to me, I always
had it on the grOlmd in such time as that the bayonets
glistened in the rising sun, a sight which gave me delight,
of which I often think, but which I should in vain endea~
vour to describe. If the officers were to go out, eight or
ten 0' clock was the hour, sweating the men in the heat
of the day, breaking in upon the time for cooking their
dinner, putting all things out of order and all men out of
humour. When I was commander, the men had a long
day of leisur b fore them: they could ramble into the
town or into the woods; go to get raspberri s, to catch
birds, to catch fish, or to pursue any other recreation,
and such of them as chose, and were qualified, to work
at their trades. So that her, arising solely from the early
habits of one very young man, were pleasant and happy
days given to hundr ds.
About this time, the new discipline,l as it was called,
was sent out to us in little books, which were to be studied
by the offic rs of ach regiment, and the rul s of which
were to be immediately conformed to. Though any old
woman might have. written such a book; though it was
excessively foolish from beginning to end; sti ll , it was to
be compli d with, it ordered and command d a total
chang .
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To make this change was left to me, while not a single
officer in the regiment paid the ,least attention to the
matter; so that, when the time came for the annual review, I had to give lectures of instruction to the officers
themselves, the Colonel not excepted; and, for several
of them, I had to make out, upon large cards, which they
bought for the purpose, little plans of the position of the
regiment, together with lists of the words of command,
which they had to give in the field. There was I, at the
review, upon the flank of the grenadier company, with
my worsted shoulder-knot, and my great high, coarse,
hairy cap; confounded in the ranks amongst other men,
while thos'e who were commanding me to mov my hands
or my feet, thus or thus, were, in fact, uttering words,
which I had taught them; and were, in everything except
mere authority, my inferiors; and ought to have been
commanded by me. It was impossible for reflections of
this sort not to intrude themselves; and, as I advanced in
experience, I felt less and less respect for those, whom
I was compelled to obey.
But, I had a very delicate part to act with those gentry;
for, while I despised them for their gross ignorance and
their vanity, and hated them for their drunkenness and
rapacity, I was fully sensible of their power. My path was
full of rocks and pitfalls; and, 'as I never disguised my
dislikes, or restrained my tongu , I should have been
broken and flogged for fifty different offences, had they
not been kept in awe by my inflexible sobriety, impartiality, and integrity, by the consciousness of their inferiority to me, and by the real and almost indispensable
necessity of the use of my talents. They, in fact, resigned
all the discipline of the regiment to me, and I very freely
left them to swagger about and to get roaring drunk.
To describe the various instances of their ignorance,
and the various tricks they played to disguise it from me,
c
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would fill a volum . It is the custom in regiments to give
out orders every day from the officer commanding. These
are written by the Adjutant, to whom the sergeant-major
is a sort of deputy. The man, whom I had to do with was
a keen fellow, but wholly illiterate. The orders, which
he wrote, most cruelly murdered our mother-tongue.
But, in his absence, or, during a severe drunken fit, it fell
to my lot to write orders. As we both wrote in the same
book, he used to look at these. He saw commas, semicolons, colons, full points, and paragraphs. Th questions
he used to put to me, in an obscur sort of way, in ord r
to know why I made these divisions, and yet, at the same
time, his attempts to disguise his object, have made me
laugh a thousand times. He, at last, fell upon this device:
he made me write, while he pretended to dictate I Imagine to yourself, me sitting, pen in hand, to put upon
paper the precious offspring of the mind of this stupid
curmudgeon I But, here, a greater difficulty than any
former arose. He that could not write good grammar,
could not, of course, dictate good grammar. Out would
come some gross error, such as I was ashamed to see in
my handwriting. I would stop; suggest another arrangement; but, this I was, at first, obliged to do in a very
indirect and delicate manner. But, this course could not
continue long; and he put an end to it in this way; he
used to tell me his story, and leave me to put it upon
paper; and this we continued to the end of our conn ction.
He played m a trick upon one occasion, which was
more ridiculous than anything lse, but will serve to show
how his ignorance placed him at my mercy. Th re w re
three or four commissioners sent out to examine into the
state of the provinces of Nova Scotia and New BrwlSwick.
They closed their work at redericton, in New BrwlSwi k, wh r I was with my regim nt. As the arrival of
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every stranger was an excuse for a roaring drunk with our
heroes, so this ceremony now took place. But, the Commissioners had their report to make. And, what did my
ass of an Adjutant do, but offer to do it for them! They
took him at his word; and, there was he in the sweetest
mess that ever vain pretender was placed in. He wanted
to get some favour from these Commissioners, and relied
upon me, not only to perform the task, but to keep the
secret. The report of these fellows was no concern of
mine. It could not, by any contrivance, be hooked in
among my duties. He, therefore, talked to me at first in
a sort of ambiguous manner. He said, that the Commissioners wanted him to do it, and d-n them, he would
not do it for them. Then, when I saw him again, he asked
me something about it, showing me their rude mass of
papers, at the same time. I now began to find what h
would be at; but, I affected not to understand him , turned
the matter as soon as I could, and so we parted. At this
time, I had been long wanting to go and see an old farmer
and his family and to shoot wild pigeons in his woods;
and, as the distance was great, and a companion on the
journey necessary, I wanted a sergeant to go with me.
The leave to do this had been put off for a good while,
and the Adjutant knew that I had the thing at heart. What
does he now do, but come to me and after talking about
the report again, affect to lament that he should be so
much engaged with it, that there was no hope of my being
permitted to go on my frolic, till he had finished the
report. J, who knew very well what this meant, began to
be very anxious for this finishing, to effect which I knew
that there was but one way. Tacked on to the pigeonshooting, the report became an object of importance, and
I said, 'perhaps J could do something, Sir, in putting the
pap rs in order for you.' That was enough. Away he went,
brought me the whole mass, and, tossing them down on
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the table: 'There', said he, 'do what you like with theIU ;
for d-n the rubbish, I have no patience with it.'
Rubbish it really was, if we looked only at the rude
manner of the papers; but the matter would to me, at
this day, have been very interesting. I d-d the papers as
heartily as he did, and with better reason; but, they were
to bring me my week's frolic, and, as I entered into everything with ardour, this pigeon-shooting frolic, at the
age of about 23, was more than a compensation for aU
the toil of this report and its appendix. To work I went,
and with the assistance of my shooting companion sergeant, who caned over the figures to me, I had the app ndix completed in rough draft in two days and one night.
Having the detail before me the report was a short work,
and the whole was soon completed. But, before a neat
copy was made out, the thing had to be shown to the
Commissioners. It would not do to show it them in Iny
handwriting. The Adjutant got over this difficulty by
copying the report; and, having shown it, and had it
highly applauded, 'Well, then,' said he, 'here, SergeantMajor, go and make a fair copy.' This was the most
shameless thing that I ever witnessed.
A copy, which I made for the purpose, was deposited
with the Gov~mor at Halifax, which copy the Duke of
Kent had, in the year 1800, when he was commander-inchief in [the] province. He showed it to me in Halifax,
when I was there, in the year 1800. When I told him the
whole story, he asked me how much the Commissioners
gave me; and, when I told him not a farthing, he exclaimed most bitterly, and said that thousands of pounds
had, first and last, been paid by the country for what I
had done.
I first saw my wife [in New Brunswick]. She was thixteen years old, and I was within about a month of twentyone. She was the daughter : of a sergeant of artillery. 2 I
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sat in the same room with her for about an hour, in contpany with others, and I made up my mind that she was
the very girl for me. That I thought her beautiful was
certain, for that I had always said should be an indispensable qualification; but I saw in her what I deemed marks
of that sobriety of conduct, which has been by far the
greatest blessing of my life. It was dead of winter, and,
of course, the snow several feet deep on the ground, and
the weather piercing cold. In about three mornings after
I had first seen her, I had got two young men to join me
in my walk; and our road lay by the house of her father
and mother. It was hardly light, but she was out on the
snow, scrubbing out a washing-tub. 'That's the girl for
me', I said, when we had got out of her hearing.
From the day that I first spoke to her, I never had a
thought of her being the wife of any other man, more than
I had a thought of her being transformed into a chest of
drawers; and I formed my resolution at once, to marry
her as soon as we could get permission, and to get out
of the army as soon as I could. So that this matter was at
once settled as firmly as if written in the book of my fate.
At the end of about six months, my regiment, and I
along with it, were removed to Fredericton, a distanc
of a hundred miles up the river; and, which was worse,
the artillery was expected to go off to England a year or
two before our regiment! The artillery went, and she
along with them; and now it was that I acted a part
becoming a real and sensible lover. I was aware that, when
she got to that gay place Woolwich, the house of her

*
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One of these young men came to England soon afterwards; and
he, who keeps an inn in Yorkshire, came over to Preston, at the time
of the elections, to verify whether I were the same man. When he
found that I was, he appeared surprised; but what was his surprise
when I told him that those tall young men he saw around me were the
sons of that pretty Iittle girl that he and I sa", scrubbing out the washiJlg-tub on the snow at New Brunswick at daybreak in the morning.
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father and mother, necessarily visited by numerous persons not the most s tect, mjght become unpleasant to her,
and I did not like, besides, that she should continue to
work hard. I had saved a hundred and fifty gmneas. I sent
her all my money before she sailed; and wrote to her, to
beg of her, if she found her home uncomfortable, to hir
a lodging with respectable people: and, at any rate, not
to spare the mone;y, by any means, but to buy herself
good clothes, and to live without hard work, until I
arrived in England; and I, in order to induce her to lay
out the money, told her that I should get plenty more
before I came home.
At the end of four years, home I came. I found my
little girl a servant of all work (and hard work it was) at
five pounds a year, in the house of a aptain Brissac; anel
without hardly saying a word about the matter, she put
into my hands the whole of my hundred and fifty gluneaS
unbroken.
[But before I came home] I did a wrong, [of which] I
will h r give a history. [It was on of those cas s] in
which you are, by degrees and by cir umstances, d lud el
into something very nearly res mbling sin ere love for a
second object, the first still, however, maintaining h r
ground in your heart; cases in which you ar not actu t d
by vanity, in which you are not guilty of injustice and
cruelty; but cases in which YOLl, nev rtheless, do wrong.
In one of my rambles I came to a spot at a very short
distance from the source of one of th innumerable small
rivers, call d creeks. Here was everything to delight the
eye, and specially of one lik me, who seems to have
been born to love rural life, and tr es and plant of all
sorts. Here were about two hundred acres of natural
meadow, interspersed with patch of maple tre s in
various forms and of various extent; the cr ek ran down
th middle of the spot, which form d a sort of eli h, th
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rugh and rocky hills rising all l'OlUld it, ex ept at the outlet of the creek, and these hills crowned with lofty pines:
in the hills were the sources of the creek, the waters of
which came down in cascades, for anyone of which a
nobleman in England would, if he could transfer it, give
a good slice of his fertile estate; and in the creek at the
foot of the cascades, there were, in season, salmon, the
finest in the world, and so abundant, and so easily taken,
as to be used for manuring the land.
If nature, in her very best humour, had made a pot
for the express purpose of captivating me, she could not
have exceeded the efforts which she there made. But I
found something here besides these rude works of nature;
I found something in the fashioning of which man had had
something to do. I found a large and well-built log dwelling-house, standing (in the month of September) on the
edge of a very good field of Indian com, by the side of
which there was a piece of buckwheat just then mowed.
I found a homestead and some very pretty cows. I found
all the things by which an easy and happy farmer is surrounded; and I found still something besides all these,
something that was destined to give me a great deal of
pleasure and a great deal of pain, both in their extreme
degree; and both of which, in spite of the lapse of forty
years, now make an attempt to rush back into my heart.
I had lost my way; and, quite alone, but armed with
my sword and a brace of pistols, to defend myself against
the bears, I arrived at the log house in the middle of a
moonlight night, the hoar frost covering the trees and
tlle grass. I, being very tired, had tried to pass the night
in the woods, between the trunks of two large trees,
which had fallen 'side by side, and within a yard of each
other. I had made a nest for myself of dried fern, and had
made a covering by laying boughs of spruce across th
trunks of the trees. But unable to sleep on ac lUlt of th
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cold; becoming sick from the great quantity of.water th:~
I had drunk during the heat of the day, and bemg, mor f
over, alarmed at the noise of the bears, and lest one °d
them should find me in a defenceless state, I had rouse
myself up, and had crept along as well as I could.
A stout and clamorous dog, kept off by the gleaming
of my sword, waked the master of the house, who ~ot
up, received me with great hospitality, got me somethul~
to eat, and put me into a feather-bed, a thing that I ha f
0
been a stranger to for some years. So that no hero.
Eastern romance ever experienced a more enchantIng
change.
1I had got into the house of one of those Yankee lo?,~
ists, who, at the close of the Revolutionary War (whiC ,
until it had succeeded, was called a rebellion), had accepted grants of land in the King's province of New Brunswick; and who, to the great honour of England, had been
furnished with all the means of making new and comfortable settlements. I was suffered to sleep till breakfas~
time, when I found a table, the like of which I [later saW
so many in the United States, loaded with good thingS. ,
The master and mistress of the house, aged about fi~f
were like what an English farmer and his wife were ha
a century ago. There were two sons, tall and stout, whO
appeared to have come in from work, and the youngest
of whom was about my age. But there was another me:nber of the family, aged nineteen, who (dressed accordmg
to the neat and simple fashion of New England, whence
she had come with her parents five or six years beforel
had her long light-brown hair twisted nicely up, an:
fast ned to the top of her head, in which head were a ra~r
of lively blue eyes, associated with the featur s of.W~lC of
that ~oftnes.s and that sweetness so charact~l"lstl~ the
Amencan gn·ls, were the predominant expresSiOns, .
whole bing set off by a omplexion indicative of gloWJog
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health and forming, figuxe, movements, and all taken together, an assemblage of beauties, far surpa sing any that
r had ever seen but once in my life. That once was, too,
two years agone; and in such a case and at such an age,
two years, two whole years, is a long, long whilel It was
a space as long as the eleventh part of my then life. Here
was the present against the absent: here was the power
of the eyes pitted against that of the memory: here weI"
all the senses up in arms to subdue the influence of th
thoughts: here was vanity, here was passion, here was
the spot of all spots in the world, and here were also the
life, and the manners, and the habits, and the pursuits, that
I delighted in: here was everything that imagination can
conceive, united in a conspiracy against the poor little
brunette in England! What, then, did I fall in love at once
with this bouquet of lilies and roses? Oh! by no means.
I was, however, so enchanted with the place; J so much
enjoyed its tranquillity, the shade of the maple trees, the
business of the farm, the sports of the water and of th
woods, that I stayed at it to the last possible minute,
promising, at my departure, to come again as often as I
possibly could; a promise which I most punctually fulfi ll ed.
Winter is the great season for jaunting and dancing
(called frolicking) in America. In this province, the
rivers and creeks were the only roads from settlement to
settlement. In summer we travelled in canoes; in winter
in sleighs on the ice or snow. During more than two
years I spent all the time I could with my Yankee friends;
they were a11 fond of me: I talked to them about cOlmtry
affairs, my evident delight in which they took as a compliment to themselves: the father and mother treated me
as one of their children; the sons as a brother; and the
daught r, who was as modest and as full of sensibility as
she wa heautiful, in a way to which a chap mll hiss
4! ]
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cold; b coming sick from the great quantity of water that
I had drunk during the heat of the day, and being, moreover, alarmed at the noise of the bears, and lest one of
them should find me in a defenceless state, I had roused
myself up, and had crept along as well as I could.
A stout and clamorous dog, kept off by the gleaming
of my sword, waked the master of the house, who got
up, received me with great hospitality, got me something
to eat, and put me into a feather-bed, a thing that I had
been a stranger to for some years. So that no hero of
Eastern romance ever experienced a more enchanting
change.
I had got into the house of one of those Yankee loyalists, who, at the close of the Revolutionary War (which,
until it had succeeded, was called a rebellion), had accepted grants of land in the King's province of New Brunswick; and who, to the great honour of England, had been
furnished with all the means of making new and comfortable settlements. I was suffered to sleep till breakfast
time, when I found a table, the like of which I [later saw]
so many in the United States, loaded with good things.
he master and mistress of the house, aged about fifty, ~
were like what an English farmer and his wife were half
a century ago. There were two sons, tan and stout, who
appeared to have come in from work, and the youngest
of whom was about my age. But there was another member of the family, aged nineteen, who (dressed according
to the neat and simple fashion of New England, whence
she had come with her parents five or six years before)
had her long light-brown hair twi ted nicely up, and
fastened to the top of her head, in which head were a pair
of lively blue eyes, associated with the features of which,
that softne s and that sweetness so characteristic of
American girls, were the predominant expressions; the
whole bing set ffhya complexion indicative of glowing
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health and forming, figm-e, movements, and all taken together, an assemblage of beauties, far surpas ing any that
I had ever seen but once in my life. That once was, too,
two years agone; and in such a case and at such an age,
two years, two whole years, is a long, long while! It was
a space as long as the eleventh part of my then life. Here
was the present against the absent: here was the power
of the eyes pitted against that of the memory: here wer
aU the senses up in arms to subdue the influence of the
thoughts: here was vanity, here was passion, here was
the spot of all spots in the world, and here were also the
life, and the manners, and the habits, and the pursuits, that
I delighted in: here was everything that imagination can
conceive, united in a conspiracy against the poor JittJe
brunette in England! What, then, did I fall in love at once
with this bouquet of lilies and roses? Oh! by no means.
I was, however, so enchanted with the place; J so mu h
enjoyed its tranquillity, the shade of the maple trees, the
business of the farm, the sports of the water and of the
woods, that I stayed at it to the last possible minute,
promising, at my departure, to come again as often as I
possibly could; a promise which I most punctually fulfilled.
Winter is the great season for jalU1ting and dancing
(called frolicking) in America. In this province, the
rivers and creeks were the only roads from settlement to
settlement. In summer we travelled in canoes; in winter
jn sleighs on the ice or snow. During more than two
years I spent all the time I could with my Yankee friends;
they were all fond of me: I talked to them about cOlmtry
affairs, my evident delight in which they took as a compliment to themselves: the fatller and mother treated me
as one of their children; the sons as a brother; and the
daught r, who was as modest and as full of sensibility as
she wa beautiful, in a way to which a hap mu h Jess
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sanguine than I was would have given the tendere t interpretation; which treatment, I, especially in the lastmentioned case, most cordially repaid.
It is when you meet in the company with others of
your own age that you are, in love matters, put most
frequently to the test, and exposed to detection. The
next-door neighbour might, in that country, be ten miles
off. We used to have a frolic, sometimes at one house
and sometimes at another. Here, where female eyes are
very much on the alert, no secret can long be kept; and
very soon, father, mother, brothers, and the whole
neighbourhood looked upon the thing as certain, not excepting herself, to whom J, however, had never once
even talked of marriage, and had never even told her that
I loved her. But I had a thousand times done these by
implication, taking into view the interpretation that she
would naturalty put upon my looks, appelations and acts;
and it was of this that I had to accuse myself. Yet I was
not a deceiver; for my affection for her was very great:
I spent no really pleasant hours but with her; I was wleasy
it she showed the slightest regard for any other young
man; I was unhappy if the smallest matter affected h r
health or spirits: I quitted her with dejection and returned to her with eager delight: many a time when I
could get leave but for a day, I paddled in a canoe two
whole succeeding nights, in order to pass that day with
her. It. this was not love, it was first cousin to it; for as
to any criminal intention, I had no more thought of it in
her case, than if she had been my sister. Many times I put
to myself the guestions: ' What am I at? Is not this wrong?
Why do I go 7' But still I went.
Then, further in my excuse, my prior engagement,
though carefully left unalluded to by both parties, was ,
in that thin popu lation, and owing to th singular circumstances of it, perfectly wel l known to her and all h r
[ 42 ]
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family. It was a matter of so much no tori ty, that General
Carleton, who was the Governor when I was there, when
he, about fifteen years ago, did me the honour, on his
return to England, to come and see me, asked, before he
went away, to see my wife, of whom he had heard 0
much before her marriage. So that here was no deception
on my part; but still I ought not to have suffered even
the most distant hopes to be entertained by a person 0
innocent, so amiable, for whom I had so much affection,
and to whose heart I had no right to give a single twing .
I ought, from the very first, to have prevented the possibility of her ever feeling pain on my account. I was young,
to be sure; but I was old enough to know what was my
duty in this case, and I ought, dismissing my own feelings,
to have had the resolution to perform it.
The last parting came: and now came my just punishment! The time was known to everybody, and was irrevocably fixed; for I had to move with a regiment, and
the embarkation of a regiment is an epoch in a thinly
ettled province. To describe this parting would be too
painful even at this distant day, and with this frost of age
upon my head. The kind and virtuous fath r came forty
miles to see me, just as I was going on board in the river.
His looks and words I have never forgotten. As the vessel
descended, she passed the mouth of that creek, which I
had so often entered with delight; and though England,
and all that England contained, were before me, I lost
sight of this creek wif-h an aching heart.
On what trifles turn the great events in the life of a
man I If I had received a cool letter from my intended
wife; if! had only heard a rumour of anything from which
flckleness in her might have been inferred; if I had but
found in her any, even the smallest, abatement of affection: jf she had but let go anyone of the hundred strings
by which sh held my heart: if any of these, never would
[ .1-3 ]
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the world have heard of me. On the lonely banks ot this
branch-covered creek, which contained (she out of the
question) everything congenial to my taste and dear to
my heart, I, unapplauded, unfeared, unenvied and uncalumniated, should have lived and died.
Late in the year 179 I, I returned to England with my
regiment. We landed at Portsmouth on the 3rd of
November, and on the 19th of the next month I obtained
my discharge, after having served not quite eight years,
and having, in that short space, passed through every rank,
from that of private sentinel to that of Sergeant-Major,
without ever once being disgraced, confined, or even
reprimanded. I obtained my disch~rge after many efforts
on the part of the commanding officer, Major Lord
Edward Fitzgerald, 3 and of General Frederick, the Colonel
of the regiment, to prevail on me to remain (upon a
promise of being speCially recommended to the King, as
worthy of being immediately promotec~ to the rank of
Ensign).

CHAPTER IV

*

*

S

*

uch was my conduct during the time that I had the
honour (and I shall always think it a high honour)
to wear a red coat, and such was the character, with
which the coat was laid by. To the army, to every soldier
in it, I have a bond of attachment quite independent of
any political reasonings. I [was] a soldier at that time of
life when the feelings are most ardent and when the
strongest attachments are formed. 'Once a soldier, always a soldier', is a maxim, the truth of which I need
not insist on to anyone who has ever served in the army
for any lel1gth of time, and especially, if the service he
has seen has embraced those scenes and occasions where
every man, first or last, from one cause or another, owes
the preservation of his all, health and life not excepted,
to the kindness, the generosity, the fellow-feeling of his
comrades.
There was one of our sergeants, whose name was
Smaller, and who was a Yorkshire man, who began learning his ABC (under my direction), and who, at the end
of the year, waS as correct a writer as I ever saw in my
life. He was about my own age; he was promoted as soon
as he could write and read; and he well deserved it,
for he was more fit to command a reg4nent than any
Colonel or Major that I ever saw. He was strong in body,
but still stronger in mind. He had a capacity to dive into
[ 4S ]
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all subj cts. Clean in his person, an early ri ser, punctual
in all his duties, sober, good-tempered, honest, brave,
and generous to the last degree . He was once with me
in the dreary woods, amongst the melting snows, when
I was exhausted at night-fall, and fell down, unable to go
farther, just as a torrent of rain began to ' pour upon us.
Having first torn off his shirt and rent it in the vain hope
of kindling fIre by the help of his. pistol, he took me upon
his back, carried me fIve miles to the first dwelling of
human being, and, at the end of his journey, having previously pulled off his coat and thrown it away, he had
neither shoe, nor stocking, nor gaiter left; his feet and
legs were cut to pieces, and covered with blood; and the
moment he had put me down and saw that I was still
alive, he burst into a flood of tears that probably saved
his own life; which, however, was there saved only to be
lost in Holland, under the Duke of York.l
Of this military feeling, I do not believe that any man
ever possessed greater portion than myself. I like soldiers,
as a class in life, better th.an any other description of men.
Their conversation is lllore pleasing to me; they have
gen rally seen more than other men; they have I ss of
vulgar prejudice about them. Amongst soldi rs, less than
amongst any other description of men, have I observed
the vices of lying and hypocrisy.
The object of my quitting the army, to which I was
attached, was to bring certain officers to justice for having, in various ways, wronged both the public and the
soldier. I was so situated as to save England thousands and
thousands of pounds during the time that my regim nt
was stationed in New Brunswick. My vigilance was incessant; and I pursued the interest of the government at
horne, with as much zeal as if my life depended on the
result. I would take my oath that I never saw any other
man that did the same, while I was in that country, with
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the exception of General Carleton the Governor, and the
unfortunate Lord Edward Fitzgerald, who was a really
honest, conscientious, and humane man.
If my officers had been men of manifest superiority of
mind, I should, perhaps, not have so soon conceived the
project of bringing them, or some of them, at least, to
shame and punishment for the divers flagrant breaches of
the law, committed by them. The circumstance which
first disgusted me, and that finally made me resolve to tear
myself from a service, to which my whole mind and heart
were devoted, was, the abuses, the shocking abuses as to
money matters, th peculation, in short, which I witnessed, and which I had, in vain, endeavoured to correct.
This project was conceived so early as the year 1]8],
when an affair happened, that first gave me a full insight
into regimental justice. It was shortly this: that the
Qu,arter-Master, who had the issuing of the men's provisions to them, kept about a fourth part of it to himself.
This, the old sergeants told me, had been the case for
many years; and, they were quite astonished and terrified
at the idea of my complaining of it. This I did, however;
but, the reception I met with convinced me, that I must
never make another complaint, till I got safe to England,
and safe out of the reach of that most curious of courts,
a court-martial.
From this time forward, I began to collect material
for an exposure, upon my return to England. I had ample
opportunities for this, being the keeper of all the books,
of every sort, in the regiment, and knOWing the whole of
its affairs better than any other man. But, the winter previ us to our return to England, I thought it necessary to
make extracts from the books, lest the books themselves
should be destroyed. In order to be able to prove that
these extracts were correct, it was necessary that I should
have a witness as to the ir being true copies. This was a
[ 47 ]
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very ticklish point. One foolish step here, could have
sent me down to the ranks with a pair ofbloody shoulders.
I hesitated many months. At one time I had given the
thing up. I dreamt twenty times, I daresay, of my papers
being discovered, and of my being tried and flogged half
to death. At last, however, some fresh act of injustice
towards us made me set all danger at defiance. I opened
my project to a corporal, whose name was William Bestland, who wrote in the office under me, [and] who was
very much bound to me, fo r my goodness to him. 10
work we went, and during a long winter, while the rest
were boozing and snoring, we gutted no sma 11 part of the
regimental books, rolls, and other documents. Our way
was this: to take a copy, sign it with our names, and clap
the regimental seal to it, so that we might be able to
swear to it, when produced in court.
All these papers were put into a little box, which I
myself had made for the purpose. When we came to
Portsmouth, there was a talk of searching all the boxes,
etc., which gave us great alarm; and induced us to take
all the papers, put them in a bag, and trust them to a
custom-house officer, who conveyed then1 on shore to
his own house, when I removed them in a few days
after.
Thus prepared, I, [after securing my discharge], went
to London, and, on the 14th of January, 1792, I wrote
to the then Secretary of War, Sir George Yonge, stating
my situation, my business with him, and my intentions;
enclosing him a letter or petition from myself to the King.
• I waited from the 14th to the 24th of January, without
receiving any answer at ali, and then all I hard Was, that
he wished to see me at the War Office. At the War Office
I was shown into an ante-chamber amongst numeroUS
anxious-looking men, who, every time the door which
led to the great man was opened, turned their heads that
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way with a motion as regular and as uniform as if they
had been drilled to it. These people eyed me from h ad
to foot, and, I shall never forget their look, when they
saw, that I was admitted into Paradise without being detained a single moment in Purgatory. Sir George Yonge
heard my story; and that was apparently all he wanted of
me. I was to hear from him again in a day or two; and,
after waiting for fifteen days, without hearing from him,
or anyone else, upon the subject, I wrote him again,
reminding him, that I had, from the first, told him, that
I had no other business in London; that my stock of
money was necessarily scanty; and, that to detain me in
London was to ruin me. I, therefore, began to be very
impatient, and, indeed, to be very suspicious, that military justice in England was pretty nearly akin to military
justice in Nova Scotia and New Brunswick. The letter
I now wrote was dated the loth of February, to which
I got an answer on the 15th, though the answer might
have been written in a moment. I was informed, that it
was the intention to try the accused upon only a part of
the charges which I had preferred, [and], even on those
charges that were suffered to remain, the parts the most
material were omitted. But, this was not all. I had all
along insisted, that, unless the court-martial were held
in London, I could not think of appearing at it; because,
if held in a quarrelsome place like Portsmouth, the thing
must be a mere mockery. In spite of this, the JudgeAdvocate's letter of the 23rd of February informed me,
that the court was to be held at Portsmouth, or Hilsea.
I remonstrated against this, and demanded tli t my remonstrance should be laid before the King, which, on
the 29th, the Judge-Advocate promised should be done
by himself; but, on the 5th of March, [he] informed me,
that he had laid my remonstrance before-whom, think
you? Not the King, but the ac used parties,; who, of
D
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otirse, thought the court ought to assemble at Portsmouth.
Plainly seeing what was going forward, I, on the 7th
of March, made, in a letter to Mr Pitt, a representation
of the whole case. This letter had the effect of changing
the place of the court-martial, which was now to be held
in London; but, as to my other great ground of complaint, the leaving of the regimental books unsecured, it
had no effect at all; and, it will be recollected, that without those books, there could be no proof produced,
without bringing forward Corporal Bestland, and the
danger of doing that will presently be seen. Without
these written docwnents nothing of importance could be
proved, unless the non-commissioned officers and men
of the regiment could get the better of their dread of the ,
lash; and, even then, they could only speak from memory.
As the court-martial was to assemble on the 24th of
March, I went down to Portsmouth on the 20th, in ord r
to know for certain what was become of the books; and,
I found, that they had never been secured at all; that they
had been left in the hands of the accused from the 14th
of January to the very hour of trial.
There remained, then, nothing to rest upon with safety
but our extracts, confirmed by the evidence of Bestland,
and this I had solemnly engaged with him not to have
recourse to, unless he was first out of the army; that is
to say, out of the reach of the vindictive and bloody lash.
There was a suspicion of his connection with me, and,
therefore, they resolved to keep him.
I resol ed not to appear at the court-martial, unless the
discharge of Bestland was first granted. Accordingly, on
the 20th of March, I wrote from Fratton, a village near
Portsmouth, to the Judge-Advocate, stating over again
all the obstacles that had been thrown in my way, and
concluding by demanding th dis harge of a man, whom
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I should name, as the only condition upon which I would
attend the court-martial. I requested him to send m an
answer by the next day, and told him, that, tmless such
an answer was received, he and those to whom my rcpeated applications had been made, might do what they
pleased with their court-martial; for, that I confidently
trusted, that a few days would place me beyond the scope
of their power. No answer came, and, as J had learn d in
the meanwhile, that there was a design to prosecute mc
for sedition, that was an additional motive to be qUick
in my movements.
As I was going down to Portsmouth, I met several of
the sergeants coming up, together with the music-master;
and, as they had none of them been in America, J wondered what they could be going to London for; but, upon
my return, I was told by a Captain Lane, who had been
in the regiment, that they had been brought up to swear,
that, at an entertainment given to them by me, before
my departure from the regiment, I had drunk 'the destruction of the House of Brunswick'. This was false', but ,
I knew that that was no reason why it should not be
sworn by such persons and in such a case. I had talked
pretty freely upon the occasion alluded to; but I had
neither said, nor thought anything against the King, and,
as to the House of Brunswick, I hardly knew what it
meant. My head wa5 filled with the corruptions and baseness in the army. I knew nothing at all about politics.
Nor would any threat of this sort have induced me to get
out of the way for a moment; though it certainly would
if I had known my danger; for glorious ']acobinicaJ'
times were just then beginning. Of this, however, I knew
nothing at all. [I was] told they would send me to Botany
Bay; and, I now verily believe, that, if I had remained, I
should have furnished a pretty good example to those,
who wished to correct military abuses. I did not, how[ .p ]
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ver, I ave ngland from this motive. I could not obtain
a chance of success, without xposing th back of my
poor faithful friend Bestland. It was us less to appear,
tmless I could have tolerable fair play; and, besides, it
seemed better to leave the whole set to do as they
pl ased, than to be made a mortified witness of what it
was quite evident they had r solved'to do.
I have good reason to believe, that my failure upon
[this] occasion was, in no way, to be ascribed to Mr Pitt,
who, as far as a person is so obscure and perfectly friendless a situation as I then was, could judge, was the friend
of fair inqwry and of justice. [Yet] I remember, that in
dining with Mr Pitt at Mr Windham's in August 1800,
the former asked me about Lord Edward Fitzgerald. We
talked about rum a great deal. I gave the company present
(of which Mr Canning was one) an account of his conduct, while at the regiment; I spoke in very high termS
of his zeal for the service, and I told Mr Pitt, that Lord
Edward was the only sober and the only honest officer,
I had ver known in the army. I did this for the express
purpose of leading him on to talk about the court-martial ;
but, it was avoided. In fact, they all knew well that what
I had complained of was true, and that I had been baffied
in my attempts to obtain justice, only because I had
neither mon y nor friends .
During the [same] interval of my discharge and of my
departure for France, a propOSition, preced d by a speech
of the Secretary of War, was made, in Parliament, to
augment the pay of the army. Some parts of the speech
contained matter whi h a person, with whom I was
acquainted, and to whom I had commlmicated my in, formation upon such subjects, thought worthy of remark
in print. Hence aro e a little pamphlet, entitled the
'Soldier's Friend'. 2 As to the matter of the pamphlet, I
cannot now speak in very positive terms, not having read
[ ,) 2 ]
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it thes> fifteen years; but, T can say that, then, r most
hartily approved of every word of it, and tJlat, as well
as my recollections will enable me to speak, th r w re
some parts of it, of the publication of which I should
disapprove now.
But, the reader will have the justice to recollect, that
this [was] in 1792; a time when the principles of d molishing governments were little known and littl
dreaded. Let it be considered that I had just arriv d in
England; that I was a p rfect novice in politics, never
having, to my recollection, read ven a newspaper whil
abroad; and, let it be con idered, too, that I took up the
book of PaineS (just tllen published) with my mind full
of indignation at the abuses which I myself had witnes d.
Under such circumstances, it would have argued not only
want of zeal, but a want of sine rity, and even a want of
honesty, not to have entert~ined sentiments like those expressed in the 'Soldier's Friend'.
Previous to my leaving England for France, previous
to my seeing what republicanism was, I had not only
imbibed its principles, I had not only been a republican,
but an admirer of the writings of Paine. I will not b
much blamed by those who duJy reflect. Inst ad of blame,
J am not without hop , that the r ader "vill find something to commend, in a person, who, having imbibed
erroneous opinions, was so soon taught, by experi nee,
to correct them.
By way of episode, I had now married. 4 I had, in the
whole world, but about 200 guineas, which was a very
great deal for a person in my situation. From the moment
that J had resolved to quit the army, I had also resolved
to go to tlle United States of America, the fascinating
and delusive description of which J had read in the works
of Rayna1.5 To France I went [ first] for the purpose of
learning to speak the French languag , having, be aus it
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was the language of the military art, studied it by book
in America. To see fortified towns was another object;
and how natural this was to a young man who had been
studying fortification, and who had been laying down
Lisle and Brissac6 upon paper, need not be explained to
those who have burnt with the desire of beholding in
practice that which they have been enamour d of in
theory. I went to France in the spring of J792.

CI-JAPTER V

179 2 to 1795

*

*

*

I

arrived in France in March 1792, and continu d
there till the beginning of September following, the
six happiest months of my life. I went to that country
full of all those prejudices, that Englishmen SUCy j n with
their mother's milk, against the French and against their
religion: a few weeks convinced me that I had been deceived with respect to both. I met everywhere with
civility, and even hospitality, in a degree that I had never
been accustomed to.
I did intend to stay in France till the Spring of 1793,
as well to perfect myself in the language, as to pass the
winter at Paris j but I perceived the storm gathering j J
saw that a war with England was inevitable, and it was
not difficult to foresee what would be the fate of Englishmen in that country. I wished, however, to see Paris,
and had actually hired a coach to go thither. I was even
on the way, when I heard, at Abbeville, that the King
was dethroned and his guards murdered. This intelligence
made me turn off towards Havre de Grace, wh nce I
embarked to America. *

* Mrs Cobbett had memories of these events, which she communicated to her daughter Susan, who recorded them in a letter to her
brother John, dated from Brighton, 30 September, I8H·
' . . . At one place, which they arrived at on a Sunday, they were
very closely examined and made to unpack everything and show all
papers, and , as the man could not understand English, he made Papa
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J liv d at Wilmington, a town about 20 miles from
[Philad IphiaJ. It is generally said, and often with much
justice, that a rolling stone never gathers moss; this,
however, was not 't he case with me; for though my
read the contents of them to him in French ... the reason the man
... was so particular in his examinations, was because Mama had no
passport ... this man chose to suspect that she was a Frenchwoman,
and she would not give him an opportunity of being undeceived by
speaking, for she was so insulted at his behaviour that she would not
answer him when he spoke to her, and this confirmed him in his
suspicions . . . . They then went on and were not threatened, or
molested much, but there was, of course, a good deal of parI ying
wherever they stopped. When they got to Havre de Grace, however,
things seemed to have assumed a warmer appearance; the people in
the streets came running to the carriage and climbed up to look in at
the windows, the coachman being much frightened thereat; he begged
them to put the windows down, and drove very slowly through the
streets till they came to the "Municipality", where Papa was closely
questioned as to what and who he was, and where he was going and
what for; but they were polite here. They stayed, Mama thinks, a
fortnight at Havre de Grace, waiting Sor a vessel. . . . The passage,
she thinks, was eight weeks long, the name of the captain was
Grenouille, the passage was very dangerous and the Captain very diligent and skillful. The nam of the vessel she does not remember, but
it was on board of her that Papa looked at a map and fixed upon
Wilmington as the place where he would go and settle and keep
school. They went to Wilmington, but they did not keep school
because they found a great many Frenchmen there . . . who wanted
to be taught nglish. Papa th n went regularly to the boarding-house
where they lived, and taught them, and they gave him a great deal of
money ...• They went to Philadelphia in the February of '94 . . . .
Mr Matthew was one of those French gentlemen, but he was sO
pleased with Papa's company that he would insist on living in his
house, as well as being taught by him, and they used to go on together,
Mama says, like you and the likes of you, stealing each other's bread
at supper, and so on . . . . They continued to receive boarders for
some months, but Mama fOlllld them disagreeable and got to dislike
Wilmington, and Mr Matthew thought Papa might do much bette~
... in Philadelphia, ... so to Philadelphia they went in the pring.
- The Cobbett Papers; f. Not s.
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rambles in France cost me about a hWlClred and ninety
guineas, and though I was reduced to about eighteen at
my ardval at Wilmington, I was [soonJ better off than
ever, notwithstanding my expenses in my famHy had been
enormous. I must not take the merit for this entirely
upon myself: my dear [wifeJ is entitled to her share of it;
it was perhaps owing entirely to her care, industry, and
sweetness of temper.
The country was good for getting money: that is to
say, if a person was industrious and enterprising. Exactly
the contrary of what I expected it. The land was badrocky-houses wretched-roads impassable after the
least rain. Fruit in quantity, but good for nothing. One
apple or peach in England or France was worth a bushel
of them [thereJ. The seasons were detestable. All burning
or freezing. There was no Spdng or Autumn. The weather was so very inconstant that you were never sure
for a Single hour at a time. The whole month of March
was so hot that we could hardly bear our clothes, and
three parts of the month of June there was a frost every
night, and so cold in the daytime, that we were obliged
to wear great-coats. The people were worthy of the
country-a heating, sly, . roguish gang. Yet strangers
made forttUles in spite of all this, particularly the English.
The natives were by nature idle, and sought to live by
cheating, while foreigners, being industrious, sought no
other means than those dictated by integrity, and were
sure to meet with encouragement ev n from the idl and
rOguish themselves; for, however roguish a man may be,
he always loves to deal with an honest man. [The plague
was at Philadelphia that year.] It was no plagu : it wa a
fever of the country, and was by no means extraordinary
among the Americans. In the fall of the year, almost every
person has a spell of the fever, and the only way to a oid
it is to quit the country. But this fever was not all[ 57 ]
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every mohth had its particular malady. In July, for
example, at least one half of the people are taken with~
vomitings for several days at a time; often carrying off
the patient and almost always children.
.
I began my young married days in and near Phi ladelphia. I had business to occupy the whole of my time,
Sundays and week-days, except sleeping hours; but I used
to make time to assist [my wife] in taking care of her
baby, 1 and in all sorts of things: get up, light her fire,
boil her teakettle; carry her up warm water in cold
weather, take the child while she dressed herself and got
the breakfast ready, then breakfast, get her in water and
wood for the day, then dress myself neatly, and sa1ly forth
to my business. The moment that was over I used to
hasten back to her again; and I no more thought of spending a moment away from her, unless business compelled
me, than I thought of quitting the country and going to
sea. The thunder and lightning are tremendous in
America, compared with what they are in England. My
wife was, at one time, very much afraid of thunder and
lightning; and, as is the feeling of a1l such women, an~,
indeed, all men too, she wanted company, and partlcularly her husband, in those times of danger. I kneW
well, of course, that my presence would not diminish the
danger; but, be I at what I might, if within reach of home,
I used to quit my business and hasten to her the moment
I perceived a thunder storm approaching. Scores of miles
[did] I, first and last, run on this errand in the streets of
Philadelphia I I followed the profession of teacher of the .
English language to Frenchmen. The Frenchmen who
were my scholars used to laugh at me exceedingly on this
account; and sometimes, when I was making an appointm nt with them, they would say, with a smile and a boW,
, auve la tonnerre toujours, Monsi ur Cobb tt'.
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For about two or three years after I was married, I,
retaining some of my military manners, used, both in
France and America, to romp most famously with the
girls that came in my way. In France, th re happened to
be amongst our acquaintance a gay, sprightly girl, of about
seventeen. I was remonstrating with her, one day, on the
facility with which she seemed to shift her smiles from
object to object, and she, stretching one arm out in an
upward direction, the other in a downward direction,
raising herself upon one foot, leaning her body on on
side, and thus throwing herself into a flying attitude,
answered my grave lecture by singing, in a very sweet
voice (significantly bowing her head, and smiling at the
same time), the following lines from the vaudeville, in
the play of 'Figaro':
'Si l'amour a des ailes,
N' est-ce pas pour voltiger?'
The wit, argument, and manner altogether silenced m .
She, after I left France, married a very worthy man, had
a large family, and has been, and is, a most excellent wife
and mother. But that which does sometimes well in
France [would] not do [in America]. Not only could no
mistress pass for a wife; but no woman would find admission [in] any circle if she had had the misfortune to hav
been connected by anticipation with her husband, which
I used to think was being starched overmuch.
One day, at Philadelphia, [when I was romping,] my
wife said to me, in a very gentle manner, 'Don't do that:
I do not like it.' That was quite enough: I had never
thought on the subject before: one hair of her head was
more dear to me than all the other women in the world,
and this I knew that she knew; but I now saw that this
was not all that she had a right to from me; I saw that
she had the further claim upon me that I should abst in
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from everything that might induce others to believe that
ther was any other wOlnan for whom, even if I were at
liberty, I had any affection.
If prudery mean false modesty, it is to be despised;
but if it means modesty pushed to the utmost extent, I
confess that I like it. Your 'free and hearty' girls I liked
very well to talk and laugh with; but never, for one
moment, did it enter my mind that I could have endured
a 'free and hearty' girl for a wjfe. Skipping, capering,
romping, rattling girls are very amusing, where all costs
and other consequences are out of the question; and th y
may becom sober in the Somersetshire sense of the
word. But while you have no certainty of this, you have
a presumptive argument on the other side. If I could not
have had a young woman (and I am sure I never should
have married an old one) who I was not sure possessed
all the qualities expressed by the word sobriety, I should
have remained a bachelor to the end of life. This sobriety
was a title to trustworthiness. 1 have had all the numerous
and indescribable delights of home and children and at
the same time all the bachelor's freedom from domestic
cares; and to this cause, far more than to any oth r, my
readers owe those labours, which I never could have
performed, if even the slightest want of confidence at
home had ever once entered into my mind.
Till I had a second child, no servant ev r entered my
house, though well able to keep one; and never, in my
whole life did I live in a house so clean, in such trim
order, and never have I eaten or drunk, or sl pt, or
dre sed, in a manner so perfectly to my fancy, as I did
then. I had a gr at deal of business to attend to, that took
me a great part of the day from home; but whenever I
could spare a minute from business, a child was in my
arms. J render d the moth r's labour as light as I could;
any bit of food satish d m ; when watching was n c ssary
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we shar d it between us. W had a cradle, and J rocked
the crad le in great part, during the time that 1 was writing
my first work, that famous 'Maitre d' Anglo! ',2 whi h
has long be.en the first book in Europe, as well as in
America, for teaching of French people the English
language.
[This] work was written by me in hours not employed
in business, and, in great part during my hare of the
night watchings over a sick, and then only child, who,
after lingering many months died in my arms. [For,] on
the 3rd of June, [1794-, the] dear little fellow wa
snatched from lfS. He was just beginning to prattle and
to chase the flies about the floor with a fan. During a
month, 1 seldom had my clothes off, being occupied witll
th hope of saving his life, and having to assuage the grief
of his young and most affectionate mother. Ther were
these anxieties at home, while my s holars were importuning me, the bookseller and printer bothering me, and
their devils haunting me.
[My wife having been brought to bed of a stillborn
child a short time before,] 1 was greatly afraid of fatal
consequences, she not having, after [all] was ov r, had
any sleep for forty-eight hours. All great cities, in hot
countries, are, I believe, full of dogs; and they, in the
very hot weather, keep up during the night, a horribl
barking and fighting and howling. Upon the particular
occasion to which 1 am adverting, they made a noise so
t rrible and so unremitted, that it was next to impo sibl
that even a person in full health should obtain a rninut 's
sleep. I was, about nine in the evening, sitting by the bed:
'I do think', said she, 'that 1 could go to sleep now, if it
were not for the dogs.' Downstairs 1 went, and out 1
allied, in my shirt and trousers, and without sho sand
stockings; and, going to a heap of stones lying beside the
road, set to work upon the dogs, going backward and
[ 6I
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forward, and keeping them at two or three htmdr d yards
mstance from the house. I walked thus the whole night,
bare-footed, lest the noise of my shoes might possibly
reach her ears j and 1" remember that the bricks of the
causeway were, even in the rught, so hot as to be msagreeable to my feet. My exertions produced the desired
effect: a sleep of several hours was the consequence j and,
at eight o'clock in the morning, off I went to a day's
business which was to end at six in the evening. Women
are all patriots of the soil j and when her neighbours used
to ask my wife whether all English husbands . were like
hers, she boldly answered in the affirm~tive.
Soon after, I translated for a bookseller in Philadelphia,
a book on the law of nations. 3 A member of Congress
had given the original to the bookseller, wishing for him
to publish a translation. The book was the work of a Mr
Martens, a German jurist, though it was written in French,
I called it Martens' Law oj Nations. The President, the
Vice-President, and every member of Congress had a
copy of the work, which is now to be found in most of •
the law-libraries in the United States. I translated it for
a quarter of a do]]ar (thirte n pence halfpenny) a page j
and, I made it a rule to earn a dollar while my wife was
getting breakfast in the morning, and another dollar after
I came home at night, be the hour what it might j and I
earned many a dollar in this way, sitting writing in the
same rOOm where my wife and child were in bed and
asleep.
This was the way we went on: this was the way that
we began the married life j and that which we md with
pleasure, no young couple, unendowed with fortune,
ought to be ashamed to do.
When I first came to Philadelphia, 4 J was charmed with
the liberty which its inhabitants seemed to enjoy. I saw
pamphlets in every window, and newspapers in every
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hand. I was, indeed, rather surpdsed to find, that the 'e
pamphlets, and these newspapers, were all on one sid :
but, said r to myself, this must be the fault of the authors
and editors. Long did I hope and expect to see something
like a manly and effectua l opposition, but I hoped and
expected in vain. At last, it was my fate to enter the field.
It is now [a long time] since I first took up the pen with
an intention to write for the press on political subjects.:and the occasion of my doing so is too curious in itself,
as well as of too much importance as to the sequel, not
to be described somewhat in detail.
[It was] at the memorable epoch of Dr Prj stIey' emigration to America. Newspapers were a luxury for which
I had little relish, and which, if r had been ever 0 fond
of, I had not time to enjoy. The manifestoes, therefore,
of the Doctor, upon his landing in that country, and the
malicious attacks upon the monarchy and the monarch
of England with certain societies in America thereupon
issued from the press, would, had it not been for a circumstance purely' accidental, have escaped, probably forever, not only my animadversions, but my knowledge of
their existence.
One of my scholars, who was a person that we call in
England a Coffee-House Politician, chose, for once, to
read his newspaper by way of lesson; and, it happened to
be the very paper which contained the addresses pr sented to Dr Priestley at New York, together with hi
replies. My scholar, who was a sort of republican, or, at
best, but half a monarchist, appeared delighted with the
invectives against England, to which he was very much
disposed to add. Those Englishmen who have been abroad,
particularly if they have had time to make a comparison
between the country they are in and that which they have
left, well know how difficult it is, upon occasions such
as I hav been describing, to refrain from expres ing thei r
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indignation and resentment; and there is not, I trust,
much reason to suppose, that I should, in this respect,
experience less difficulty than another. Th di spute was
as warm as might reasonably be expected between a
Frenchman, uncommonly violent even for a Frenchman,
and an Englishman not remarkable for sangfroid; and,
the result was, a declared resolution, on my part, to
write and publish a pamphlet in defence of my country,
which pamphlet he pledged himseU to answer: his pledge
was forE ited: it is known that mine was not. Thus it was
that, whether for good or otherwise, I entered on the
career of political writing; and, without adverting to the
circumstances under which others have entered on it, I
think it will not be believed that the pen was ever taken
up from a motive more pure and laudable.
From [that] time (the summer of 1794) to the year
1800 my labours were without intermission. During that
space there were published from my pen about twenty
different pamphlets, the whole number of which amounted to more than half a million copies. During the three
last years, a daily paper, surpassing in extent of numbers,
any ever known in America, was the vehicle of my
efforts; and, [by] the year 1800, I might safely have asserted, that there was not in the whole country, one single
family, in which some part or the other of my writings
had not been read; and in which, generally speaking, they
had not produced some degree of effect favourable to the
interests of my country.
The people of America, still sore from the wounds of
their war against ngland for liberty, weI' so loud and
enthusiastic in the cause of the French, that the far
greater part of the young men, hoisted the famous tri colour cockade; and everything seemed to indicate that
the Government would b forced into a war with England
in aid of the Fr nch. 1 took the English side; th force of
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my writings gave them effect; that effect was prodigious;
it prevented that which both Governments greatly dreaded; peace between America and England was preserved;
but the hostility excited against me produced unjust and
villainous prosecutions; and though the main part of the
expense of one of the prosecutions was generously defrayed by some public-spirited men in Canada, I had to
return to England in 1800 stripped of a fortune, leaVing
thousands of pounds in small debts due to me; leaVing
behind me my curses on the tyrannical and corrupt
Government of Pennsylvania; but leaVing also my blessings on some of the kindest friends that man ever knew.

E
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CHAPTER VI

1796 to 1800

*

*

I

*

n the Spring of the year 1796, I took a house in
Second Street, Philadelphia, for the purpose of carrying on the book-selling business, which I looked upon
as being at once a means of getting money, and of propagating writings against the French. I went into my house
in May, but the shop could not be gotten ready for some
time; and, from one delay and another, I was prevented
from opening till the second week in July.
Till I took this house, I had remained almost unknown
as a writer. A few persons did, indeed, know that I was
the person, who had assumed the name of Peter Porcupine; but the fact was by no means a matter of notoriety.
The moment, however, that 1 had taken the lease of a
large house, the transaction became a topic of public
conversation, and the eyes of the Democrats and the
French, who still lorded it over the city, and who owed '
me a mutual grudge, were fixed on me.
I thought my situation somewhat perilous. Such truth
as I had published, no man had dared to utter, in the
United States, since the rebellion. I knew that these
truths had mortally offended the leading men amongst
the Democrats, who could, at any time, muster a mob
quite suffici nt to destroy my house, and to murder me.
I had not a mend, to whom I could look with any reasonable hope of securing efficient support; and, as to the
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law, I had seen too much of republican justice, to expect
anything but persecution from that quarter. In short,
there were, in Philadelphia, about ten thousand persons,
all of whom would have rejoiced to see me murdered;
and there might, probably, be two thousand, who would
have been very sorry for it; but not above fifty of whom
would have stirred an inch to save me.
As the time approached for opening my shop, my
friends grew more anxious for my safety. It was recommended to me, to be cautious how I exposed, at my
windows, anything that might provoke the people; and,
above all, not to put up any aristocraticaJ portraits, which
would certainly cause my windows to be demolished.
I saw the danger; but also saw, that I must, at once,
set all danger at defiance, or live in everlasting subjection
to the prejudices and caprices of the democratical mob.
I resolved on the former; and, as my shop was to open
on a Monday morning, I employed my elf all day on Sunday, in preparing an exhibition, that I thought would put
the courage and powers of my enemies to the test. I put
up in my windows, which were very large, all the portraits that I had in my possession of kings, queens, princes,
and nobles. J had all the English Ministry; severa] of the
Bishops and Judges j the most famous Admirals j and, in
short, every picture that I thought likely to excite rage
in the enemies of Great Britain. In order to make the test
as perfect as pOSSible, I had put up some of the worthies
of the Revolution, and found out fit companions for them.
I had coupled Franklin and Marat tog~ther; and, in another place M'Kean and Ankerstrom. 1
Early on Monday morning, I took down my shutters.
Such a sight had not been seen in Philadelphia for twenty
years. Never since the beginning of the rebellion, had
anyone dared to hoist at his windows the portrait of
George the Third. I had [ also] put up a representation of
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Lord How's victory 2 [from] the ' urop an Magazine' ;
but, a bookseller, with whom I was acquainted, and who
came to see how I stood it, whispered me, while the
rabble were gazing and growling at my door, that he had
two large representations of the same action. They were
about four feet long and two wide: the things which arc
hawked about and sold at farm -houses in England, and.
had been crammed, more perhaps, by way of packing stuff
than otherwise, into a parcel of goods that had been sent
out from London. But the letters were large; the mob,
ten or twenty deep, could read, and they did read aloud
too, 'Lord Howe's Decisive Victory over the French
Fleet', and, therefore, though the price augmented from
sixpence to two dollars, I purchased them, and put one
up at the w~dow. The other was sold.
At the time when I adopted my defiance, I knew not
one British subject in America besides myself, who was
not afraid to own his country and his King. [Yet this
print] was sold to two Englishmen, who were amongst
the numbers that went to America about the years 1794and 17 9S, misled by the representations of Paine and
others, and being, as they frankly acknowledged to me,
en mies of their 'country when they left it. They had
mixed among the crowd, had taken the part of their
ountry, and had proposed to maintain their words with
their fists. After the quarrel had, in some degree, subsided, they, partly, perhaps, by way of defiance, came
into the shop to purchase each of them a picture of Lord
Howe and his vi tory. Finding that I had but one for sale,
th y would have purchased that; but, as it amounted to
more money than both of them were possessed of, they
went, and, in their phrase, which I shall never forget,
'kicked their master', that i to say got money in advance
upon th ir labour, which was then ngag d in the digging
of a cellar. Having thus obtained the two dollars, each
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of them took an end of the print in his hand, displayed it,
and thus carried it away through the mob, who, though
they still cursed, could not help giving signs of admiration.
It was no sooner discovered that I was Peter Porcupine,
and that I had taken [anJ excellent house and shop, than
the French faction began to muster their forces. Several
infamous publications appeared in Bache's paper, declaring me to be a deserter, a felon, a thief who had fled
from the gallows, etc. Amongst my opponents with the
pen, the most persevering and bitter were the Irish emigrants, and amongst these, the most able were Mr Casey
and Mr Duane, the former of whom was a bookseller in
Philadelphia, and the latter the proprietor of a newspaper
published in that city. These gentlemen, and the Irish
emigrants generally, were distinguished amongst the most
furious partisans of the French, and of course amongst the
most virulent enemies of England. [ButJ Time, while it
wears away life, softens our asperitie , and, if it did not,
in what a state mankind must soon be. When I was in
America [in I8I7J I shook hands with Mr Casey and Mr
Duane; that as our enmity rose out of error, it was put
an end to by a knowledge of the truth. 3
I cannot refrain from relating, though it be rather of a
private character, a circumstance that took place in
Philadelphia, because it is illustrative of my disposition.
I rented my house [and shopJ at more than £300 sterling
a year of Mr John Oldden, of that city, who was a very
rich man, a Quaker, having a wife, two sons, and a daughter. He was rather a free Quaker; liked to laugh and liked
my gay and slap-dash conversation. He offered to give me
the house. I refused to have it in spite of all he could say.
He then wanted to give it to my wife, who also refused.
Mr Old den died suddenly in 1']99, and his eldest son was
su:rpris d, that I dio not come with the will and take the
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house, his father having told many persons that I was to
have that house. I had rendered no service to Mr Oldden,
and, therefore, did not think it just to take the property
from his family.
From my very first outset in politics, I formed the
resolution of keeping myself perfectly independen . In
adherence to this resolution, I rejected, in America,
many offers of great pecuniary advantage. Had I been
willing to become what they call a citizen of the United
States in how many ways might I have profited from it!
There w re no reasonable bounds, to which I might not
confidently have looked forward to see my fortune extended! My perseverance in a contrary line of conduct
appeared as unaccountable, upon any common principle,
that the people in America, friends as well as foes, regarded me a being in the pay of the British govemm nt.
I always denied the fact; but my zeal, my efforts, my
sacrifices of every sort, were such that it was impossible
to make men believe that I was not regularly and amply
supplied with 'the gold of Pitt'!
While I was making gallant and effectual stand against
the French influence, our nvoy [at] Philadelphia was Sir
Robert Liston, who, on the part of the Government at
home, offered me, in the presence of Lord Henry Stuart,
great pe llniary reward. This r ward I refus d. [He then]
informed me, in the year 1798, I think it was, that the
Ministers at home were fully sensible of the obligations
due to me from my country, and that, if I would accept
of nothing for myself, they wished me to point out any
of my relativ s, in the army or elsewh re, whom they
might serve. To which I answered, as nearly as I an
recollect, 'As to my relations in the army, I can ask for
no promotion for them, b cause I have not an opportunity
of knowing whether such promotion would be consistent
with th good of the service; and, with resp ct to my
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relations out of the army, a sudden levation might, perhaps, be very far from contributing to their happiness,
besides which, though it would be my duty to assist them
by means of my earnings, I should not think it just in me
to be instrumental in thrOwing them as a burden upon
the nation.' I must suppose that [Sir Robert] was utterly
astonished. The Government did nothing wrong in making the offer; for my services to England were so great,
so manifest, that it would have been criminal not to have
made [it].
As Lord Henry Stuart was very intimate with Lord
Folkeston (now Earl of Radnor) I daresay that the latter
frequently heard my conduct described by the former;
and, perhaps, to this lowe the unbroken friendship of
the arl of Radnor for now thirty years. The late Lord
Henry Stuart told him, that when J was at Philadelphia,
[carrying] on single-handed such a fight for my country,
r was his criterion whereby to judge m n's principl ;
that he used to put them the question, 'How do you like
Mr Cobbett's writings?' If they applaud d, he set them
down as sincere friends of England: if not, if he found
them even cold in their commendations, he set them
down as enemies.
[From the other side, too, were offers made. The
atheistical Bishop TaUeyrand] assunled the character of a
gentleman, at the same time removing to Philadelphia.'
Some months after his arrival, he left a me sage with a
friend of his, requesting me to meet him at that friend's
house. Several days passed before the meeting took place.
1 had no business to ca]] me that way, and therefore r did
not go. At last, this modern Judas and I got seated by
the same fir side. I expected that he wanted to xpo tulate with me on the severe treatment he had met with at
my hands: I had called him an apostate, a hypocrite, and
every other name of which he was d erving; I therefor
r
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leave the reader to imagine my astonishment, when I
heard him begin with complimenting me on my wit and
learning. He praised several of my pamphlets, the 'New
Year's Gift' in particular. I did not acknowledge myself
the author, of course; but yet he would insist that I was;
or, at any rate, they reflected, he said, infinite honour
on the author. Having carried this species of flattery as
far as he judged it safe, he asked me, with a vast deal of
apparent seriousness, whether I had received my educa~
tion at Oxford or at Cambridge! Hitherto I had kept my
countenance pretty well; but this abominable stretch of
hypocrisy, and the placid mien and silver accent with
which it was pronounced, would have forced a laugh from
a Quaker in the midst of meeting. I don't recollect what
reply J made to him; but this I recollect well, I gave him
to understand that I was no trout, and consequently not
to be caught by tickling.
This information led him to something more solid. He
began to talk about business. I taught English; and, as
luck would have it, this was the very commodity that
Bishop Perigord wanted. If I had taught any language, or
sold sand or ashes, or pepper~pot, it would have be n just
the same to him. He knew the English language as well
as I did; but he wanted to have dealings with me in some
way or other. I therefore did not care to take him as a
scholar. I told him, that, being engaged in a translation
for the press, I could not possibly quit home. This diffi~
culty the lame friend hopped over in a moment. He would
very gladly come to my house. I cannot say but it would
have been a great satisfaction to me to have seen the
ci~devant Bishop of Autun come trudging through the
dirt to receive a lesson from me; but, on the other hand,
I did not want a French spy to take a survey ither of my
d sk or my house. My price for teaching was six dollars
a month; he offered me tw nty; but I refus d; and before
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I left him, 1 gave him clearly to understand that 1 wa not
to be purchased.
1 frequently met with him in the shop of a French bookseller, named Moreau de St Mery,6 who had himself acted
a conspicuo~ part in the rebellion of the famous r 4th of
July. One day, in a conversation respecting Buonaparte,
who was just at that time beginning his robberies and
murders, I observed to Talleyrand, that, seeing the state
of degradation to which the French nation was sunk, I
should not be at all surprised to see even this new-fledged
cut-throat finish his career by wearing the crown of the
Bourbons; to which Talleyrand made the remarkable
reply: 'Je ne sais pas, M. Cobbett, si Ie scelerat portera
]a couronne des Bourbons; mais ce que je sais, c'est que
Barras l'a bien coiffe du bonnet de Moi·se'. In the witticism, Talleyrand evidently alluded to that appearance on
the head of Moses, which painters have generally repr _
sented by horns.
I began my editorial career with the presidency of Mr
Adams, and my principal object was to render his administration all the assistance in my power. I flattered
myself with the hope of accompanying him through [his]
voyage, and of partaking in a trifling degree, of the glory
of the enterprise; but he suddenly tacked about, and I
could follow him no longer. I therefore waited for the
first opportunity to haul down my sails. My Gazette,
instead of being a mine of gold to me, never yielded me
a farthing. Gain was never a primary object with me.
The other branches of my business enabled me to support
the loss. It was my intention to continued it till the month
of March, 180 r ; but as this intention was founded entirely
upon my persuasion of the public utility of the continuation, it fell, of course, the moment that persuasion was
removed from my mind. [1 addressed] a Farewell Number
ot ' Porcupine's Gazette' [from New York City in January
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of the year 1800, and] I congratulated myself on haying
establish d a paper, carried it to a circulation unparalleled in extent, and preserved the circulation to the last
nun,ber; on haying, in the progress of this paper, uniformly supported with ~ll my feeble powers, the cause
of true religion, sound morality, good government, and
real liberty.
When I determined to discontinue the publication of
'Porcupine's Gazette', I intended to remain, for the
future, if not an unconcerned, at least a silent spectator
of public transactions and political points; but the unexpected and sweeping result of a lawsuit decided againSt
me, induced me to abandon my lounging intention. The
suit to which I allude, was an action of slander, commenced against me in the autumn of 1797, by Dr Benjamin Rush,6 the noted bleeding physician of Philadelphia.
It was tried on the q.th of December, [1799] when 'the,
upright, enlightened, and impartial republican jury
assessed, as damages, five thousand do]]ars; a sum surpassing the aggregate amount of all th damages assessed
for all the torts of this kind, vel' sued for in [the United
States] from their first settl ment to the time of the trial.
To the five thousand dollars must be add d, the costs of
the suit, the loss incurred by the interruption in collecting debts in Pennsylvania, and by the sacrific of proper:y
taken in ex ctltion, and sold by the heriff in pubb c
atlction in Philadelphia, where a great number of books
in heets (among which was a part of a 11 w edition of
'Por upine's Works') wer sold, or rather, given away,
s waste pap r; so that, th total of what was wl"ested
away from me by Rush, fell littl sh rt of eight thousand
dollars.
To say that T did not f el this stroke, and very sensibl.y
too, would be a great affectation; btlt, to repine at ]t
would have h en folly, and to have sunk und r it coward[ 74]
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ice. I knew an Englishman in the Royal Province of New
Brunswick, who had a very valuable house, which wa ,
I believe, at that time, nearly his all, burnt to the ground.
He was out of town when the fire broke out, and happened to come home just after it had exhausted itself.
He came very leisurely up to the spot, stood about five
minutes looking steadily at th rubbish, and then, stripping off his coat, ' Here goes', said he, 'to am another!'
and immediately went to work, raking the spik s and bits
of iron out of the ashes. This noble-spirited man I had
the honour to call my friend; and if ever this pag m et
his eye, he will have the satisfaction to see, that, though
it was not possib le for me to follow, I, at lea t, remembered his example.
We came home [to England] from New York, I, my
wife, and two little children, in the post-office packet,
for which I paid very highly. Stopping at Halifax, I wa
very graciously received by the Duke of Kent, then
commander-in-chief in the province of Nova cotia.
Arrived at Falmouth, I was most kindly lodged and entertained by the collector of customs. For my fam had ,
even then, spread very widely amongst all per on connected with the Government. Arrived in London (July,
1800) I took a hired lodging, and deliberated what I
should do Witll my slender means, amounting to only
about £soo, the proceeds of the sale of goods and book
at New York.
That I was most unju tly and basely tr ated in the
American States, and by two of the Governments of that
country, is a fact pretty well known to every person , who
reads or hears much about America. With the xcepti n
of the Quakers of Pennsylvania, many other individuals
in that State, and the people of New England, I hate the
United States and all their mean and hypocritical sy tem
of rul .
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I saw the defenders of America ,holding forth the
United States as the only free and virtuous country in the
world. It, therefore, became me to show, that the
government of America was, in fact, one of the very
worst in the world, the most profligately dishonest that I
have ever seen or heard described. I say, that a judge was
detected, in Philadelphia, stealing bank-notes out of the
till in a shop; was afterwards driven from the bench by
the shopkeeper's holding up and shaking his fist at him;
and that no public proceedings, and no public expressions
of indignation, were the consequence.
I lived, first and last, seven or ight years within a few
hundred yards of the Court of St James. I had my ears
and eyes open as well as other people, and was not much
prone to give the best interpretation to acts of baseness
and corruption; and I declare, that, in the whole of [those]
years, I never saw and heard of so much place-hunting,
profit-hunting, political intrigue, bargaining about jobs
and bills; in short, no such low, filthy, odious, political
corruption, as I had before my eyes, and in my ears, in
one single fortnight while I was at Harrisburgh, the seat
of the government of Pennsylvania. London police-runners, select vestrymen of petty parishes in England,
appeared gentlemen to my recollection, during my stay
at Harrisburgh.
I am, [at the end of my life,] no republican in principle, any more than I am in law and allegiance. I hold,
that this, which we have [in England,] is the best sort of
government in the world. I hold that a governm nt of
king, lords, and commons, the last of which chosen by
all men, who are of full age, of sound mind, and untainted by indelible crime, is th best of governments. I
lived eight years under the republican government of
Pennsylvania; and I declare, that I beli ve that to have
be n th most corrupt and tyrannical gov rnment that
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the world ever knew; added to which, were the lowness,
the dirtiness of the villainy, the vulgarity, the disregard
of aJI sense of morality and of honour, making the whole
thing so disgusting, as to drive an Englishman half mad
at the thought of ever seeing his country subjected to
such rulers.
I must forget the votes in the legislature bought by
losing a game at cards at a tavern; I mu t forget the gr at
game which the Bank of Philadelphia lost, in [a] room of
borrowed light in the centre of the tavern, where the
card-playing was going on day and night, Sundays not
excepted, during the whole of [the] session. I must forg t
the court-house at Harrisburgh, and the judge with a
twisted silk handkerchief around his neck, and a guid of
tobacco in his cheek. I must forget that dirty-faced and
unshaven jury, sitting with their hats on, talking over the
back of the box to the parties or their friends, and haVing
glasses of grog handed to them to drink in the box; I must
forget an these things, and a great many others, before
I can begin to think that kings and lords are the worst
people in the world.
The Americans, under pretences the most false, by th
violent mockery of judicial proceedings, by openly avow d
and boasted-of perjury, robbed me of earnings, left me
to begin anew with a family dependent solely upon my
exertions, and cruelly persecuted several of my friends.
For the sake of these friends more than for my own sake
I hate the unprincipled nation.
[Yet this applies only to officials and their politi al
toadies: the people are good.] I lived in Philadelphia with
every disposition to find fault with everything that was
amiss. I never heard of any person, except in one instance,
being tried for his life or her life; I never heard of a
murder, a highway robbery, or of a house being broken
open. I never heard of an execution of death on any per[ 77 ]
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son, exc pt of three men hanged on the banks of the
Delaware, for piracy and murder. These men were foreigners, and such was the horror of an xecution, even
in such a case, that the executioner was obliged to be
disguised in such a way, that it was impossible that anyone
should recognize either his person or features; being
brought to the spot, in carriage, under an escort of constables, and taken away, in a similar manner, so as to
make it impossible for him to become publicly known.
Philadelphia, at the time I speak of, contained about
70,000 inhabitants.
[In England we had to] have laws to guard our turnip
fields from robbery, and very necessary they are; for
wi thout them there is no man, in any part of the country,
who could depend on having the us,e of his crop even of
that coarse and bulky. article. To steal corn out of a field,
after it was cut, was punished with death by our laws;
and if we had fields of Indian Corn, which is a delightful
food for several weeks befor it is ripe, I cannot form an
id a of the means that would be necessary to preserve it
from being carried away. As to poultry, no man in ngland has the smallest expectation of bing able ever to
taste what he raises, unless he are fully locks it up in
the night, and has dogs to guard the approaches to the
hen-roost. Tn America, at within ten or twelve miles of
Philadelphia, it is the common practice of the farmers to
turn the flocks of turkeys in.to the woods, in the latter
end of August, there to remain until towards winter,
when. they return half fat. A farmer in England would no
mor · think of doing this, than he would think of depositing his purse in any of the public foot-paths across his
fields. Tn order to preserve their fences, the farmers sometimes resorted to this expedient: they bored holes in the
stoutest of their stakes, whi h sustained their hedges; put
gunpowd r in these holes; then drove in a piece of wood
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very firmly upon the powder; so that the stolen h dge ,
in place of performing its office of bOiling the kettle,
dashed it and all around it to pieces. This mode of preserving fences I first heard of at Alresford, a town at about
twelve miles distance from Botley, [where I at one tim
farmed;] and although it certainly does appear at first
sight, a very cruel one, what was a man to do? The thieves
were so expert as to set detection at defiance. '

CHAPTER VII
1800

*

to
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rived in London, all who knew the history of

~

my exploits in America, supposed as a matter of
course, that showers of gold were about to fall
upon me. Many persons will recollect, that, in 1803, the
late Mr Windham said in the House of Commons,l that
I, for my services in America, 'merited a statue of gold'.
In a few days after my arrival, I was, by him, who was then
Secretary of War, invited to dine at his house, with a
party, of whom Pitt and Canning were two. I was, of
course, very proud of this invitation: and I felt more than
ever disposed to use my talents in support of the system
as it was then going on; which stood in real need of sup'
port, for Buonaparte was making fearful progress; and 1
resolved in my mind to set up a daily paper.
While, however, I was thinking about this, Mr George
Hammond, the Under Secretary of State for Foreign
Affairs (Lord Grenvi.lle being the Secretary) sent for nl e
to his office, and made me an offer of a Government
paper. The Government had two, 'The True Briton' and
'The Stm' , the former a morning and the latter an evening
paper. They were their property, office; types, lease of
houses, and all; and the former was offered to me as a
gift, with all belonging to it. My refusal of Sir Robert
Liston's offer had convinced them, that to offer money
was of no use. I refused the offer, though worth several
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thousand pOLmcls. From that moment, all belonging to
the Government looked on me with great suspicion.
When I returned to England, after an absence from the
country parts of it, of sixteen years, the trees, the hedges,
even the parks and woods, seemed so smalll It made me
laugh to hear little gutters, that I could jump over, cal led •
Rivers! The Thames was but a 'Creek'! But, when, in
about a month after my arrival in London, I w nt to
Farnham, the place of my birth, what was my surpri el
Everything had become so pitifully sma III I had to cross
in my post-chaise, the long and dreary heath of Bagshot.
Then, at the end of it, to mount a hill, called Hungry
Hill; and from that hill I knew that I should look down
into the beautiful and fertile vale of Farnham. My heart
fluttered with impatience, mixed with a sort of fear, to
see all the scenes of my childhood; for I had learnt before,
the death of my father and mother. There is a hin, not
far from the town, called Crooks bury Hill, which rises
up out of a flat, in the form of a cone, and is planted with
Scotch fir trees. Here I used to take the eggs and young
ones of crows and magpi s. This hi! I was a famous one in
the neighbolU·hood. It served a the superlative degree
of height. 'As high as Crooks bury Hill' m ant, with u ,
the utmost degree of height. Therefore, the first object
that my eyes sought was tllis hill. r would not believe my
eyes! Literally speaking, I for a moment, thought the
famous hill removed, and a little heap put in its stead;
for I had seen in New Brunswick, a singl rock, or hill of
solid rock, ten times as big, and four or five times as
highl The post-boy, going downhill, and not a bad road,
whisked me, in a few minutes to the Bush Inn, from th
garden of which I could see the prodi gious sandhi II, wh r
I had begun my gardening works. What a nothing! But
now came rushing into my mind, all at once, my pretty
little garden, my little blu smock-frock, my little nailed
F
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sh cs, my pr tty pigeon ' that I used to feed out of my
hands, the last kind words and tears of my g ntle and
tenderhearted and affi ctionate mother! I hastened back
into the room I If I had looked a moment longer, I should
have dropped. When I came to reflect, what a hang e I
I looked down at my dress. What a change I What scenes
I had gone through I How altered my state! I had dined
the day before at a secretary of state's in company with
Mr Pitt, and had been waited upon by men in gaudy
liv ries! I had had nobody to assist me in the world. No
teachers of any sort. Nobody to shelter me from the consequences of bad, and no on to counsel me to good,
behaviour. I felt proud. The distinctions of rank, birth,
and wealth, all became nothing in my eyes; and from that
moment (less than a month after my arrival in England)
I resolved never to bend before them.
At the time of my return, the great government writers
and political agents were~ John Reeves, who had be n
chairman of the 'Loyal Associations against Republica~s
and Levellers' ; John Bowles; John Gifford; W .illiam Gifford; Sir Frederic Eden; the Rev. Mr Ireland, now dean
of Westminster; the Rev. John Brand; the Rev. Herbert
Marsh, now Bishop of P terborough; Mallet du Pan; Sir
ran is D'Ivernois; and Nicholas Vansittart. These were
all pamphlet writers, supporting Pitt through thick and
thin. They, looking upon me as a f How-labourer, had
all sent their pamphlets to me at Philadelphia; and aU of
th m, except Marsh, Vansittart, and the two Frenchmen,
had written me laudatory letters. An but the Parsons
alled thems lves 'Squires in the title-pages of th ir pamphlets. Look at roe now: I had been bred up with a smockfrock upon my back; that frock I had exchang d for a
'soldier's coat'; I had been out of England almost the
whole of my time, from the age of sixteen; we used to
giv , in tho times, th name of 'Squir to none but
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gentlemen of great landed estat s, keeping their carriages,
and so forth: look at me, then, in whose mind my boyi h
idea of a 'squ:ir~ had been carried about the world with
me: look at me, I say, with letters from four 'squires and
from reverends on my table; and wonder not that my
head was half turned! Only think of me (who just about
twelve years before, was clumping about with nailed
shoes on my feet) [and] wonder that I did not ]0 e my
senses! And if I had remained in America, God knows
what might have happened.
Luckily I came to England, and that steadied my head
pretty quickly. To my utter astonishment and confu ion
I found all my 'Squires and Reverends and my Baron t
too; all, in one way or other dependants on the Government; and, out of the public purse, profiting from their
pamphlets. Hey! Dear! as the Lancashire men say: I
thought it would have broken my heart!
Of all these men, Reeves and William Gilford were
the only ones of talent. The former was a really learned
lawyer, and, politics aside, as good a man as ever lived.
A clever man; a head as clear as springwater; considerate,
mild, humane; made by nature to be an English judge. I
did not break with him on account of politicS. We said
nothing about them for years. I always had the greate t
regard for him: and there he now is in the grave, leaVing,
the newspapers say, two hundred thousand powlds, without hardly a soul knowing that there ever was such a man!
The fate of William Gifford was much about the sam
thing. Amongst the first things that Reeves ever said to
me was: 'I tell you what, Cobbett, we have only two
ways here; we must either kiss their - -, or kick them:
and you must make your choice at once'. William Gifford
had more asperity in his temper, and was less resigned.
He despised Pitt and Canning and the whol crew; but
he loved ease, was timid; he was their slave all his life,
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and all his life had to endure a conflict between his
p cuniary interest and his conscience.
As to the rest of my 'squires and othef dignified pamphleteers, they were a low, tal ntless, place and pensio n hunting crew; and I was so disgusted with the discoveries
that I had made, that I trembled at the thought of falling
into the ranks wi th them. Love of ease was not in me;
the very idea of becoming rich had not entered into my
mind; and my horror at the thought of selling my talents
for money, and of plundering the country with the he!p
of the means that God had giv n me wherewith to assIst
in supporting its character, filled me with horror not to
be expressed.
[For the parsons, this will show what I learnt. An] Act
provided that anyone might lay an information qui tam
against a non-resident parson; and a gentleman, who~e
name was Williams, who was resolved to put the law In
force, laid informations against great numbers; brought
them into the court of King's Bench; obtained convictions
upon some, and was proceeding with the rest. Whoever
has seen a shot fired into a rookery in the month of June,
wh n the young rooks are just beginning to flutter fro:rn
the nest; whoever has heard the cawing, the sort of haUsqualling, and seen the fluttering and dashing about of
the old on s among th boughs; whoever has witnessed
this uproar amongst these feather d incumbents of the
tops of the trees, may form s me faint idea of the bustle
among the black-coats and bush-wigs, at the appearance
of this bundle of qUi-tam actions; but no other man can
hav even a faint idea of their confusion. I had a very tair
opportunity of hearing the cawings of these clerical inumbents. I well remember breakfa ting with Dr Rennel
(now Dean of Winch t r), he being then Master of the
Templ ; and I remember tllat h and his wife (daughter
of Judge Blackstone) nt rtained me with most strenuous
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efforts to excite my indignation against the men who had
laid qui-tam informations. I, who understood no more of
this matter than if! had been in China, had it all explained
to me very patiently by the Doctor, and of course thought
that the Doctor must be right, yet, somehow or other,
I perceived that the parsons had been in fault; and my
doubts were greatly augmented by the viol nt railing of
the Doctor against the informer. That which took place
in the Temple, [took] place everywhere. Jacobin, Leveller, Infidel, Atheist, Traitor, were heard, even in th
streets, poured out against this Mr Williams. After a
little whi le, I asked a parson one day, why they railed so
against this man; why they had not resided; and how they
came to think of anything else than residing upon their
livings; upon which h told me that I was as bad as the
informer himself. This was a little too much, and J, in
my own mind, began to side with the informer, especially
when I found that this parson had one living in Suffolk,
and one living in Surrey, and that he seldom showed hi
face at either of them.
It was the custom in those glorious times of Pitt and
Paper, to give to the .1iterary partisans of the Governm nt
what were called 'slices' of a loan. For instance, Mo es
was the loan-monger; and, as the scrip, as it used to b
called · was always directly at a premium, a bargain was
always made with the loan-monger that he should admit
certain favourites of the government to have a certain
portion of the scrip, at the same pric that he gave for it;
I was offered such portion of scrip, which, as I was tId,
would put a hundred pounds or two into my pock t at
once. I was frightened at the id a qf becoming respOl ibl
for the immense swn, upon which this would be the pront. But I soon fmmd that the scrip was never even to be
shown to me, and that I merely had to pocket the amount
of the premium. 1 positively refused to have anything to
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do with th malter, for which I got heartily laughed at.
But this was 01 great utility to me; it opened my eyes
with regard to the nature of these transactions; it set, me
to work to understand all about the debt and the funds
and the scrip and the stock and everything belonging to
it. At every step I found the thing more and more black,
and more and more execrabl , and it soon brought my
mind to a conclusion, that the system was what the accursed thing was in the camp of the Israelites,S and that the
nation never could be happy again until it was got rid
of; in which opinion 1 have remained from that day to
this.
I set out as a sort of self-dependent politician. My
opinions were my own. 1 dashed at all prejudices. I
scorned to follow anybody in matter of opinion. Before
my ti me, every writer of talent enlisted himself under the
banners of one party, or one minister, or other. I stood
free from all such connections; and, therefore, though
admired by many, 1 was looked upon with an evil eye by
all. All had been used to see men of no rank glad to receive the approbation of men of rank. All had been used
to see talent crouch to power. All were, therefore, offended at my presumption, as they deemed it. My great success as a writer; the great admiration which my writings
frequently excited; the effect on the public mind which
they frequently produced: these were much more than
sufficient to draw down on m the mortal hatred of the
'race that write' .
[I set up a daily paper.] My undertaking was my own;
it was begun without the aid, without the advice, and
even without the knowledge of any person, either directly
or indirectly connected with the Ministry. 'The Porcupine' never was in America, nor was it ever in England,
the blind instrum nt of party. In the days of youth and
ignoran e, I had been led to b lieve that comfort, free[ 86 ]
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dom, and virtue, were exc]u ively the lot of Republican.
A very short trial had convinced me of my error. During
an eight years' absence from my country, I was not an
unconcerned spectator of her perils, nor did I listen in
silence to the slanders of her enemies. Once more returned, I felt an irresistible desire to communicate to my
cotmtrymen the fruit of my experience.
[It] surpassed expectations. [It] commenced at a very
short notice, with 700 orders, and, in the short period
of five weeks, gradually rose to upwards of I,SOO. 'The
Porcupine' could not boast of being seen in the numerou
pot-houses of [London] ; but had the superior advantage
of being generally read by persons of property, rank, and
respectabilify.
[At the same time] I formed a partnership [in the bookselling business] with Mr John Morgan, of Philadelphia,'
to whom [I had] been long attached by a friendship founded in a concurrence in political principles, and on a
Similarity of conduct at a time when few Englishmen were
to be found loyal and bold enough openJy to defend the
character of their King and Country. On the success of
this business [I res ted my] principal hope of pecuniary
gain.
1 had no intention to range myself in a systematic opposition to His Majesty's Ministers, or to their measures.
The first object was to contribute my mite toward the
support of the authority of that Sovereign, whom God
had commanded me to honour and obey. The uniform
intention of my writings was, and is, to counteract the
effects of the enemies of monarchy in general, and of the
monarchy of England in particular, under whatever guise
those enemies have appeared; to check the spirit and
oppose the progress oflevelling innovation, whether proceeding from clubs of Jacobins, companies of traders,
synagogues of saints, or boards of government; to ch rish
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an adh ren e to long-tried principle , an affection Jor
ancient families and ancient establishments.
[But many things led me into an opposition.] The ancient nobility and g ntry of the kingdom had been thrown
out of public employment: a race of merchants and manu factur rs, and bankers and loan-jobbers and contractors
had usurp d their place. Good hon st men, plain men,
men in middle classes of life, as Mr Wilberforce said,
may be excellent judges of public measures; but, unfortlll1ately, in searching after these men, we went too far,
and took them out of the lower classes of life. Who was
it that stirred up these lees? It was Mr Pitt himself. [Another thing was the funding system. I agreed with] Lord
Darnley, that, 'were all the Jew-brokers become bankrupt, and all three-per-cent mongers no more, there
would still be a ountry to fight for' I Woeful experience
[showed that] the funds w re [not] a criterion of the
national spirit. Generally speaking, the great evil of a
national debt, of a great accumulation of personal property of any sort [is that] the holders of such property
are ever upon the rack to increase its immediate value.
Henc th subservien y of stat smen to the views of
money-lenders. The funding system was eating the heart
out of the nobility; stifling every high and honourable
feeling . It was engaged in a desperate cont st against the
ari tocracy and monarchy of England, and this contest
must finally tenl1inate in the destru tion of one or the
other.
[Mr Pitt had a] partiality for young and n w m n, for
per ons of his own reation, to the almost total exclusion
of the old nobility and gentry. Trus upstart system waS
adh red to from the first moment of his administration
to tJ1e last: he never voluntarily and cordially gave the
hand to anything great, wh ther of birth, chara t r, or
talent.
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[I naturally opposed the Preliminaries of the Peac of
Amiens in 180l.J5 From the scenes of violence and outrage, which had taken place in some parts of the town,
not far [from my shopJ in Pall Mall, 1had reason to expect
that, on the arrival of the Ratification of the Preliminaries,
my dwelling-house there, as well as my printing-office in
Southampton Street, would be attacked, because my
sentiments re pecting these Preliminaries were publicly
known. It happened precisely as I had expected: about
eight o'clock in the evening, my dwelling-house was
attacked by an innumerable mob, all my windows were
broken, and when this was done, the villains were preparing to break into my shop. The attack continued at
intervals, till past one o'clock. During the whole of this
time, not a constable nor peace officer of any description
made his appearance; nor was the smallest interruption
given to the proceedings of this ignorant and brutal mob,
who were thus celebrating the Peace. 'The Porcupine'
office experienced a similar fate.
[With the signing of the Peace in a few months' time,
this scene was repeated.] In the same degree that I perceived the illumination on tlus [occasion] Was to be compuJ ory, I became resolved not to submit to th degradation, and, therefore, it was with great mortification, tllat,
on tlle evening before the Proclamation, I saw my wife
actually confined in that situation, which, above all others,
requires comfort and tranquillity. I wrote immediately
to Lord Pelham, informed him of this untoward circumstance, but, at the same time, expressed my resolution
not to illuminate my house. His Lordship assmed me that
he had given orders to protect from insolence, my family,
and my premises.
I began to grow apprehensive of the consequences of
l:esistance. To hazard the life of her, who had been my
ompanion anti support through all the storms J had 11[ 89
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dur d; to make this sacrifice was no longer to be thought
of, and I had made up my mind to yjeld, when she bravely
determined to be removed to the house of a friend, rather
than her husband should submit to the mandates of a base
and hireling mob. A private individual may, with propriety, yjeld to the torrent, and subject himself to the
imputation of openly approving what he s cretly condemns. But the man who aspires to the honours of
attracting the attention, and influencing the opinions of
others, must submit his conduct to the guidance of a
different principle. His ease and comfort [must] never
be consulted at the expense of his consistency; he must
never b seduced by persuasion, allured by promises, nor
intimidated by threats, to swerve, in the smallest degree,
from the straight line of duty.
[My wife's] removal had not taken place many hours
b fore I had reason to congratulate myself upon it. A
numerous and boisterous rabble, coming from Cockspur
Street, began to assault th~ house, at about half past nine
o'clock. The Bow Street Magistrate with his men, used
their utmost exertions to pr vent violence, but in vain.
The attack ontinued, with more or less iury, for about
an hour and a half, during which time a party of horse- .
guards were called in to the aid of the civil power. Great
part of the windows were broken; the sash fram s of the
ground floor almost entirely demolished; the panels of
the window shutters were dashed in; th door nearly
forced open; and much other damage done to several
parts of the house.
[With such troubles, and since] I knew nothing of bus iness which demanded thousands in place of a few hundreds [of pOtmdsJ, my daily paper was soon gone,6 and
with it more than all that I possess d in the money way·
I lost about £450, which was enough, in all onscienc?,
to reward me for all my exertions, dangers, and losses JD
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America. The light was extinguished ompletely. ne
half of the [public] papers were devoted to France, and
the other half to the Ministry. I had done aU I could do
wHhout exposing my family to beggary.
I had not the means, fairly my own, of establishing a
[new work]. The risk of a beginning was more than I
dared to encounter; was more than I should have been
justified in encountering. If I had not been aided by a
private subscription, set on foot by Mr Windham and the
good Dr Lawrence, gentlemen conspicuous in what was
then called the New Opposition,7 [the now] famous
'Register' never could have been begun. I should explicitly state in what light I viewed the proposed enterprise.
I had sunk about £4So in 'TIle Porcupine'. The remainder
of my capital was jOined to that of my partner, Mr Morgan, who, soon after our partnership for formed, had returned to the United States of America, with many of the
towns of which we carried on a sort of mercantile trade
of considerable magnitude, and not contemptible in point
of profit. From that trade I could not withdraw any considerable sum. [Nor could] I think of setting on foot any
sort of subscription, or collection, of which my emolument should be regarded as the object. I disclaimed aU
desire to derive pecuniary advantage from the propos d
undertaking, and all idea of personal obligation towards
anyone who [might have thought] proper to contribute
toward it. I was willing; even anxiously desirous, to
conduct the publication; but, that desire, great as it was,
would not suffer me to do, or to accept of, anything, that
should, in the smallest degree, work a forfeiture of that
independence, to preserve which, I had all my life time,
practised, and I still do practise, industry and economy
to their utmost extent. Thus the fotmdation of 'The
Register' was laid; being, I trust it will be thought, a
foundation as fair and as honourable as any of which the
[ 9J
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mind of man an possibly form an idea. It was buildi~g
upon a rock; and the house has stood, accordingly, In
spite of the winds and the floods. [In a year,] there were
sold weekly, of this work, upon an average, in the Uni~ed
Kingdom alone, more than two thousand numbers, an mstance of success unparalleled in the history of periodical
literature.
Indulging, as I [did,] and as I yet do, the hope of being,
for a few years, at least, now and then remembered as on
of those, whom the spirit-stirring circumstances of those
awful times drew forth from th ir native obscurity, I
never ceased anxiously to desire, that the events, amidst
which I had lived, and in whicH I had taken so deep an
interest, m.ight be handed down to posterity undisfigl.1 re d
by falsehood. Actuat d by this desire, I bent my mind on
s curing a faithful record of these events. [I publishe,d
'The Political Register', 'The Parliamentary Debates,'
'The Spirit of the Public Journals', 'The State Trials,
'The Parliamentary History'] ; and it appeared to me, t~at
in possession of [these] works, the politician and the hIStorian [would] possess every help afforded to th m by th
pr S5 relative to the feelings, opinions, and the facts of
the times. If popular delusion and popular baseness, fed
by the corruptions of the ommercial system, should
contrive to triumph ti II th very names of liberty and
honour shall be expunged from the English language, ~nc1
till every man be brought to lend his hand to th muzz ll ng
of his neighbour, I shall still have the satisfaction to reflect,
that, on my part, no effort has been wanting to prevent
f
this consummation of national infamy.
[My opinions were strengthened by my xperience ()
the changes undergoing in the nation.] I liked not the
never-ending recurr nce to Acts of Parliament. Something must be left and something ought to be left, to the
s ns and r a on and morality and r ligion of th p oplc.
[ 92 ]
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There were a set of 'well-meaning' men in th country,
who would have passed laws for the regulating and l' straining of every feeling of the human breast, and every
motion of the human frame: they would have bound us
down, hair by hair, as the Lilliputians did Gulliver. Instead of retrenching the enormous sinecures and pensions;
instead of endeavouring to lessen taxes, which were the
ause, and the sole cause, of the fearful and deplorable
pauperism, instead of measures of this sort, [they] proposed schools and badges for the poor. [They were hostile
to rural and athletic sports;8 to those sports which string
the nerv s and strengthen the frame, which excite an
emulation in deeds of hardihood and valour, and which
imperceptibly instil honour, generosity, and a love of
glory. Men thus formed are unfit for the puritanical
school; therefore it was, that the sect were incessantly
labouring to eradicate, fibre by fibre, the last poor remains of English manners. Their pretexts were plausi ble:
gentleness and humanity were the cant of the day. Instead
of preserving those assemblages and those sports, in which
the nobleman mixed with his peasants, which made the
poor man proud of his inferiority, and created in his
breast a personal affection for his lord, too many of the
rulers of this land were hunting the common people from
every scene of diversion, and driving them to a Club or
a Conv nticle, at the former of which they sucked in the
delicious rudiments of earthly equality, at the latter, the
no less delicious doctrine, that there wa no lawful king
but King Jesus.
[William Wilberforce,] with talents, which in spite of
twenty years' cultivation, still remained far beneath
mediocrity; with an abundant stock of that presumption
of which a conceit of extraordinary purity was at once •
the cause and the elf, ct: all at once started forth, a puri tan
in religion and in law, a reformer of the church and the
[ 93 ]
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parliament. [Yet,'] the full for e of [his] philanthropy
[never moved] in behalf of the more than a million paupers in existence in England. Yes, in England! English
men and women and children! One eighth of our whole
population! But they were not slaves. Say, rather, they
were not black; a thing which they might, seeing the
preference which was given to that colour, have well
regarded as extremely unfortunate. The politics of the
whole sect of the Methodists were very bad. Never was
anything done by them, which bespoke an attachment to
public liberty. 'Their kingdom', they told us, 'was not
of this world'; but they did, nevertheless, not neglect
the good thing of it; and, some of them were to be foun~
amongst the rankest jobbers in the Country. Indeed, lt
was well known, that that set of politicians, ironically
alled the Saints, were the main prop of the Pitt System;
it was well known, that under the garb of sanctity, they
aided and abetted in all the worst things that were do~e.
The political history of the Saints, would exhibit a serl CS
of the most infamous intrigues and most rapacious plunder, that, perhaps, ever was heard of in the world. They
were never found wanting at any dirty job; and invari~bly
lent their aid in those acts, which were the most ininu ca1
to the liberty of England.
[On the other hand was the Pitt System of government,
with all its debasing effects.] The tendency of [his] funding and taxing system was to draw the produce of labour
into unnatural channels, into the hands of upstart cormorants, and to deal it back again in driblets, under the
name of relief, or of charity, just to support the life ~f
those from whose pores it had been drained. 'Well,
some overgorged up tart [would] say, 'and what matte~
is it, so they are supported, whence the support comes?
The matt r was tIns, that th labourers were humbled,
debased, and enslaved. And thus wa th nation debased;
[ 94 ]
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thus, without any direct abolition of the liberhies of the
common people, those liberties were being destroyed.
When you had restrained your surprise, and could
Jlardly restrain your indignation, at seeing a broker, a
contractor, a placeman, or speculator of any description,
start all at once from the dunghill to a coach and four,
you were told that his rise was a proof of his merit. For
my part, I generally drew an exactly opposite conclusion.
[In consequence of these opinions publicly expressed,
the Ministers] attempted to establish no less than six
periodical papers for the express and openly avowed purpose of destrOying 'The Register', all of which papers,
in due succession, perished, not from want of funds but
for want of readers. To obtain success for these publications, no expense, no device was spared; advertisements
and handbills, announcing a determination to 'detect and
expose Cobbett' were published in numbers far exceeding
those of the several works to which they related. The
wretches published a thing which they pretended was a
true account of [the] Court-Martial, in which r was concerned, at the time of my leaving the army. They sent
hundreds and thousands of copies into Hampshire, [wher
my farm was]. All the gentlemen received them for nothing. The post-office at Winchester charged only a penny
for their transmission, for instance. The r?bbers, as they
came down from London in their can-iages, brought with
them whole bales, which they tossed out to all whom
they met or, overtook on the road. A landau full of he
and she peculators passed through Alton, tossing out th e
pamphlets as they went. The thing was put into all the
Inns, and other public places, particularly at Winchester,
where it would certainly have been put into the churches,
had they been places of public resort.
[In 1806, I announced my intention to stand for th
borough of Honiton. Myexpres d principl ] wer the
1800
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n cessity for a strong front against bribery; never to touch
the public money either by [my] own hands, or by those
of relatives. All professions, short of this, J accounted
as nothing.
Before I set off from London, having fixed upon the
hour of my departure on Friday morning the 6th [of
June], I met Mr Johnstone (Lord Cochrane's uncle), and
asked him if he had any news of his nephew, of whose
recent gallant conduct the newspapers had just informed
us. Mr Johnstone said, that he was then going to the
Admiralty, in order to get him leave of absence to come
part of the way [from Plymouth] to London to meet him
upon some business; whereupon I observed, that as I waS
going to Honiton, he might as well go with me. Mr Johnstone accepted of my offer, and we set off accordingly at
three 0' clock on Friday. We arrived at Honiton on Saturday, and, on the same day, Mr Johnstone received a lett~r
from Lord Cochrane informing him that his LordshlP
could not leave Plymouth just then. But, on Sunday, while
we were at dilmer, there came an express from Lord
Co hrane, bearing a letter for me, informing me, tha~
his Lordship, haVing read my address to the p ople 0
Honiton in the London newspapers, and having perceived
that I had resolved to stand my elf merely b cause I could
find no oth r indep ndent man, he had d termined to
accept of my general invitation, and that he was actually
on his way (dating his letter from Exet r) to put his purpose in execution. In an hour afterward, having stopped
at Exeter to provide lawyers, his Lordship arrived. J
declined proceeding to the pon.
.
Now, as to the state of this borough, who shall describe
it? Who shall describe the gulph wherein hav been swallowed the fortunes of so many ancient and r spectabl e
families? There was, th el tors would tell you, nO
brib ry. Th y took a c rtain sum of money ca h, ac orcl[ 96 ]
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ing to th ir con cquence; 'but this', they said, 'came in
the shape of a reward after the election, and, th'refore,
the oath might be safely taken'. Considered as a question
of morality, how contemptible this subterfuge was need
hardly be noticed; but, to say the truth, they did not
deceive themselves, and I must do them the justice to
say, that they were not very anxious to deceive anybody
else. They told you, flatly and plainly, that the money
which they obtained for their votes, was ab olutely necessary to enable them to live; that, without it, they could
not pay their rents; and that, from election to election,
poor men ran up scores at the shop , and were trusted
by the shopkeepers, expressly upon the credit of the
ensuing election; and that, thus, the whole of the inhabitants of the borough, the whole of the persons who
returned two of the members to every parliament, w re
bound together in an indissoluble chain ofvenality.
The poorest of the people made a sort of plffi upon my
name as descriptive of my non-bribing principles, and
moulded their sentiments into a cry of: 'Bread and
Cheese, and no empty Cupboard'; and some of them in
a very serious and mild manner, remonstrated with me
upon my endeav.our to deprive them of the profits of their
vote, or, in their own phrase, 'to take the bread out of
poor people's mouths'.
In quitting this scene, looking back from one of the
many hills that surrounded the fertile and beautiful vall y
in which Honiton lay, with its houses spreading down
the side of an inferior eminence crowned by its ancient
and venerable church; in surveying the fields, the crops,
the cattle, all the blessings that nature could b stow, all
the sources of plenty and all the means of comfort and
happiness, it was impossible to divest myself of a feeling
of horror at reflecting upon the deeds which the SLID
witnessed upon thi one of his most favoured spots.
G
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The more I reflected upon what I had seen with my
own eyes, the more firm my conviction became, that
[such] was the cause of our calamities and our dangers,
and that it was not, as was vainly imagined, to be removed
by laws [then] in existence. The greater fault was in those
who exposed the poor and miserable to the temptation
of selling their votes; [and for these something more
radical was needed.]

•
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must now tell of my oth r activities; {gr, I was a
countryman and a father before I was a writer on
political subjects.] The first thing that I did, when
[my] fouvth child had come, was to get into the country,
and so far as to render a going backward and forward to
London, at short intervals, quite out of the question.
[While in Hampshire, in 1804-, I saw the village of Botley,
and determined on living there.] Botley was the most
delightful village in tlle world. It had everything in a village, that I loved; and none of the things that I hated. It
was in a valley, the soil was rich, thick, set with woods;
the farms were small, the cottages neat; it had neither
workhouse, nor barber, nor attorney, nor justice of the
peace. There was no justice within six miles, and the
barber came three miles once a week to shave and cut
hair! Would I were poetical, I would write a poem in
praise of Botley. [Within a year, I had purchased land
and a house there, and removed my ftunily from London.]
Bom and bred up in the sweet air myself, I was resolved
that [my children] should be bred up in it too. Enjoying
rural scenes and sports, as I had done, when a boy, as
much as anyone that ever was born, I was resolved that
they should have the same enjoyments tendered to them.
When I was a little boy, I was, in the barley-sowing season, going along by the side of a field, near W~verley
Abbey; the primroses and bluebe]]s new spanglmg the
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banks on both sides of me; a thousand .lirulets singing in
a spr ading oak over my head; while the jingle of the
traces and the whistling of the plough-boys saluted my
ears from over the hedge; and, as it were to snatch me
from the enchantment, the hounds, at that instant, having
started a hare in the hanger on the other side of the field,
came scampering over it in full cry, taking me aft r them
many a mile. I was not more than eight years old; but
this particular scene pres nted itself to my mind every
year from that day. I always enjoyed it over again; and I
was re o]ved to give, if possible, the same enjoyments
to my children.
I did not lead an idle life; I had to work constantly
for the means of my living; my occupation required unremitted attention; I always saw the possibility, and even
the probability, of being totally ruined ' by the hand of
power; but happen what would, I was resolved, as long
as I could cause them to do it, my childr n should lead
happy lives; and happy lives they did lead, if ever children
did in this whole world.
My intention was to make th boys fit to fight their
way through lif , for, who [could have be nJ so w ak as
to imagine, that they would v r see many days of tranquillity! To write English; to speak Fr nch; to read a
little Latin, perhaps; to ride, to play at Single-stick, and,
above all, to work at husbandry. It was my intention to
teach them, in all by pr cept and in the most instanC~S
by example. I had seen too many proofs of the insuffiCIency of riches in the obtaining of happiness and too many
instances of the misery to which a d penden e o~
patronage led. [I had no wish] to stifle geni.us; but if It
were not of a stamp to rise of its If, there was no
raising jt. *

* Cobbett left no d tailed description of Botley, but Miss Mitford's
is very good, and gives exa tly the picture wanted.
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My two eldest sons, when about eight years old, wer ,
for the sake of their health, placed, for a short tim , at
a clergyman's at Micheldever, and my daughter, a little
older , at a ScllOOl a few miles from Botl ey, to avoid taking
them to London in the winter. But, wi th the e exceptions, never had they, while children, teacher of any
description. What need had we of schools? What n ed
o~ scolding and force, to induce ch:ildr n to read, write,
and love books ? W e did not want to 'kill tim e' ; we wer
' He had at that time a large house at Botl ey, with a lawn and gardens
sweeping down to the Bursledon River . . . His . . . house, large,
high, massive, red, and square, and perched on a considerable eminence, always struck me as not being unuke its proprietor .. .. There
was a large flu ctuating series of guests for the hour or guests for the
day, of almost all ranks and descriptions, from the Earl and his Countess to the farmer and his dame. The house had room tor all , and the
hearts of the owners would have had room for three times the number.
'1 never saw hospitality more gen uine, more simple, or more
thoroughly successful in the great end of hospitality, the putting everybody completely at ease. There was not the slightest attempt at fin ery,
or display, or gentility. They called it a farm-house, and everything
was in accordance wi th the largest idea of a great English yeoman of
the old time. Everything was excellent-every tiling abundant-all /'
ser ved wi th the greatest nicety by trim waiting damsels; and everything went on with such quiet regularity that of the large circle of
guests not one could find himself in the way. r need not say a word
more in praise of the good wife ... to whom this admirable order
was mainly due.
' . . . fields lay along the Bursledon Ri ver, and might have been
shown to a foreigner as a spec imen of the richest and lovliest English
scenery. . . . Few persons excell ed him III the management of vegetable, fruit, and flowers.. . . His wall-fruit was ... splendid, and
much as flowers have been studied since that day, r never saw a more
glowing or more fragrant autumn garden than that at Botl ey, with its
pyramids of hollyhocks, and its masses of china-asters, of cloves, of
mignonette, and of variegated geranium. The chances of life soon
parted us, as, wi thout grave faults on either side, people do lose sight
of one another; but r shall always look back with pleasure and regret
to that visit.' - Recollections if a Litera,], L!fe, Chap. XYT I.
[ J0 J ]
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always busy, wet weather or dry weather, winter or
summer. There was no force, in any case; no command;
none of these were ever wanted. To teach the children
the habit of early rising was the great object; and everyone knows how young people cling to their beds. This
was a capital matter; because here were industry and
health both at stake. The child that was downstairs first,
was called the lark for that day, and, further, sat at my
right hand at dinner. They soon discovered, that to rise
early, they must go to bed early; and thus was this most
important object secured, with regard to girls as well as
boys. Nothing is more inconvenient, ~ore disgusting,
than to have to . do with girls, or young women, who
lotmge in bed: 'A little more sleep, a little more slumber,
a little more folding of the hands to sleep'. Solomon
knew them well: he had, I daresay, seen the breakfast
cooling, carriages and horses and servants waiting, the
sun coming burning on, the day wasting, the night growing dark too early, appointments broken, and objects of
journeys defeated; and all from the lolloping in bed of
persons who ought to have risen with the sun.
Health, the greatest of all things, was provided for.
Next, my being always at home was secured as far as
possible; always with them to set an example of early
rising, sobriety, and application to something or other.
hildren will have some out-of-doors pursuits; and it was
my duty to lead them to choose such as combined future
utility with present innocence. Each his flower-bed,
little garden, plantation of trees; rabbits, dogs, asses,
horses, pheasants and hares; hoes, spades, whips, guns;
always some object of lively interest, and as much
earnestness and bustle as if our living had solely depended
on them.
In the meanwhile the book-learning crept in of its own
ac ord. hildren naturally want to be like their parents,
[ 102 ]
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and to do what they do; and as I was always writing or
reading, mine naturally desired to do something in th
same way. Fond of book-learning, and knowing well its
powers, I naturally wished them to possess it too; but
never did I impose it upon anyone of them.
I accomplished my purpose indirectly. Health was
secured by the deeply interesting and never-ending sport
of the field and pleasures of the garden. Luckily the e
things were treated of in books and pictures of endless
variety; so that, on wet days, in long evenings, thes
came into play. A large strong table in the middle of the
room, their mother sitting at her work, used to be surrounded with them, the baby, if big enough, set up in a
high chair. Here were inkstands, pens, pencils, indiarubber, and paper, all in abundance, and everyone scrabbled about as he or she pleased. There were prints of
~nimals of all sorts; books treating of them; others treatlng of gardening, of flowers, of husbandry, of hunting,
CourSing, shooting, fishing, planting, and, in short, of
everything with regard to which we had something to
do. One would be trying to imitate a bit of my writing,
another drawing the pictures of some of our horses and
dogs, a third poking over Bewick's 'Quadrupeds', and
picking out what he said about them; but our book of
never-failing resource was the French 'Maison Rustique'
which, it is said, was the book that first tempted
Dusquesnois, the famous physician, in the reign of Louis
XIV, to learn t9 read. And there was I, in my leisure
moments, to join this inquisitive group, to read the
French, and tell them what it meaned in English. When
my business kept me away from the scrabbling-table, a
petition often came, that I would go and talk with the
group, and the bearer generally was the youngest, being
the most likely to succeed.
To do the things I did, you must love your home your[ IO 3
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self; to rear up children in this maImer, you must live
with them; you must make them, too, feel by your conduct, that you prefer this to any other mode of passing
your time. My occupation, to be sure, was chiefly carried
on at horne. Many a score of papers have I written amidst
the noise of children, and in my whole life never bade
them be still. When they grew up to be big enough to
gallop about the house, I have written the whole day
amidst noise that would have made some authors half
mad. That which you are pleased with, however noisy,
does not disturb you. I found time to talk with them, to
walk, to ride about, with them; and when forced to go
from home, always took one or more with me.
I remember that, one year, I raised a prodigious crop
of fine melons, under handglasses; and I learned how to
do it from a gardening-book; or, at least, that book was
necessary to remind me of the details. Having passed part
of an evening in talking to the boys about getting this
crop, 'Come', said I, 'now, let us read the book'. Then
the book carne forth, and to work we went, following
very strictly the precepts of the book. I read the thing
but one , but the elde t boy read it, perhaps tw nty
times, over; and explained all about the matter to the
others. [There] was a motive! Then he had to tell the
garden labourer what to do to the melons. Now, 1 will
engage, that more was really learned by this single I son,
than would have be n learned by spending at this son's
ag , a year at school and he happy, and delighted all th
while.
They b gan writing by taking words out of printed
books; finding out which letter was which, by asking me,
or those who knew the letters one from another; and by
imitating bits of my writing, it is surprising how soon
th y began to write a hand like mine, very small, very
faint-stroked, and nearly as plain a print. The first use
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that anyone of tJlem made of the pen, was to write lo
me, though in the same house with them. Th y began
doing this in mete scratches, before they knew how to
make anyone letter; and as I was always folding up letters
and directing them, 'So were they; and they were sure
to receive a prompt answer, with most encouraging
compliments.
All the meddlings and teazings of friends, and, what
Was more serious, the pressing prayers of their anxiolls
mother, about sending them to school, J withstood without the slightest effect on my resolution. 'Bless me, so
ta lJ, and not learned anything yet! '. [a meddling woman
friend would say of one of my sons]. 'Oh, yes, he has', I
llsed to say, 'he has learned to ride, and hunt, and shoot,
and fish, and look after cattle and sheep, and to work in
the garden, and to feed his dogs, and to go from viUage
to village in the dark.' This was the way I lIsed to manage
With troublesome customers of this sort. And how glad
the children used to be when they got clear of such
criticising people 1
. The great business of life, in the country, app rtains,
lJ1 some way or other, to the game. If it were not for the
game, a country life would be like an everlasting hon y11100n, which would, in about half a century, put an end
to the hunlan race. In towns, or Jarge villages, people
make a shift to find the means of ru bbing the rust off from
each other by a vast variety of sources of contest. A coupl
of wives meeting in the street, and giving ach other a
Wry look, or a look not quite civil enough, will, if the
parties be hard pushed for a ground of contention, do
pretty well. But in the country, there is, alas, no such
resource. [There] are no walls for people to take of each
other. [There] is more room of every sort, elbow, leg,
horse, or carriage, for them all. Even at Church (most
of the people being 'in meeting-houses) the pews are sur[ lOS]
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prisingly too large. Where all circwnstances seem calculated to cause never-ceasing concord with its accompanying dullness, there would be no relief at all, were it not
for the game. TIus, happily, supplies the place of all other
sources of alternate dispute and re.,conciliation; it keeps
all in life and motion, from the lord down to the hedger.
The wiv s and daughters hear so much of it, that they
inevitably get engaged in the disputes; and thus all are
kept in a state of vivid animation.
I always encouraged my sons to pursue these sports.
I remembered, too, that I myself had had a sportsmaneducation. I many and many a day followed the hounds,
and returned home at dark-night, with my legs full of
thorns and my belly empty to go supperless to bed, and
to congratulate myself if I escaped a flogging. All the lectures, all the threats, vanished from my mind in a moment
upon hearing the first cry of the hounds. I remembered
all this, and resolved to leave the same course freely open
to my sons. Th y, until the ages of 14 or IS, spent their
time, by day, chiefly amongst horses and dogs, and in the
fields and farmyard; and their candle-light chiefly in reading books about hunting and shooting, and about dogs
and horses.
I always admired the sentiment of Rousseau: 'The boy
dies, perhaps, at the age of ten or twelve. Of what use,
then, all the restraints, an the privations, an the pain,
that you have inflicted upon him? He falls, and leaves
your mind to brood over the possibility of your having
abridged a life so dear to you'. I do not recall the very
words; but the passage made a deep impression upon my
mind, just at the time when I was about to become a
father; and I was resolved never to bring upon myself
r morse from such a cause. I was resolved to forgo all the
means of making money, all the means of living in anything lik fashion, all the means of obtaining fame or
( 106 ]
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distinction, to give up everything, to become a common
labourer rather than make my children lead a life of restraint and rebuke: I could not be sure that my children
would love me as they loved their own lives; but I wa ,
at any rate, resolved to d serve such love at their hands.
[I learnt much of the state of the country through going
into Hampshire.] It was when the madness for enclosure
raged most furiously. I [used to go] around a little common, called Horton Heath on a Sunday. I found the hu bands at home. The Common contained about I SO acres;
and I found round the skirts of it, and neat to the skirt ,
about thirty cottages and gardens, the latter chiefly encroachments on the common, which was waste (as it wa
called) in a manor of which the Bishop was the lord. I
took down the names of all the cottagers, the number and
ages of their children, and number of their cows, heifer,
calves, ewes, pigs, geese, ducks, fowls, and stalls of bees ;
the extent of their little bits of ground, the worth of
what was growing, the number of apple trees, of the
black-cherry trees, called by them 'merries', which was
a great article in that part of Hampshire. I have lost my
paper, and, therefore, I cannot speak positively as to any
one point; but, I remember one hundred and twenty-five,
Or thirty-five stalls of bees , worth at that time ten shillings
a stall, at least. Cows there were about fifteen, besides
heifers and calves; about sixty pigs great and small; and
not less than five hundred head of poultry! The cattle and
sheep of the neighbouring farmers grazed the common
all the while besides. The bees alone were worth more
annually than the common, if it had been enclosed, would
have let for deducting the expense of fences. The farmers
Used the Common for tlIeir purposes; and my calculation
was, that the cottagers produced from their little bits, in
food, for themselve , and in things to be sold at market,
more than_any neighbouring farm of 200 acr ! Th
[ T07 ]
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ottagers con isted, fathers, moth rs, and childr n, grandfathers, grandmothers, and grandchjldren, of mor than
two hundred persons!
[I learnt to hate] a system that could lead English
gentlemen to disregard matt rs like these! That ould
induce them to tear up 'wast s' and sweep away occupiers like those I have described! Wastes indeed! Give
a dog an ill name. Was Horton Heath a waste? Was it a
'waste' when a hundred, perhaps, of healthy boys and
girls were playing there of a Sunday, instead f creeping
about covered with filth in the a1leys of a town?
[1 always was a good] master and employer. 1 never
luggled as to prices in any case whatsoever; 1 never
attempted to cheapen anything; never wasted any of the
precious moments of life in tms sort o flying and cheating.
Accordingly I have been, and am, better served than anybody else. Those who have been long employed by me,
not only like my employment, but they like me personally better than they like any other man in the world;
and tms, not from any cant about humanity; but on
account of the frankness and sincerity which they always
experienc d from me, that freedom in conversation, that
unrestrained familiarity, and that absence of ahything like
superciliousness or austerity, which have always marked
my character, and, in an which, to th surprise of mo t
observers, 1 indulged with my children as well as with
an others under me, wi thout at an Iessening my authori ty.
1 made it a rule that 1 [would] have the labour of no
man who received parish relief. 1 gave my men constant
pay, all seasons and all weathers, and though 1 had nO
rule about sickness, I never had, among my constant
labourers, a sick man, whom I did not pay all the same
as if he were we) I. I do not pretend, that it was from a
r gard for my labourer that I gave such great wages; for,
1 was convinced, that it was to my int l' st to do it. One
[ 1 08 ]
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of my labour rs was worth two or three half-fami hed
creatures. But, my great motive was, the lessening of dl e
number of paupers j to raise part, at least, of the labouring people from that state of slavery, commonly called
pauperism.
[Farming showed me much of these things.] That one
half, or more, of the labourers of a country should have
been paupers, was really something too disgraceful to
think of. A constant state of pauperism would debase the
be t nature that man ever possessed. A labourer in this
state was always studying d ceit j he was afraid of nodl ing
So much as of appearing prosperous, healthy, or happy j
he contracted a plaintive language and manne r. Hi children were studiously clad in rags and covered w idl filth j
his wife was always 'poorly'. A family, thus reared, not
only was likely to be, but was sure to be, a nest of dlieves
and imposters. The way in whieh we proceeded [in
~ampshire,] is really worth being [mentioned]. As an
lnstance: we had two families, one of which contained
nine children and the other seven, the whole of whom,
drawn up hl rank entire, and set off to the best advantage,
that is to say, half lumg over with rags, dle r st of the
body being naked, were arrayed against us, [the farmers,]
before a bench of magistrates. We were satisfied, that
owing to particular circumstances they had qujte a suffici nt income; but, as we could not prove it upon oath,
th magistrates were about to order them relief, when
I offered to pay them weekly ~ll that they said they earned,
and, besides that, as much as they received from the
parish, rather than suffer them to continue paupers. They
declined my offer, got no reli f, and not only did without
relief, but gradually assumed a more d cent appearanc j
d , for this obvious reason, that they had no longer an
mt rest in being thought miserab le. [This was b tter
than] the comforting sy tem j the cow system, the hild-

:m
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bed-linen system; and the indu.'lry system; all wJuch, like
the schools of Mrs Hannah More, did more harm than
good.
A lad, about 16 or 17 years of age, named Jesse Burgess, was my servant in husbandry, [in the year 18 0 9J·
In the latter end of February, I found fault with him for
coming into breakfast before he had cleaned out his stable;
and, [again inJ March, I found fault with him, and that,
too, in very sharp language, for lying in bed aft 1'1 myself
was up, that is to say, after s o'clock. TIle next morning
the boy got up very early and set off from his service.
There was, in the case of a servant running away and setting me at defiance, a duty which lowed to the community, and especially to my neighbours , occupying lands,
who would have experienced great injury from such .an
example, if this boy had been suffered to get off WIth
impunity. The moth I' of the boy had come, a few days
before his running away, and had got his wages up to the
1St of March. It was, therefore, clear, that the intention
was to get the boy away for the spring and summer, after
having placed him in good keep during that part of the
year when there was little to do. This was a very common
trick through the country; my neighbours, the farmers,
were plagued half out of their lives with these desertions,
which always took place, just when the sun began to shine
on both sides of the hedge; that is to say, when those
who had been warmed and fed all the winter, were called
upon to make some l' muneration by their labour. Nothing was so common as the sending people to prison for
this offence.
I got a warrant from Southampton, and delivered it to
Mr Astlett, the constable of Botley, in order that he might
take up the boy. Mr Astlett took him at his father's house,
and brought him to Botley, to a public-house called th
Dolphin, whither, by the indulgenc of the constabl ,he
[ 110]
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Was ac ompanied by his mother and his elder brother,
WiYiam. In the morning, Mr Astlett, who was a bla ksnuth, had occasion to go to his own house, and, while
he Was away, he left his prisoner in the hands of the
~thingman, whose name was Dubber. While the boy was
In the custody of Dubber, the mother came with a pretended message from me, desiring that the boy might be
pennhted to come to my house. He thereupon let the
boy go, and the mother and the two sons went off together. [The boy] ran away somewhere, and the mother
and her elder son made the best of their way towards
their home.
Mr Astlett, finding what had taken place, set out,
brdering Dubber to go with him, in pursuit of them. The
oy Was not to be found; but, they took the brother and
the old woman, for having aided in the escape, and brought
the~ to Botley. They were suffered to depart, [on the
~dVIce of the magistrate at Southampton] , having been in
llress for not more than nine hours, having suffered no
as~au1t, and having sustained no other injury than the loss
of a day's work.
Upon 'principle, when the boy had escaped, I spared
no pains:or expense to recover him. In about a fortnight,
Mr Astlett and Dubber found him at his father's house.
Things took a turn, that Mr Astlett came to Botley for
aSSistance, while Dubber was left in the garden to see
that the boy did not escape. A new character came upon
the scene-one Stone, bailiff to Mr Goodlad (whose
~?use stood at a little distance)came to Dubber, and told
. 1m to go away, for that he had no business there. Suffice
lt to say, that the boy was taken to Winchester, and was,
after a full examination, and a remarkably patient hearing
of all he had to say, committed to prison. The example
Was of general utility.
I was very much surprised when the constable told me,
[ I I J ]
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that the Burg ses boasted of having the support of Mr
Goodlad. J accordingly wrote to him, stating to him the
whole of th circumstances, and expr ssing a hope, that
he, as a magistrate, would give the constable countenance
and support. To my utter astonishment, the answer I received was, as nearly as I can recollect, this :-that the
whole of the fault of resistance lay with the constable of
Botley, whose ignorance of his duty had induced him to
execut a warrant out of his own hundred. The answer
further informed me, that th e old woman and her son
William had been at the bench at Droxford, where they
had been told, that, if their story was true, they might
bring an action for false imprisonment. It appeared that
the Magistrates at this bench, sitting in their capacity as
magistrates, not only told the old woman and her son,
that they had a ground for action, but advised them to
go to the Attorney for the purpose or commencing the
action.
The Attorney was soon in motion. Botley, Droxford,
Hill-Potmd, Southampton, and the borders of the Forest,
heard the sound of his horse' feet, and were struck with
the ager countenance of the rider. I was su d for
£333. 6s. Sd. and the jury said, that, at most, 1 ought
to pay the odd £3. 6s. Sd.
[Another thing followed. I wa ] informed, that, the
very day after the trial, the walls of London were covered
over with large bills about the 'Oppressions of Cobbett' ;
and, 'Cobbett the Oppressor of the Poor', tc. The e
po ting bills cost, perhaps, fifty potmds a day! Notwithstanding the great events that were passing upon the continent of Eu ope, there was, in ~ngland, no ubject whatever, which excit d so much public interest as the
character and conduct of William Cobbett.
[Th conclusion' of this incident will how that I had
raised up th gov mm nt and it supporters against mc.
[ II 2 ]
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I had come over to the cause of Parliamentary Reform.]
A remark or two seems necessary here, [to show] the
insinuation, and, indeed, open accusation, brought against
all those, who stood prominently forward in the cause of
Reform: it was this, that they wished for confusion; for
the annihilation of property; and for uproar and bloodshed. This has always been the charge against all those,
who have had the courage to take the lead in endeavouring to root out corruption. From the nature of things it
is a charge that must be preferred against such men; because the corrupt will naturally seek to disarm those who
attack them, and, it being impossible to say that corruption is right, there is no mode of attacking its assailants,
other than that of representing them as wishing for confusion and uproar, by which representations, the uninformed are misled and the timid frightened. By this
mode, the nation was long deceived and alarmed. Posterity will, I hope, hardly believe; I hope that our
children will hardly credit the true history of the delusions and alarms [from the years IJ92 to 1809]. The
disgraceful days of alarm had passed by then; and, I
thought, it would be difficult for the friends of corruption
to cause their return; but, still they harped upon the
dangers of change, though they could not deny that chang
Would be for the better; still they accused us of a wish
to introduce confusion and uproar and bloodshed.
The greatest compliment that could be paid to any
Writer, to an wer his arguments by an attack upon his
person, [or, to appeal] to his opinions formerly expressed,
especiaIJy under a total change of circumstances, wa
made most liberal use of against me. 1 Just as if opinions
formed and expressed, when I was not much more than
half as old, and when I had, in fact, no experience at all,
Could invalidate, or have any weight, against the argum nts that I [later had] to offer. Upon 'my r tum from
B:
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America I received marks of approbation from all the men
then in power. When Mr Canning looked back to the
time, when I dined at his house at Putney, and when he
paid me so many just compliments for my exertions in roy
country's cause, I can hardly think, that he did not view
with some degree of shame [suchJ attempts on the part
of persons, who were publicly said to have written und r
his particular patronage.
[On the occasion of King George's Jubilee in October,
1809J, the Jubilee Crew exhibited at Charing Cross, a
placard r specting m , with the following words:
MAY GOD
disperse
The Votaries of
COBB TT
As the Clouds
of this Day.
The effect of this placard is worthy being recorded. Some
persons among the many thousands, who composed the
continually shifting crowd of gazers at the placard, ask d
a very worthy friend of [mineJ, what th thing meant,
and who 'Cobbett' was; to which he answer d, that Mr
Cobbett wa a gentleman, who wished to see sinecure
places and unm~rited p nsions abolished, who wanted an
peculators and public robbers to be punished, and by such
means to lessen the taxes and give people encouragement
to fight for their country. TIllS ran, of course, from one
to another; and, it was no wonder, that, on the fourth
night after it was put up, the stupid wr tch who had
ordered it to be hoisted, found somebody to beat into
his addled brains the prudent measure of taking it down.
The best ofit was, that, while these senseless creatures
were plotting and conspiring against me, I was leading a
life the most pI asing and undisturbed that ould be con~
[ 114-J
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ceived; J was wa lking over a very beautiful farm and
plea ure growlds. And, at the very moment wJlen the
placard was hoisted, I was in a farm-yard in Berkshire,
taking and noting down the dimensions of a sheep-crib.
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n 1809, some young men at Ely, in what was ailed
the 'local militia' , had refused to march without the
'marching guinea', which the Act of Parliament
awarded them. This was called Mutiny; and a body of
Hanoverian horse were brought from Bury St Edmunds,
to compel these young Englishmen to submit to be flogged! They were flogged, while surrounded by these Hano:
verians ; and the transaction was recorded in 'The Courier
ministerial paper. I, in my 'Register' , expressed my indignation at this, and to express it too strongly was not in
the power of man. The Attorney-General, Gibbs, was
set upon me; he hal'a sed me for nearly a year, then
brought me to trial. [This] took place on the q ·th of
June, I 8 10, when I was found guil ty [of treasonous libel]
by a Special Jury. On th 20th, I was compelled to give
bail for my appearance in court to receive judgement,
and, as I came from Botley (to which place I had returned
on the evening of the 15th) a Tip-Staff went down in
order to seize me personally, and to bring me up to London to give bail.
I went home to pass the remaining short space of personal freedom with my family. I had just begun farming
projects, and also planting trees, with the hope of seeing
them grow lip as my children grew. I had a daughter
fifteen years of age, whose birthday was just then approach[ 116 ]
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ing, and, destjned to be one of the happiest and one of
the most unhappy of my life, on that day; my dreadful
sentence was passed. One son eleven years old, another
nine years old, another six years old, another daughter
five years old, and another child nearly at hand. It was at
this crisis, no matter by what feelings actuated, I wrote
to my Attorney, Mr White, to make the proposition,
. 'if I were not brought to justice, I never would publish
another "Register" or any other thing'. But, fits of fear
and despair [were] never of long duration in my family.
The letter was hardly. got to the Post Office at Southampton before the courage of my wife and eldest daughter
returned. fudignation and resentment took place of grief
and alarm; and they cheerfully consented to my stopping
the letter. Mr Peter Finnerty was at my house at the
time; a post-chaise was got; and he came off to London
during the night, and prevented Mr White from actin~
on that letter.
I was brought up to receive judgement on the 5th of
July, when, after the Attorney-General had made the
speech, I was sent to the King's Bench Prison, and order d
to be brought up again on the 9th of July. On this day
I was, by Ellenborough, Grose, LeBlanc and Bailey, sentenced to be imprisoned two years in Newgate among t
felons, to pay a fine to the King of a thousand pounds, and
to be held in heavy bail for seven years after the expiration
of the imprisonment! And, what was never heard of before, my print r, my publisher, and a bookseller, were
all prosecuted and put in prison. Everyone regarded it as
a sentence of death, and it was intended to be a sentence
of death. I lived in the country, seventy miles from London; I had a farm on my hands; I had a family of sm II
Children, amongst whom I constantly lived; I had a most
anxious and devoted wife, who was, too, in that state
whi h rendered the s paration more painful tenfold.
[
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During the time that I wa ab ent from hom.e for the
purpose of giving bail, a man, dressed like a gentleman,
went upon my land in the neighbourhood of Botley, got
into conversation with my servants, asked them how
much property I had, where it lay, of whom I had purchased it, what I had given for it, and a great many other
questions of the same sort. When he went away from
one of th m, he told him: 'You' n not have Cobbett here
again for one while' ; or words to that effect. I leave [my
readers] to form their opinions as to the object of this
visit. Another p rson, of a similar description, went to
another man who worked for me, asked him what sort
of man I was, what he had heard me say about the King
or the Government, and told him that some people
thought me a very great enemy of' the government. He
heard nothing but good of me as a neighbour and a master;
and, as to politics, not a soul that he talked to knew what
he meant, never having in their lives heard me utter a
word upon any subject 'of the sort.
I was followed to prison by an excel1 nt friend, Mr
Peter Walker, Major Cartwright, and Mr. Asbury DickiJ)S, an American, whom I had known in Philadelphia.
[The first had] found me in King's Bench Prison, previous
to my being taken up for judgement [the second time].
It had been expected [then], that, in order to disable me
from writing for the press, I [was to] be sent to some
distant jail. In this expectation [he] had proposed, that a
certain number of friends should agree to succeed each
other in living, at their own expense, in whatever town
that jail should be, in order to afford me society and
assistance; and, he proposed to fill this part [him If] for
the first four months.
1 was hardly arrived at Newgate when the brave olel
Major Cartwright came. 'And', exclaim d he, 'is this the
place th y hav sent you to I Tam s venty years old, but[
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- 1shall yet live to see - - I' [Mr Walk r was] the next
to arrive, and when, by dint of money, I had obtained
th favour to be put into a room by myself, [he] hurried
home and brought me bedstead, chairs, tables, bedding,
and everything; and, I think I see [him] now, stripped
in [his] shirt, putting the bedstead together and making
up my bed.
My wife arrived in about half an hour; but before that
time I had bought myself out 'Of the company of felons.
By great favour I finally obtained leave to occupy two
rooms in the jailer's house, paying for th m twelve
guineas a week, and it required eight more to fee the
various persons, and to get leave to walk an hour in the
leads of the prison in the morning: so that here were
£2,080 during the two years besides the £1,000 to the
good old King. These direct losses were, h9wever, trifling
compared with the indir ct. I was engaged in the publication of two works, caned 'The State Trials' and 'The
Parliamentary History'. There had been a great outlay
for these works; several thousands of pounds w re due to
th paper-maker and the printer. These works were, as
far as regarded me, ruined. I had bought land in J 806 and
18°9. This land, about SOO acres, was in hand. I had made
plantations, and had made preparations for others. I had
then a trilling mortgage to payoff, but quite within reach
of my earnings; and, in short, if it had not been for this
savag sentence, I should, by the year 1814-, have had my
estate cleared. [Almost] exactly ten years [after landing]
in England, having lost a fortune in America, solely for
the sake of ngl and , I was sent to prison in that same
nglandl It was quite impossible for me to banish reflections of this ort from my mind.
Many gentlemen, by letter as well as verbally, proposed to me the putting forward a subscription, for the
purpose of indemnifying me and my family against th
[ Jl9 ]
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heavy expcnse and loss, which had been incurred in consequence ot the prosecution. I was, however, happy to
say, that I had been not only able to withstand all pressure;
but, that, without any extraordinary aid, from any quarter, I felt confident of my ability to proceed, and, with
the blessing of continued health, make a suitable provision for all my children. My health, thank God, was as
good as ever it was. But, I had no security for either
health or life; any more than other men; and, if I had
attempted an insurance upon my life, Newgate would
have told pretty strongly against me. It was, therefore,
impossible for me not to feel an anxious desire to see my
family, at least, guarded against certain expense and loss.
Everyone will easily imagine, that every debt that I
owed, l of every description, c~me pouring in for paymcnt. The whole nation was cowed down at the tim ,
and under the sway of Perceval, Gibbs, and Ellenborough,
and with several parts of the country actually under the
command of Hanoverian generals; the people &eemed like
chickens, creeping and piping to find a hiding place, while
the kite was hovering in the air. The sons and daughters
of corruption openly chuckled at what they thought my
extinguishment. Almost everyone stood aloof, except my
creditors (never the last to visit you in such a season),
who pressed on amain; so that I really forgot that I was
in prison, so great and so numerous were the torments
arising. I was looked upon ~s a man given over by the
doctors; and everyone to whom lowed a shilling, brought
me Sighs of sorrow indeed; but, along with these, brought
me his bill. Why, the truth is, that bad it not been for
one thing, I should not have been able to bear up under
this accumulation of evil; and, that one thing was that,
I had a friend, to whom, on the tbird day after I entered
the accursed jail, I wrote, requesting him, in case of my
death, to s nd for, and take care of my wife and children,
[ r 20 ]
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and from whom I received an answer, containing, amongst
others, these words: 'Give thyselfno trouble about Nancy
and the children. If thee should die, which I hope thee
will not for years to come, thy dear family shall find a
home under my roof, a d shall be to me and all of llS as
our own kindred'. At [70J years of age, I feel the tears
of gratitude on my cheeks as I transcribe his words. It
was James Paull,:' a Quaker farmer, of Lower Dublin
Township, in the state of Pennsylvania; a native American; a man, on whom I had never conferred a favour to
the amount of the value of a pin.
My children [wereJ at Botley. The tears of' the postman, a rough and hardy fellow, who had lost an ann in
the military service, prepared my daughter for the news.
The three boys were in the garden hoeing some peas.
My daughter calJed the eldest to tell him what had be n
done. He returned to the others, and they hearing their
sister cry, asked him what was the matter. He could make
them no answer, but, pulling his hat over his eyes , took
up the hoe in a sort of wild manner and began to chop
about, cutting up the peas and all that came his way. The
second took hold of him, and seeing his face bathed with
tears, got, at last, an account of what had been done to
a father, who had never given either of them a harsh word
since they were born. By that very night's post I got a
letter from my eldest son, and he concluded his in these
words: 'I would rather be now in the place of my dear
Papa, than in that of those who have sent him to prison'.
I wrote them back for answer, that I was very well; that
imprisonment would not hurt my health; and concluded
by saying, 'be you good children, and w shall all have
ample revenge'.
.
In a few days after this, five big brutal farmers, trotting
along towards Fareham Market, on a road by the side of
which my carpenter was erecti'llg a sort of picket fence,
[ 121 ]
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called out to him, 'where be the iron bars?' and then
set up a loud laugh. Need I say, that it gave me pleasure
to know, that everyone of th se unfeeling monsters was
reduced to insolvency [in 18 22J, brought into that state,
too, by [theJ very paper-money s tern, for endeavouring
to check which in time was my rea] offence.
The sentence, though i.t proved not to be one of death,
was, in effect, one of ruin, as far a then poss ssed property went. But this really appeared as nothing compared
with the circumstance that J would have a child bom in
a felon's jail, or be absent from the scene at the time of
birth. My wife, who had come to see me for the last time
previous to her lying-in, perceiving my deep dejection
at the approach of her departure for Botley, resolved not
to go, and actually went and took a lodging as near to
Newgate as she could find one, in order that the communication between us might be as speedy as possible,
and in order that J might see the doctor, and receive
assurances from him relative to her state. The nearest
lodging that she could ·find was in Skinner Street, at the
comer of a street leading to Smithfield. So that there she
was, amidst the incessant rattle of coaches, dogs, and
bawling men, instead of being in a qui t and commodious
country house, with neighbours and servants and everything nec ssary about her. Y t, so great is the power of
the mind in such cases, she, though th circumstances
proved uncommonly perilous, and were attended with
the loss of the child, bore h r sufferings with the gr atest
composure, because at any minute she could send a messag to, and hear from me. If sh had gone to Botley,
leaving me in that state of anxiety in which she saw me,
J am satisfi d that she would have died; and that event
taking pIa e at such a distance from me, how was I to
contemplate her corpse, surrounded by her distract d
hildren, and to hay scap d death or madness mys If?
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If such was not the effect of this merciless act of the
Government towards me, that amiable body may be well
assured that I [took] and recorded the will for the deed,
and that as such it will live in my memory as long as that
memory shall last.
When the Government crammed me into a jail among t
felons it added to the difficulties of my task of teaching.
[my children j] for now I was snatched away from th only
scene in which it could, as I thought, properly b
executed. But even these difficulties were got over. The
blow wa , to be sure, a terrible one j and, 0 God! how
it was felt by [ those] poor children! [The] account [of
their feelings,] when it reached me, filled me with deeper
resentment, than any other circumstance. And, oh! how
I despise the wretches who talk of my vindictiveness j of
my exultation at the confusion of those who inflicted
those sufferings! How I despise the base creatures, the
crawling slaves, the callous and cowardly hypocrites, who
affected to be 'shocked' (tender souls 1) at my expression
of joy, at the death of Gibbs, Ellenborough, Perceval,
Liverpool, Canning, and the r st of the tribe that I hav
already seen out, and at the fatal workings of [ their]
syst m.
[This was the way we worked at education.] I had a
farm in hand. It was n cessary that I should be constantly
informed of what was doing. I gave all the orders, wheth r
a to purchases, sal s, ploughing, sowing, breeding j in
short, with regard to everything, and the thing wer
endless in number and variety, and always full of interest.
My eldest son and daughter could now wrHe wen and
fast. One or the other of them was always at Botley j and
I had with me one or two, besides either this brother or
Sister j the mother coming up to town about once in two
or three months, leaving the house and childr n in the
care of her sister. We had a hamp r, with a lock and two
[
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keys, which arne up once a week, or often r, bringing
m fruit and all sorts of country fare, for the carriage of
which, cost free, I was indebted to as good a man as ever
God created, the late Mr George Rogers, of Southampton .
This hamper, which was always, at both ends of the
line, looked for with the most lively feelings, became
our school. It brought me a journal of labours, proceedings, and occurrences, written on paper of shape and size
uniform, and so contrived, as to margins, as to admit of
binding. s The journal used, when my son was the writer,
to be interspersed with drawings of our dogs, colts, or
anything that he wanted me to have a correct idea of.
The hamper brought me plants, bulbs, and the like, that
I might see the size of them; and always everyone sent
his or her most beautiful flowers; the earliest violets, and
primroses, and cowslips, and bluebells; the earliest twigs
of tr es; and, in short, everything that they thought calculated to delight me. The moment the hamper arrived,
I, casting aside everything else, set to work to answer
every question, to give new directions, and to add anything likely to give pleasure at Botley. Every hamper
brought one '1 tter', as they called it, if not mor , fro111
every child; and to every letter I wrote an answer, sealed
up, and sent to the party, being sure that that was the
way to produce other and better letters; for though they
could not read what I wrote, and though their own consisted at first of mere scratches, and afterwards, for a
while, ot a few words written down for them to imitate,
I always thanked them for their 'pretty letter' , and never
expressed any wish to see them write better; but took
are to write in a very neat and plain manner myself, and
to do up my letter in a very neat manner.
Thus, while the ferocious tigers thought I was doomed
to incessant mortification, and to rage that must extingUish my mental powers, I found in my childr n, and in
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their spotless and cow'ageous and most affectionate mo ther, delights to which the callous hearts of those tigers
were strangers. 'Heaven first taught letters for orne
wretches' aid.' How often did this line of Pope occur
to me when I opened the little spuddling 'letters' from
Botley! This correspondence occupied a good part of my
time: I had all the children with me nun and turn about;
and, in order to give the boys exercise, and to give the
two eldest an opportunity of beginning to 1 arn Fren h,
I used, for a part of the two years, to send th m a few
Jlours in the day to an Abbe, who Jived in Castle Stre t,
Holborn. All this was a great relaxation to my mind; and,
when I had to return to my literary labours, I return d
fresh and cheerful, full of vigour, and full of hop , of
finally seeing my unjust foes at my feet.
The paying of· the work-people, the keeping of the
at::counts, the referring to books, the writing and reading
of letters; this everlasting mixture of amusement with
book-learning, made me, almost to my own surprise, find,
at the end of two years, that I had a parcel of scholars
growing up about me; and, long before the end of the
time, I had dictated many 'Registers' to my two eldest
children. Then there was copying-out of books, which
taught spelling correctly. The calculations about th
fanning affairs forced arithmetic on us: the use, the
necessity of the thing led to the study. By and by, we had
to look into the laws, to know what to do about the highways, about the game, about the poor, and all rural and
parochial affairs.
I was, indeed, by the fangs of the Government, defeated in my fondly cherisJled projects of making my on
farmers on their own land, and keeping them from all
temptation to seek vicious and enervating enjoyments;
but these fangs were not able to prevent me from laying
in for their lives a stor of useful information, habits of
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industry, care, sobriety, and a taste for innocent, healthful, and manly pleasures; the fangs had me and them
pennil ss; but they were not able to take from us our
health or our mental possessions; and the e were ready
for application as circumstances might ordain.
Judges Grose and Ellenborough and Bailey and LeBlanc
did, inde d, sentence me to be imprisoned for two years,
but they did not sentence me to be blindfolded and have
my hands tied all the time. They did, indeed further adjudge that a thousand pounds should be taken from me
and paid to the King, but they did not condemn me to
be b reft of my reason, they pa sed no s ntence of imprisonment upon my thoughts. [While] I was in this jail,
I was never ill for a single moment; I never had even a
headache, and I felt myself as strong as at any period of
my life.
[Shortly] after I had been got safe in Newgate, an
American friend of mine, who had the clearest and soundest head of almo t any man I ever knew in my life, came
to see me. Being seated, one of us on each side of a little
bit ot table he said, looking up into my face, with his
arms folded upon the edge of the table, 'Well! they have
got you, at last. And now what will you do?' After a
moment or two I answered, 'What do you think I ought
to do?' He then gave me his opinion, and entered pretty
much into a plan of proceedings. I heard him out, and then,
I spoke to him in much about these words: 'No, Dickins,
that will never do. This nation is drunk, it is as mad as
a March hare, and mad it will be till this beastly froBc
[the war] is over. The only mode of proceeding to get
satisfaction requires great patience.' I then described to
him the outline of what I intended to do with regard to
the paper-system; and, aft r passing a very pleasant afternoon, during which we ele ted and rej cted everal
title, we at last fixed upon that of 'Paper Against Gold' ,
[
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which I began to write and to publish in a few weeks
afterward.
J had long had it in contemplation to make the Paper
Money system famIliar to the tmderstandings of the nation
at large; but, until J was put into jail, J wanted the tim
to do the thing to my wish. Nothing [could] make me
quit it, till it was made so plain, that children at school,
and even, Do tors at the University, nay, that th Pitt
Statesmen themselves, [could] understand it as well as
they understood how to calculate the amount of their
salaries. The Govemment gave me the leisure, and J in
return, gave the world the true history of its Funding
System.
For seven years previous to 18 J 0, J had contended,
and, indeed, I had been repeatedly proving, that the
paper-money was depreciated, and that it must in the
end, produce a convulsion in the country, unless prevented by a diminution in the Debt, and a return to payments
in gold, always considedng the latter as impossible without the former. On account of thes opinions, I had to
undergo the almost incessant abuse of the base press of
London; and, indeed, of the whole country; and, which
was a mol' serious matter, I had to undergo the consequences of tIle wrath of the people in power, including
that of the far greater part of the members of the two
Houses of Parliament. Really, from the acrimony and
rage, to which, upon this subject, my opponents gave
way, a stranger to the controversy would, w re he first
to dip into,their writings, were he to hear them r viling
me, certainly have concluded, that I myself owed the
whole of the [national] debt.
I remember the time, when there was scarcely ever
seen a bank-note among Tradesmen and Farm rs; and,
when the Farmers in my country hardly ever saw a banknot except when they sold th ir hop at Wcy-hill air.
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People, in those days, used to carry little bags to keep
their money in, instead oJ: the paste-board or leather
cases that they now carry. If you looked back, and took a
little time to think, you could trace the gradual increase
of paper-money, and the like decrease of gold and silver
money. At first there were no bank-notes under 20
pOlmds ; next they came to 1 S pounds; next to 10 pounds:
at the begirming of the last war, they came down to 5
pounds; and, before the end of it they came down to
3 and to 1 pounds. How long it was before they came
down to parts of a pound, it would, perhaps be diffi ult
to say; but in Kent, at least, there were country notes
in circulation to an amount as low as that of seven
shillings.
I long saw, that the Bank could never pay again in
Gold and Silver, and, at the same time, pay the full interest of the debt. For several years, I endeavoured to persuade the Government to lower the interest. In 1806, I
published an argun1ent to prove, that it was just, as well
as necessary, to make this reduction. Many and many a
time did I endeavour to convince Mr Windham, that,
unless this measure was adopted in time, a complete convulsion must finally be the consequence. I never could
get him to pay attention to me. Indeed, I was a great fool
for my pains in this private way. I ought to have put my
opinions boldly forth to the world, and have left talking
alone.
Just about the time that there needed something to
take to school the young men who succeed~d those that
had been taught by Mr Paine, 'The Register' made its
appearance; and, in a short time it entered upon that
series of teachings, the fair fruits of which [did not become] visible [for twenty years]. The great subject of
'The Register' always was, the Paper Money. I knew nothing of this matter in the year 1 802, any mor , and
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p rhaps not quite so much as Mr Canning or the Old
Doctor, [Lord Sidmouth, knew] of it [in] 1822. I did
not know what had made the Bank of England. I did not
know what the slang terms of Consols meant. I did not
know what Dividend, Omnium Scrip, or any of the rest
of it, imported. Finding it necessary to understand something of the matter, and about taxation, and other things
relating thereto; I read, by the advice of that excellent
man, Dr Lawrence, the work of that old Scotch taxgatherer, Adam Smith. I could make neither top nor tail
of the thing. After a great hunting about in search of
books to give me information, I set to work to read the
Act of Parliament by which the Bank of England was
created, and all the A<:ts about loans, and funds, and dividends and payings-off and sinking-funds; and disgusting
as tlus would have been to almost any other man upon
the face of the earth, to me it was pleasant; for I soon got
something of an insight; and I soon began to perceive
that the fate of the Kingdom must finally turn upon what
should be done with regard to the accursed thing called
the National Debt. I saw the purpose for which it had
been founded; I saw how completely it had answered that
purpose; I saw how it had been the instrument of putting
unbounded power into the hands of the Government; I
saw how it had drawn the wealth of the country into
masses, how it had destroyed the lower and middle classes
of farmers, how it had added to the list of paupers, how
it had beggared and degraded the country.
I took up a little essay by Paine." Here I saw to the
bottom at once . Paine not only told me what would come
~o pass, but showed me, gave me convincing reasons, why
It must come to pass, and he convinced me also, that it
Was my duty to endeavour to open the eyes of my
countrymen to the truths which I myself had learnt from
him; because his reasoning taught me, that, the longer
I
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these truths r mained hidden from their vi w, the more
fatal must be the consequences. How happy would it
have been for this nation, if the opinions of Mr Paine had
produced, at the time, their wished-for effect! In my
opinion, [his] little work, in the space of twenty-five
pages, conveyed more useful knowledge upon this subject, and discovered infinitely greater depths of thought
and gen ral powers of mind, than were to be found in all
the pamphlets of the three-score and two financiers, who
favoured the world with their opinions upon the state of
our money system. I saw, but not without the assistance
of Mr Paine, how the Bank came to be restrained in 1797.
I soon arrived at a conclusion of ' this truth; that, the
Nation must destroy that monster the Debt: or that the
monster must destroy this form of government.
This was in the year 1804. From this time, a new era
commenced in the political education of the people of
ngland. I attacked a thing which Mr Paine had but lightly
touched on, for, before his 'Decline and Fall' came out,
his writings had been suppressed by brute force; and,
when that came out, he had, unfortunately rendered himself unpopular amongst the very best part of the people,
by his gratuitous and rude assault on the Christian religion. My manner of attack on the accursed system of
funding had its charms in its boldness and originality.
My style was such as to please all those who read with a
desire of acquiring knowledge. I always reasoned, and yet
in a sort of way, that seldom creat d weariness in the
reader.
Now, out of this arose that new sort of education, that
new turn in the minds of men, of which I have before
spoken. During all this time, the people were reading j
and especially the labouring classes. So that England presented to the world this Singular spectacl . The Government, the Parliament, the rich, th pret nded learn d,
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ignorant of the causes, which were shaking society to its
base, while a onsiderable part of the middJe c1a s and a
large part of the very poorest class of all, wlderstood
these causes perfectly well.
At last, however, [in the year 18 I 0], a portion of the
Parliament came to make the assertion, that a depreciation in the value of paper-money had actually taken place;
and, finally a Committee of the people who had got into
the Commons House, was appointed to inquire into the
matter. This Committee, which might have been called
the Paper-Committee, wa caJled the Bullion-Committ e,
had for its Chairman one Horner, a Scotch lawyer. Aft l'
immense volumes of 'evidence' [it] reported to the
House, that bank-notes w re d predated, and that, in
order to prevent future fatal consequences, a law ought
to be passed to compel the Bank to pay in gold at the
end of two years from that time. The Ministry contended,
that bank-notes were not depreciated, and that the notes
couJd, at any time, be paid in gold, but that during the
war, the proposed measure was inexpedient.
J contended that both sides were totally ignorant in
the ubject; and that the bank-notes, wjthout a great
reduction in the jnterest of the debt, and of all other outgOings, never could be paid in gold, without plunging
the country into ruin. To prove this opinion to be correct
and to show that J understood more of the matter than
both sides of the House put together, I wrote and published 'Paper Against Gold', with an avowed intention,
too, of having it to produce, when time shouJd have verified its doctrines, and when the sufferings of the nation
should have disposed it to listen to truth and reason.
[An example of the nation's fate was very soon given
by] the scenes at Salisbury, on account of the failure of
the Banks of that City. Poor people were without victuals
or drink for some time, and many persons, in a respect[ r 3J ]
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able way of life, were for many clays together, obliged to
sit down to dine upon little more than bread, no meat
being to be pur hased [with paper money]. Many persons,
who had gathered together a few pounds, the fruit of long
labour and anxious care, of frugality, and of forbearance
from enjoyment; many of these very best of people, saW
their little all vanish in a moment, and themselves reduced
to the same state with the improvident, the careless, the
lazy, the spendthrift, the drunkard, and the glutton.
Here Pitt, if he had still been alive, [would] have s en a
specimen of the fruits of his system!
.
[My work on Paper Money, I beljeve to be the b st of
my life, but] 1 was [only] regarded as a v ry clever man,5
with rather a twist in the head; and being of an odd taste,
having selected the subject of the Debt and Paper Money
as my particular hobby. [1 continued], however, to ride
this hobby without anyone to trot along side of me for
fourteen years.
[In addition to this labour], during my imprisonment,
I wrote and published 364- Essays and Letters upon political subjects; during the same time, I was visited by persons from 197 cities and towns, many of them as a sort
of deputies from Societies and Clubs; and, at the expiration of my imprisonment, on the 9th of July, 1812, a
great dinner was given in London for the sake of receiving
me, at which dinner upwards of 600 persons were present, and at which Sir Francis Burdett presided. Dinners
and other parties w re held on the same occasion in many
other places in England. On my way home [to Botley], I
was received at Alton, the first town in Hampshire, with
the ringing of the church bells. A respectable company
met me and gave me dinner at Winchester. I was drawn
for more tllan the distance of a mile into Botl y by th
people; upon my arrival in the village, I found all the
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people assembled to receive me. 1 concluded the day by
explajning to them the cause of my imprisonment. *

*

Anne Cobbett, who accompanied her father on his return from
prison, wrote of the journey to her uncle, Lieut. Frederick Reid.
' ... We got to Bagshot about ten o'clock on Friday evening,
where we slept, and the next morning left it about six o'clock, and
breakfasted at" Alton, the bells rung a merry peal as we entered the
town and continued to ring about an hour. We proceeded from Alton
to Alresford, and from thence to Winchester, where we arrived about
one. About five minutes after we got there, Mama came in a postchaise with all the children. After staying there a little while, Mama
returned home with her three daughters, leaving the three boys to
come home with Papa after the dinner. Parson Baker refused the keys
of the church, so that the people could not ring the bells which they
Wished very much to do. However, they sufficiently testified their
respect to Papa, and their pleasure at his return, without the assistance
of the church. For a party of young men ... accompanied by a band
of music which they had hired themselves for the purpose met him
about a mile out of Botley ... where they insisted upon taking the
horses out of the carriage, which they did, and with colours £lying,
and the band of music marching before them, they brought him into
Botley . . . . Mama had ordered four hogsheads of ale one at each of
the public-houses, in the morning, but she had no idea of what was
to be done. Papa arrived here about eight o'clock, and after we had
drank tea about nine, the band came and stationed themselves on the
lawn where they continued playing for some time, after whicn we
called them into the hall, and gave the young men and young women
of the village a dance. Mr Walker and your humble servant opening the
hall. They danced till Sunday morning and then dispersed.'
The Cobbett Papers. Letter dated from Botley House, I J July 1812.
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hen I left prison, in 1812, I thought it prudent to quit so large a house as my own [at
Botley] was, and to lessen all my expenses.
I, therefore, took [the] place [of a] Mr Kempt, which
had a neat little gentleman's house on it, and the best
gardens in the country, having nearly three quarters of a
mile of high walls, for fruit trees. I laid out more than
£ 150 in purchasing and planting the walls and gardens
with all the finest sort of peaches, nectarines, apricots,
plums, cherries, pears, and apples. The vines against the
walls, which bore nothing scarcely before I went to the
place, I made, by my management, [in time] bear half a
tOll of grapes. There were three vines in a grape-house,
which bore the first summer only five or six bunches of
grapes. I cut out two of them, leaVing one, and, [four
years later], that one bore me more than 300 pounds of
grapes. I trusted nobody to prune this vine but myself.
My excellent friend, Mr Brown, of Peckham Lodge,
measured one single grape from this vine, which was
three inches and three quarters in circumference. I mention these things to show what pains I took with these
gardens, where I grew as great a weight of melons as was
grown in any 20 gentlemen's gardens round the country j
where I had very large watermelons, which I never saw
in ngland except in my gardens. Tn short, I never set
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myself down in any spot in my whol life, without causing
fruits and flowers and trees (if there was time) and all
the beauties of vegetation to rise up around me.
My imprisomnent gave me, as to money matters, a
blow not easily recovered. The Peace came, too, in about
twenty months afterward, which was greatly injurious to
me as a farmer, and at the same time as a writer; for, in
its fit of drunken joy, the nation in general laughed at me.
The intelligence of this grand event reached me in the
follOwing manner. I had been out very early in the morning, and, in returning home to breakfast, I met a populous
gang of gypsies. At the first view of them, I thought of
nothing but the robberies which they constantly committed upon us, and I began to plan my measures of defence. But, upon a nearer approach to them, I perceived
the whole caravan decorated with laurel. The blackguard
ruffians of men had laurel boughs in their hats; the nasty
ferocious-looking women, with pipes in their jaws, and
straddling along like German trulls, had laurel leaves pinned against their sides. The poor asses, that went bending
along beneath their burdens laid on them by their merciI ss masters, and that were quivering their skins to get
the swarms of flies from those parts of their bodies which
the wretched drivers had beaten raw, had their bridles
and halters and pads stuck over with laurel. Somewhat
staggered by this symbol of victory, I hesitated what to
do, passed the gang in silence, until I met an extraordinarily ill-looking fellow, who, with two half-starved dogs,
performed the office of rear-guard. I asked him the meaning of the laurel boughs, and he informed me, that they
were hoisted on account of the 'gloriOUS victory obtained
by the Duke of Wellington over Boney' ; that they were
furnished them by a good gentleman, whose house they
had passed the day before, b tween Andover and Bodey,
and who had giv n them sev ral pots of al , wher in to
[ I3S]
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drink the Duke's health. 'And to be sur " added he, 'it
is glorious news, and we may now hope to see the gallo~
loaf at a "grate" [a groat] again, as 'twas in myoId father s
time.' I left this political economist, this 'loyal man and
friend of social order', to overtake his companions, J
went homeward wi th a mind far from being as completely
made up as that of the Gipsey and his black-coated and
white-wigged benefactor.
[But] , which was the heaviest blow of all, J, under such
heavy bonds [to keep the peace], did not dar to be the
proprietor of 'The Regist r'; it was transferred to anoth r, in order to scre n me. That other, of course, had
the greater share of the profits. By the beginning of the
year 1816, my pecuniary affairs became so desperate as
to make me determine on selling my land and everything
else, and on beginning the world afresh. [I did not, howver, become poor at once; and I saw the nation groW
poor along with me.]
When I looked back [ten years or so] and considered
how the country then stood, what a contrast pre ented
itself to my mind! The preliminaries of peace had just
then been concluded; the price of provisions has just then
been lowered; the people were on tiptoe for commerce
and manufactures; every print-shop window presented
something demonstrative of friendship with Buonaparte.
What was th picture [that followed]? A war with that
same Buonaparte, [which] led to the overthrow of every
state formerly in alliance with us, [which] put into the
hands of that same Buonaparte the whole of Italy from
the confines of France down to the shor s of Calabria,
[whi h] rais dan w kingdom in the h art of Germany.
It added five hundred millions to the National Debt of
ngland. It banished gold from circulation. It ruined
ommerce and manufactur s in ngland; [ in which] resp t, it produced a new order of things hoth in Em'ope
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and America, both of wJ,i h couJd then dispense with
English goods. What inroads were made upon nglish
liberty during this p riod, I need not attempt to describe;
and, as to the weight 01 taxes, who needs to be told of
that?
[If you asked] any man, be he of what party he might,
what he thought of the state of things, you found, that
he expected, that a great change of some sort or other,
would take place ere long. He could not tell what it would
be; he could not even guess; he was full of fears, and
that was all. The very hirelings of the press, whose trade
it was to buoy up the spirits of the people, had no longer
any pIau ible grounds of hope to hold out.
At any rate, the people could not blame the 'Jacobins
and Levellers'. They had been against the war; they had
heen for letting the French Republicans alone. They had
no hand in any of the measures that were pursued, and
were liable to no responsibility and no blame. [Yet] they
were an object of incessant abuse. The next ten years
showed whether they merited this.
It is the common practice of men to judge from experien ; but, it really seemed, that governments a ted upon
no such principle; that they were wholly deaf to the
voice of experience; that they either did not see, or they
he ded not, the consequences of their measures. Were
this not the case, how could it pOSSibly be, that no change
took place in the measures of any of the old governments
that we saw annihilated [during these y ars]? In no instance did we see them attempt to mak any change; nay,
they [s emed to grow] more and more attached to their
several systems in proportion as the evil onsequ nces of
them became manifest to all the world. It ould only be
accounted for in this way: that the persons in the enjoyment of power and of the emoluments belonging to power
thought, that they wou ld los both by a reformation as
[
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effe tually as by a destruction of the govenIDlent j and,
therefore, that, as they could lose no more by the latter
than by the former , they, in every case, endeavoured to
uphold corruptions and abuses to the last possible
moment.
We here see, also, the cause of that persecution of
opinions, which invariably increas d as the old governments f It their dangers increa e. The persecution was
the !fect ot fear j and, it is well known, that cruelty is
never so great as when it has such a foundation. When
men have expressed their surprise at seeing these old
governments grow more and more tyrannical and cruel
in proportion as their situation became perilous, they
have not duly considered the motive of these governm nts; if they had, they would have felt no surprise.
[Tn these t n years] the r putation of party was wholly
destroyed. The p ople became weary of the thing. They
saw that no change of men did them any good; they saw
that the diffi ulties of the country and their own burdens
still went on increasing; hope was, at last, dead within
them. This was an awful state for a cOtmtry to be in . Was
there one man, who sincerely believed, that we could,
without som great change of system, extricate ourselves
from this state? Ther were men, and some of them very
well-meaning men, who still railed against Jacobins and
Levellers. The railing against them might, at one time,
have pro e ded from alarm; but, it was now the effect
of a sort of s nseless resentment that knew not what to
fall upon. If there had be n any great body of the nobility
and gentry, standing forward for a r form of the system,
the spirit of the otlntl'Y would have been very diff rent
from what it was; but, we saw no such body. The gentlemen of England seem d to have given up the country to
the Minister of the day. ach seem d to care for nobody
hut himself; and to think him elf pr tty well off, if he
[ q8 ]
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had weight enough left to sec ure him the permission tel
have a sufficiency to live upon. The barriers erected by
the pride and circumstance of family worth and by the
circles of hospita lity, were all swept away. There was no
longer any intermediate linJe The natural magi tracy, a
Hume calls it, was extinguished. All authority proceeded
immediately from the government. There was not a
village in England where the Surveyor of Taxe was not a
more powerful man than the Lord of the Manor. The
principle of obedience was that of fear and not of love.
What must have been the feelings of an English gentleman, if there was one with any feeling left, who had fir t
mounted his hunter fifty y ars ago, and who now saw his
Son a subscriber to a county pack; and, in public places,
instead of a bold assertor of his country' rights, an
humble and awkward imitator of the special pleaders of
the day, anxious only not to be thought the friend of
those few, who still were not ashamed to contend for the
liberties of England. The lot of such a father was not to
be envied even by the hoary beggar that swept the crossing of the streets. Both w re but one r move from a r turn to the earth whence they had sprung; but the latter,
if not quite unconscious of the fallen state of his country,
had, at least, the consolation of knowing that he had
never, by act of omission, contributed toward the cau e
by which it was produced. ':i
[By 18 J 6J, whole parishes were left destitute of the
means of feeding the poor. It has been thought to be an
exaggeration to say thi ~ , but, from what passed under my
own eyes, I have not the smallest doubt of th e fact. The
misery of the country seem d to have travell d in all
directions towards [BodeyJ. From the North, from th
East, from the West, it crept on to what the country
p ople call , the 'zunny zid '0 Lunnon'. At last, it
reached lIS there, upon the verge of the channel, where
[ 13 9
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less misery has always exi <;ted, I believe, than in any other
part of the kingdom. The paupers swarmed about our
fields and hedges. Or, rather, the labouring people were
almost all become paupers. The notions about daily and
weekly and yearly wages seemed to be all disappearing
from men's minds. Nothing struck me so forcibly as to
find that this was the case in the adjoining pari h of
Titchfield. A parish rich in its soil, in its woods, in its
waters, in its inhabitants, consisting of many gentlemen
of fortune, and of numerous opulent and most excellent
farmers, and of a neat little town, not surpassed in point
of appearance by any in England. And yet, in this parish,
decent, honest, able, and w ll-behaved labourers, and
those in great numbers, too, were compelled to become
paupers. So that really, one-hali of the people were, at
this time, living upon the means possessed by the other
half. I am here, not stating what I have been told, what
I have heard; but what I have seen, and what I daily saW
with my own eyes.
Just after Easter Tuesday, [in 18 16,] the officers of the
several Parishes [near me,] held a meeting, at which, by
way 01 lottery, they distributed amongst the most able
parishioners, young paupers to be kept by the said
parishioners and brought up by them in their own houses,
or, at any rate, maintained by them, clothed, fed, lodg d,
and doctored, at their own particular expense, until they
grew up to be men, or women. I had drawn for me in
this lottery, a girl about 10 or 12 years of age. If I had
had all my share of paupers quartered upon me as this
girl was, I should have had about twenty-eight of all ages.
In my own house we were twelve altogether. So that I
had more than one pauper to every other human being
moving within the sphere of my support.
It is from facts like these that we are enabled to judge
of the real state of the nation. Th coaches and chariots
[ J 4- 0 ]
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and landaus that raltl d through the squares and streets
of London; the forests of masts that rose in the eaports;
the loads of pearls and diamonds that shone at the court;
even the beautiful mansiolls and pleasure grounds that
were seen all arotmd the metropolis; these: no one, no,
nor all of these put together, were proof of the prosperity of a nation: all these could exist, and the nation
[yet] be plunged into the deepest of misery and degradation.
By the enclosing of land] numerous families of the
children of labourers were crammed into the stinking
suburbs of towns, amidst filth of all sorts, and congregated together in the practice of every speci s of idleness
and vice. In the stinking houses of towns, the labourer's
children could not have health. If they had not health
they were miserable in themselves and a burden to the
parish. [The potato became] a favourite because it was
the suitable companion of misery and filth. It could be
seized hold of before it was half ripe, it could be raked
out of the ground with the paws, and without the help
of any utensils, except, perhaps, a stick to rake it from
the fire, could be conveyed into the stomach in the spa e
of an hour. We had but one step further to go, and that
was, to eat jt raw, side by side with our bristly fellowcreatures, who, by the by, reject it as long as they can
get at any species of grain or at a1)Y other vegetable. I
can remember when the first acre of potatoes was planted
in a field, in the neighbourhood of the place where I was
born; and I very well remember, that even the poore t
of the people would not eat th m. They called them
hog-potatoes.
Before the year had expired, 'agricultural distress' began to make the nation listen to the call for parliamentary
reform; and the latter part of J 8 I 6, saw th kingdom
agitated from one end to the other. l Now was the time

r
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for mc to lay on. Sometime in the month of Septembcr>
I was conversing on this subject with a neighbour, and
we both agreed, that, if the people could but be enabled
to see the matter in its true light, there would be an end
to all such acts of violence, [as food-riots ,] at once, and,
of course, to the ignominious deaths of fathers and sons,
and the mis des of wives, children, and parents, produced in the end by these acts of violence. My neighbo~r
was of opinion, that it was in my power to effect thiS
desirable purpose, by writing an Essay upon the subject.
But, though T had a strong desire to do it, I was aware,
that the high price of 'The Register', though it had not
prevented it from being more read than any other publication, still, it prevented it from being so generally rea~
as would be necessary to put the people right upon thiS
important subject. Hence came the observation from o~e
of us, I forget which, that if, for thi.s one time, for this
particular purpose, the price could be, by some means
or other, reduced to twopence, then the desired effect
would be produced at once. T said, before we parted,
that this should be done.
But, as it was impossible for me to prove to the people
what was not the cause of their mi.sery, without proving to
them what was the cause of their mis ry; as the remedy,
at last, came to a Reform of Parliament; and, as I feared,
that the best time was not come for urging on this grand
question, I d layed, from time to time, the fulfilment of
my promise to my neighbour, who, on his part, never saW
me without pre sing me hard upon the subject; and, on the
2nd of November, I wrote an 'Address to the Journeymen and Labourers', on the aforementioned subject. II
As the topiCS had long been passing through my mind,
they came very naturall y and easily into their place up.on
pap r; and, as 1 most si nc r ly felt the truth and justice
of all that 1 wrote, I wrote with as much force both of
[ 14 2 J
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language and argument as I had at my command. The
arrangements had been made the week before for the
manner and price of publication; and I felt quite confident
not only of a great sale, but of a very great effect. [I
changed] the price of 'The Register' from IS. to 2d.,
publishing it without a stamp, and keeping myself
sheltered from the law by not being the legal proprietor.
After the manuscript had gone off, my fears of premature effect returned; and, after two .days resolving
and re-resolving and misgiving, I sent off my son John
by the night coach to prevent the Cheap Edition being
published for a short time at any rate. But, instead of informing me that he had obeyed my orders, he informed
me that six thousand of the Cheap Edition had been sold
before his arrival. It was too late to balance. I had put
myself before the wind, which I well knew would prove
too strong to suffer me to stop, or to slacken my pace.
It was impossible now, in this new scene, to remain at
Botley. I went off to London in a few days, and remained
there until my final departure for Liverpool; and, of the
eventful days of my wonderful life, these were certainly
the most eventful.
The effects of No. I8, [the first cheap 'Register]',
were prodigious. S It occupied the conversation of threefourths of all the acting men in the kingdom. The whole
town was in a buz. The labouring classes of people seemed
as if they had never heard a word on politics before. The
effect on their minds was like what might be expected
to ~e produced on the eyes of one bred up in the dark,
and brought out, all of a sudden, into broad daylight.
In town and country, there were, in two months, more
than two hundred thousand of this one Number printed
and sold; and this, too, in spite of all the means which
the Government, the Church, the Military, the Naval
Half-Pay, and all the irmumcrable swarms of Tax[ 14·3 ]
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Gatherers and Tax-Eater, w re able to do to check the
circulation. The 'Paper Against Gold', was selling in
weekly numbers at the rate of twenty to thirty thousand
a week. In short, clear of all expenses, there was a profit
of £200 a week; so that, if! had been let alone, if no law
had been passed to stop and ruin me, my estate would
have be n clear at the nd of two years, and I should have
been as rich as I ever wanted to be.
Amongst the striking and instantaneous effects of this
Cheap Register was the unlocking of the jaws of the London Press with regard to me and my writings. or nearly
five years I had been unable to extort a word from this
Press. Upon the appearance, however, of No. 18, away
went all the chuchutements, and all the pretendings of ignorancej and the corrupt part of the press, instead of its
apparently sworn silence, treated the pUbHc with volleys
of lies and execrations against me that never had a parallel
in the world. It seemed as if the curses of these hirelings
had, for years past, been kept without sound, like those
of Mandeville's sailors, which having been uttered during
a terrible hard frost, filled the air with their cracklings
wh n the thaw came.
arly in December, Mr Becket, the Under Secr tary
of State to Lord Sidmouth, said, in answ r to a proposition for silencing me in some very atrocious manner,
'No: he must be written down'. Accordingly, up sprang
little pamphlets at Norwich, at Romsey,.t xford, and
at many other places, while in London, there were
several, one of which could -not cost I ss than two thousand guineas in advertising and in large and expensiv
placards, which were pulled down, or effaced, the hour
they wer put up, and which were replaced the next hour
as on wave succ eds another in the sea. At last, after all
the oth r efforts of this kind, came 'Anti-Cobbett',
written 'by a Society of G ndem n', among t whom, T
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was told, were Canning, Mr Gifford, and Southey. Not
content with advertisements in three hWldred newspapers; not content with endless ream of placards; the
managers of this concern actually sent out two hundred
thousand circular letters, addressed to persons by name,
urging them to circulate this work amongst all their
tradesmen, farmers, work people, and to give it their
strong recommendation; and this they were told was
absolutely necessary to prevent bloody revolution.
By the beginning of January, [J 8 17] or thereabouts,
the Government had discovered that it was quite useless
to carry on any longer this contest with the pen. But,
though open force appears now to have been resolved
on, it was very hard to make out any pretext fqr employing such force. Sidmouth and Castlereagh were authorized
to shut up in prison everyone 'suspected of treasonable
practices'; and, when Sidmouth brought in the bill, he
distinctly stated, as a reason for it, that the publications
then going on were such that the law-officers of the
crown could find nothing in them to prosecute with allj' chance
?fJuccess! !! Lord Holland asked Sidmouth, why, if there
were such seditious works going forth from the pr s, he
did not cause them to be pro.secuted; to which the latter
answered, that he had laid them all before the lawofficers, and that they could find nothing to prosecute,
such was the art and malignity of the writers! Therefore,
the Power of Imprisonment Bill was passed!" a law to
enable some of themselves to shut me up in prison at their
pleasure; to keep me in a dungeon as long as they pleased;
and this too without even t 1ling me what I was accused
of; and all this they did, as expressly stated by Sidmouth,
because I had committed no offence against the Jaw;
because the law-officers could find nothing to prosecute
in my publications.
One of my sons brought me, from the House of Lords,
K
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an account of this speech of idmouth.' h! then' , said
I 'we must strike our tent and be off.' If I had had a
~ind to touch the public mo;ney, I might have remained
in safety, and with ten thousand pounds in my pocket;
or, at least, such an offer was made me, by a gentleman
in whose word and authority I firmly believed. The sole
condition was j uture silence.
I gave no answer, but, with my two eldest sons, r solved upon flight, it being manifest that silence, or a
dungeon, must attend my staying. I sent for my wife to
come up from Botley, and told her what I had resolved
on. She did not utter a Single plaintive accent; a few big
tears rolled down her face; she resumed her smiles in
an instant, and, having come up in the night, she prepared
for returning (seventy miles) to her children the next
night, which she did.
Nothing could have induced me to quit [my] country,
while there remained the smallest chance of my being
able, by remaining, to continue to aid her cause. The
laws which had just been passed, forbade [me] to entertain the idea, that it would be possible to write on political subjects according to the dictates of truth and reason,
without drawing down upon [my] head certain and swift
destruction. If I removed to a country where I could
write with perfect freedom, it was not only possible, but
very probable, that I should, sooner or later, be able to
render that cause important and lasting service.
.
Upon this conclusion it was, that I made my detern11 nation: for though life would have been scarcely worth
preserving, with the consciousness that I walked about
my fields, or slept in my bed, merely at the mer y of a
Secretary of State; though, under such circumstances,
neither the song of the birds in spring, nor the weHthatched homestead in winter, could make me forg t that
I and my family wer slaves, still there was something SO
[ 14- 6 ]
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powerful in the thought of ountry, and neighbourhood,
and horne, and friends, there was something so strong in
the numerous and united ties with which these and endless other objects fastened the mind to a long-inhabited
spot, that to tear oneself away nearly approached to th
separating of the soul from the body.
A few years [before], being at Barnett Fair, I saw a
battle going on, arising out of some sudden quarrel,
between a Butcher and the servant of a West-country
grazier. Th Butcher, though vastly superior in point of
size, finding that he was getting the worst of it, recoiled
a step or two, and drew out his knife. Upon the sight of
this weapon, the Grazier turned about and ran off till he
came up to a Scotchman who was guarding his herd, and
out of whose hand the former snatched a good ash stick
about four feet long. Having thus got what he called a
long arm, he returned to the combat, and, in a very short
time, he gave the Butcher a blow upon the wrist which
brought his knife to the ground. The Grazier then fen
to work with his stick in such a style as I never before
witnessed. The Butcher feJI down and rolled and kicked;
but, he se med only to change his position in order to
ihsure to every part of his carcase a due share of the
penalty of his baseness. After the Grazier had, apparently,
tired himself, he was coming away, when, happening to
cast his eye upon the knife, he ran back and renewed the
basting, exclaiming every now and then, as he caught his
breath: Idra thy knife wo't!' till at last the Butcher wa
so bruised, that he was actually unable to stand, or even
to get up; and yet, such amongst nglishmen was the
abhorrence of foul fighting, that not a sou] attempted to
interfere, and nobody seemed to pity a man thus unmercifully beaten. It was my intention to imitate the
conduct of this Grazier; to resort to a long arm, [by
going to America,] and to combat Corruption while I
[ 14-7 J
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kept myself out of the reach of her knife. Nobody called
the Grazier a coward, because he did not stay to oppose
his fists to a pointed and cutting instrument.
I and my two sons, William and Jo1m, set off frorn
London early in the morning of Saturday, the 2211d of
March [18 I 7]. We reached Litchfield that night, and
Liverpool the next night about ten 0' clock. Of the whole
country, through which we pa sed (and all of which waS
very fine) we were more delighted with the ten n1iles
from Dunchurch to Coventry, in Warwickshire. The
road very wide and smooth; rows of fine trees on the
sid s of it; beautiful whte-thorn hedges and roWS of ash
and elm dividing the fields; the fields so neatly kept; the
soil so rich; the herds and flocks of fine fat cattle and
sheep on every side; the beautiful homesteads and nUlU er ous stacks of wheat! Every object seemed to say: here
are resources! here is wealth! Here are all the means of
national power, and of individual plenty and happiness!
And, yet, at the end of those ten beautiful miles, we
entered that city of Coventry, which, out of twenty
thousand inhabitants contained at that very morn ent ,
upward of eight thousand miserable paupers.
As we passed onwards through Staffordshire and Cheshire all the same signs of wealth and of the sources of
pow r, on the surface of the earth struck us by day; and,
by night, those more sublime signs, whkh issued from
the furnaces on the hHls. The causeways for foot-passen~
gers, paved, in some instances, for tens of miles , together,
the beautiful rows of trees shading the e causeways; the
canals winding about through the valleys, conveying coalci
lime, stone, merchandise of all sorts; the immense an
lofty woods of the hiBs; every object seemed to pronotmce an eulogium on the industry, kill, and perseverance of the people. And, why, th n, were those people
in a state of such misery and degradation?
[ 1+8 ]
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On Wednesday evening, the 27th of March, we embarked on board the ship 'Importer', D. Ogden master,
bound to New York. When we went on board it was
nearly dark. The boat was so full that some of the passengers were obliged to quit it and go to another boat.
Amongst these was a youngish man, who, in a voice half
nasal and half squeal, cried out, 'but where is my Portfolio I I cannot go and leave my Portfolio! J shall be ruined
if my Portfolio gets wet I' The Captain, who was going
with us, pledged his life for the safety of everything. One
of my sons, who said in my ear, 'who can that be?' was
answered by me, 'Oh, he is only an Envoy-Extraordinal'y
from some Dry Good Store, be assured', which afterward
proved to be the case to the very letter.
The next day, when we came to muster, we found our
cabin companions to be, a Mr Astor, 5 son of a respectable
merchant of New York, who had been some years in
Europe, who had travelled over the greater part of it,
and who was perfectly civil and polite. Two young men,
who belonged to Manchester establishments at Manchester, who were going out with goods, and who, from
th very little that I heard them say, seemed to think
that sinecures were no bad things, because, as on of
them explained the matter, every man would get one if
he could. The fourth was the Captain's brother, a tailor
of New York, who reviled Paine's memory without being
able to tell why, and who approved of the employment
of spies, asserting, that spies were constantly employed
by the Corporation of New York. The fifth was a very
pretty woman from Manchester, with two small children,
going out to her husband, who, if it was impossible for
her wholly to avoid giving us annoyance, conducted herelf with the most exemplary patience, never uttering one
word of complaint or of apprehension, during a most
disagreeable and perilous voyage. The Captain's brother,
[
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the aristocratical tailor, died at th nu of about thr~e
weeks of a lingering disease, the effects of wInch, whi e
he was alive (confined in so small a place as we were),
ut
formed a subject, not only of most horrible disgust, .b
on
of some apprehension on account of possible iDfectl .
The sixth and last of our inmates was th nvoy- Extr~
ordinary, who called himself a Federalist, as did also ~ e
Captain call himself, and certainly, with the exceptIon
of Mr Astor, we could not well have fallen into more
disagreeable company.
The few times that I have ever travelled in a stag;;
coach, I have held my tongue, and, in order to keep
quite quiet, I have generally taken a French book to re~~
However, as my sons spoke French as well as myself, .
could talk and laugh about all sorts of things quite at ~~
ease, and without interfering with the people. W~
also some books, and sometimes we would write a htt e .
. e'
Nevertheless, talk amongst us all would sometimes arlS ,
and, as it was one of the features in the Envoy's character
to affect an understanding in matters that he knew nOthing of, he one day told us, that Dr Mitchell of New
York, was writing a v ry interesting work on '1he 1~
ology of Fishes'. I ought to have let it pass; but . e
' nvoy was a great stickler for religion as he called It,
· '011
and I could not help exclaiming, 'I wond r what re1Igl
they are of!' A laugh ensued and the Envoy curled upt
.
his
sharp nose a quarter of an 'inch beyond its usual pal'n
of altitude.
h
One Sunday morning, th weather being fin , t e
nvoy dressed himself out in all his Bond treet gearci
not by any means forgetting his high-h eled boots,. an
perceiving, without doubt, the obduracy of our fe~ltJli'
which remained wholly unmoved towards admirat10~l
all these attempts, se m d to have r solv d, as a last S '
re
to try the virtu of his portfolio upon us. Out, th refo ,
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it came, and with a thundering slap upon the table, at
which we sat attentively reading, having been, for a short
time, delivered from the company of the sick tailor.
Down came the portfolio, and I could have cursed the
impertinent fop most heartily for the interruption; but,
I had scarcely had time to look up, when a part of the
contents of this importru;t depository was laid before me
for my inspection.
I, at first, looked at it merely because I could no longer
read; but, my eye was soon attracted more closely; not
by the snips of cloth, but by an engraving at the top of
the card. This card had been made for the purpose of
being exhibited in the Store, or Shop, in Connecticut;
at the head of it was an engraving as follows. In the middle
Was a shield, on the right hand America represented by a
fair Virgin, surrounded with the emblems of wisdom,
Science, agriculture and commerce, on the left an old
lion with a figure seated on him in the shape of a woman
with a spear in her hand and some bales of goods behind
her. To the American flag the post of honour was given,
and, at the top, the British crown was represented as
stricken down by the beak of the American Eagle, which
was waving its wings over it in triumph. Could you, taking the motive into view, imagine anything more base
than this, on the part of the English manufacturer? Another ruffian, a crockery-ware man, had furnished mugs
With engravings on them representing an old crazy lion,
aU skin and bones, with an American standing with his
foot on his neck.
Every morning of my passage I was up, shaved and
dressed, before any other person was stirring. Then I
called up my sons. Our place was swept out, or washed
out, aired and beds made by ourselves before breakfast.
While others were lolling in their berths, we were out
on deck. During the tim e of ea-sickness, which Thad
[ JF ]
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none of, I took care of my sons, alt nded them on deck,
brought them down, waited on them like a nurse, gave
no trouble to anybody; and when that was over, our
room was, at all times, night as well as day, fair weather
pr foul, as clear from all annoyances as one of our fields
at Botley. We were stinted to one tumbler of fresh water
a day, to wash in. We never cO?1plained of this, and we
kept ourselves perfectly clean. Th consequence was, we
landed at New York as fresh as we were when we went
on board the ship. We arrived on the 5th ot May. In all
'respects that can be named our passage was disagreeable;
'and, upon one occasion, very perilous from lightning,
which struck the ship twice, shivered two of the masts,
killed a man, struck several people slightly, between two
of whom I was sitting without at all feeling the blow.
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[went to] an inn, 13 miles from New York,
in [Long Island]. It was on the main road to
[ the] city. We lodged and boarded in this Inn,
had each a bedroom and a good bed, had a room to sit
in to ourselves, ate by ourselves j and' it really was eating.
We had smoaked fish, chops, butter and eggs, for breakfast, with bread, crackers, sweet cakes j and, when I say,
that we had such and such things, I do not mean that we
had them for show, or just enough to smell to j but in
loads. Not an egg, but a dish full of eggs. Not a snip of
meat or of fish j but a plate full. Lump sugar for our tea
and coffee j not broke into little bits the size of a hazelnut j but in good thumping pieces. For dinner we had
the finest of fish, bass, mackerel, lobsters j of meat, lamb,
veal, ham, etc. Asparagus in plenty, apple pies (though
in the middle of May). And for all this an excellent cider
• to drink, with the kindest and most obliging treatment,
on the part of the Landlord and Landlady and their SOllS
and daughters, we paid no more than twenty-two shillings
and sixpence a week.
But, there were two things whi h no money could
purchase anywhere. The first was, no grumbling on the
part of the Landlady, except on account of our eating
and drinking too little j and the other was, that Mr Wiggins had no fastening but a bit of a chip run in over th
[ 153 ]
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latch of the door to a house which was full of valuable
things of all sorts. All this was the effect of good government, of just and mild government, which took ~o little
from the people in taxes, that they had the means of
happiness fully left in their hands.
We [soon, however, took] a place, pleasant and agreeable, a beautiful place, called Hyde Park; a fine park,
or hards, gardens, and fields and woods. It was at North
Hempstead in Long Island. A fine house too, but out of
repair. Everybody was kind and obliging. If this untaxed,
beautiful, fertile, and salubrious island had been inhabited
by Englishmen, it would very far have surpassed the
Garden of Eden; for here the trees produced golden fruit,
and we were forbidden to eat none of them. I had good
servants in my man Churcher and his Wife, and I heard
their Hampshire tongues so often, that I almost conceited
myself at home; only the fine sun, the fine roads, the fine
fruits and the happy labourers told me that I was not.
Tranquillity I enjoyed unalloyed by one bitter reflection
as to any act of my whole life. Simply to preserve life and
health was all that reason, or common sense, permitted
me to go to the expense of.
At the place where I lived, which was in Queen's
County, and very nearly in the middle of the island, croSSwise, we had no water, except in a well sev nty feet deep,
and from the clouds; yet, we never experienced a want
of water. A large rain-water cistern to take the run from
the house, and a duck-pond to take that from the barn,
afforded an ample supply. The rains came about once in
fifteen days; they came in abundance for about twentyfour hours; and then all was fair and all was dry again
immediately. [The summers] were very, very hot. The
thermometer 85 degrees in the shade; but a breeze. I
worked in the land morning and evening, and wrote in
th day in a north room. The dress became v ry cone 154]
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venient, or, rather, a very little inconvenient allair.
Shoes, trousers, shirt, and hat. No plague of dres ing and
undressing! I never slept better in all my life. No covering. A sheet under me, and a straw bed. My window
looked t<? the Eas . The moment Aurora appeared, I was
in the Orchard. It was impossible for any human being
to lead a pleasanter life than this. How I pitied those, who
were compelled to endure lihe stench of cities! The dews
were equal to showers; I frequently, in the morning,
washed hands and face, feet and Jegs, in the dew on the
high grass.
[In the winter], the frost made us jump and skip about
like larks. Very seasonable for a sluggish fellow. [To prepare] for the winter, [I] patched up a boarded building,
which had formerly been a coach-house; but, which was
not so necessary to me, in that capacity, as in that of a
fowl-house. The neighbours told me, that the poultry
would roost out on the trees all the winter; and, indeed,
they must, il they had no house, which was almost universally the case. However, I meant to give them a choice.
I lined the said coach-house with corn-stalks and leaves
of trees, and tacked up cedar boughs to hold the lining to
the boards, and laid a bed of leaves a foot thick all over
the floor. I secured all against dogs, and made ladders for
the fowls to go in at holes six feet from the ground. I
made pig-styes, lined round with cedar-boughs and well
covered. Also a sheep-yard, for a score of ewes to have
lambs in the spring, surrounded with a hedge of cedarboughs and well covered, and with a shed for the ewes
to lie under, if they liked. The oxen and cows were tied
up in a stall. The dogs had a place well covered, and lined
with corn-stalks and leaves. And I could without anxiety,
sit by the fire, or lie in bed, and hear the North Wester
whistle .
• Let not my countl-ymen, who may 11uppen to read this
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suppose, that these, or any other, pursuits, withdrew my
attention from, or slackened my zeal in that cause, which
was common to us all. That cause claimed, and had, my
first attention and best exertion; that was the business
of my life, these other pursuits were my recreation. King
Alfred allowed eight hours for recreation, in the twentyfour, eight for sleep, and eight for business. I did not
take my allowance of the twO"former.
[Early in I 8 I 8, I made] a journey into Pennsylvania,
[which] had, for its principal object, an appeal to the
justice of the Legislature of that state for redre s for great
loss and injury sustained by me, nearly twenty years [b efore], in consequence of the tyranny of one M'Kean, who
was then Chief Justice of that State. 1 The appeal was not
successful; but, my journey was productive of much and
various observation, and, of useful knowledge.
[I went] over a space of more than two hundred mile. ,
passing through the city of New York; through a list of
towns in the State of New Jersey; then crossing the Delaware [River] into Pennsylvania; stopping some day to
see myoId friends at Bustleton and Philadelphia. Th
qucstion eagerly put to me by ' everyon~ in Philadelphia
was, 'Don't you think the city greatly improved?' They
seemed to me to confound augmentation with improvement. It always had been a fine city, since I first knew it;
and it was very greatly augmented. It had, I beHeve,
nearly doubled its extent and number of houses since the
year 1799 . But, after having been, for so long a time,
familiar with London, every other place appeared littl .
After having lived within a few hundred yards of Westminster Hall, and the Abbey Church and the Bridge, and
looked from my own windows into St James's Park, all
other buildings and spots appear d mean and insignificant.
I went to see the house I had form erly occupied. How
small! It is always thus: the words /arne and small are
[
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card d about with us in our minds, and we forget real
dimensions. All na ions like to boast of their popuJousness.

It is e same with cities and towns. The great subject of
riva]ship between those two fine cities, New York and
Philadelphia, was that of the number of their inhabitant.
Nothing tickles the vanity of the mass of a community
more than the idea of an increasing population. The
greater part of mankind like to make part of a crowd.
Divide a crowd at any time: send one part to the right
and the other to the left: let there be a great many more
in one parcel than in the other, and the beggar man who
is in the big parcel, will, for the moment, think himself
better than the 'squire that is in the other parcel.
Leaving Philadelphia, [I passed] through a most beauti fuJ country, studded with neat towns and villages, and
with farm-houses, barns, and homesteads, such as I never
before saw, and of which, without actually seeing them,
J could have formed no idea; over all this space, amongst
all these various scenes, I never saw a beggar, nor did J
see, or hear of, a single person in distress. The skirts of
the towns were not, as in England, rendered loathsome
and dismal by miserable habitations. [However], the
dwellings and gardens and little out-houses of labourers,
which form so striking a feature of beauty in England,
and especially in Kent, Sussex, Surrey, and Hampshire,
and which constitue a sort of fairy-land, were what I, for
my part, most felt the want of seeing. Instead of the neat
and warm little cottage, the yard, cow-stable, pig-sty,
hen-house, all in miniature, and the garden, nicely laid
out and tlle paths bord<':red with flowers, while the cottage door is crowned with a garland of roses and honeysuckle; instead of these, we here saw the labourer content with shell of boards, while all around him was as
barren as the sea-beach; though the natural earth wouJd
have sent melons, the finest in the world, creeping around
[
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his door, and though there was no English shrub , or
flower, which would not grow and flourish. This want of
attention in such cases was hereditary from th~ first
settlers. They found land so plenty, that they treated
small spots with contempt. Besides, the examples of neatness was wanting. There were no gentlemen's gardens.
kept as clean as drawing rooms, with grass as even as a
carpet. From endeavouring to imitate perfection, men
arrive at mediocrity; and, those who have never seen, or
heard of perfection, in these matters, would naturally be
slovens. Yet, notwithstanding these blots, as I deemed
them, the face of the country was very fine.
[On my way I saw a great many Pennsylvania wagons.] 2
Perhaps nothing of the kind was ever seen in the world
so worthy of admiration as everything belonging to these
Pennsylvania wagons. They have a tilt over them, neatly
put upon hoops of hickory wood, as slender as a whalebone would be, and as tough, jf not tougher. A manger
for horses is hung at the tail of the wagon. The wagon
carries the provender for man and horse. A Pennsylvania
wagon is loaded with barrels full of fine flour, at three
or four hundred miles westward of Philadelphia. It carries from three to four ton weight. It comes over rock
and along roads upon which an Englishman would not
believe it possible for an empty wagon to go. It has two
horses abreast next the wagon, with a pole between them;
two horses abreast before them; and one horse in front.
The left-hand pole horse has a saddle upon him. This
horse, the driver occaSionally rides; and, with the enormous load, you see it rattling down hills and over rocks
at a full trot.
In summer time, the man, wrapped in his blanket,
sleeps in the wagon. In winter time, wrapped in his blanket, he sleeps upon the floor of the tavern where he halts,
with his feet to the fire and his head upon a log of wood.
[ 1,5"8 ]
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And, as to the horses, never do they, in these their journeys, see the inside of a stable or feel covering of any
Sort. Five hundred of these wagons, and five times fiv '
hundred horses may be seen in the high street of Philadelphia at one and the same moment. The men are taking
out their flour or taking in loads to carry back; and you
see the horses feeding at the tail of the wagon, or lying
about in the dirt, in the snow, or the dust.
[But yet], in everything where horses are the chief
instruments (and horses . are second only to men) the
English so far surpass all the rest of the world, that there
is no room for comparison. The man who has a mind to
know sometlring of England in this respect, should walk
from the Tower of London to Charing Cross a little after
daybreak in the morning, while the streets are clear of
people. He would then see the teams of immense hoI' es,
drawing up from the bank of the Thames, coals, timber,
stone, and other heavy materials. One mOl11ing I counted
in various places, more than a hundred of these teams,
Worth each of them, harness, wagon, load and all, little
less than a thousand pounds. The horses, upon an averag ,
weigh more than a ton. But, next after a fox-hwlt, the
finest Sight in England is a stage-coach just ready to start.
A great sheep or cattle fair is a beautiful sight; but, in
the stage-coach you see more of what man is capable of
performing. The vehicle itsell, the harness, all 0 complete and so neatly arranged; so strong and clean and
good. The beautiful horses impatient to be off. The inside
full, and the outside covered in every part, with men,
WOmen, children, boxes, bags, bundles. The coach-man,
taking his reins in one hand and lris whip in the oth r,
gh'es a signal with his foot, and away go, at the rate of
seven miles an hour, the population and the property of
a hamlet. The horses are now all sweat and foam, the reek
from tIl ir bodies ascending like a cloud. The whole
[
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quipage is covered, perhaps, with dust or di rt. But still,
on it comes as steady as the hand of a clock. As a proof
of the perfection, to which this mode of travelling has
been brought, there is one coach which goes between
Exeter and London, the proprietors of which agree to
forfeit eightpence for every minute that the coach is behind its time at any of its stages; and this coach, I believe,
travels eight miles an hour, and that, too, upon very hilly,
and, at some seasons, very deep roads.
[I reached] Harrisburgh, which lay about a hundred
miles from Philadelphia. It had been laid out about thirty
years [before], and contained a population nearly equal to
that of Winchester. It was close on the left bank of the
river Susquehanna, which had not frozen over, but had
large quantities of ice floating on its waters. I tired to
death of the tavern at Harrisburgh, though a very good
one. I was weary of the everlasting loads of meat. Weary
of being idle. How few such days had 1 spent in my whole
life.
My business not coming on, Twent to a country tavern,
to get a room to myself, in which to read my English
papers, and [to] sit down to writing. McAllister's tavern
was situated at the foot of the first ridge of mountains; or
rather, upon a little nook of land, where the river had
found a way through a break in the chain of mountains.
I had great enjoyment here. My mind was again in England.
Mrs McAllister just suited me. [She did] not pester me
with questions, did not cram me with meat, let me eat
and drink what I liked, and when I liked, and gave mugs
of nice milk. The spot was the most delightful that my
eyes ever beheld. It was at once the most rich and the
most romantic. From one side of my room I looked ,out
into a farm-yard, full of fodder, and of cattle, sheep, hogs,
and multitudes of poultry, while, at a few paces beyond
th yard, ran the river Susquehanna, which was wider
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~han the Thames, and had innumerable islands lying in
Jt, a quarter of an acre to five or six acres in extent.
From the other side of the room I looked into an Orchard
of Apples and Peaches of forty acres, lying in a narrow
valley, which ran up between two mountains, about a
quarter of a mile high, formed precisely like the ridge of
a house, the gable ends being towards the river. These
mountains were covered with woods. [One] night it
rained: it froze before morning, and the frost caught the
drops hanging upon the trees; so that the sun, shilling a
~right as in England in the month of May, exhibited thes
Icicles in countless millions of sparkling diamonds.
[I] quitted Harrisburgh, very much displeased [at the
failure of my petition]. Lmcaster, [on the road to Philadelphia], was a pretty place. No fine buildings, but no
mean ones. The people of this town seemed to have had
the prayer of Hagar granted them: 'Give me, 0 Lord,
neither poverty nor riches'. This was a fine part of
America. Big barns, and modest dwelling-houses. Barns
of stone, a hundred feet long and forty wide, with two
floors, and raised roads to go into them, so that the
wagons went into the first floor upstairs. Below were
stables, stalls, pens, and all sorts of conveniences. These
were very fine buildings. And, then, all about them looked
so comfortable, and gave such manifest proofs of ease,
plenty, and happiness!
It was a curious thing to observe the farm-houses in
this country. They consisted, almost without exception,
of a considerably large and a very neat house, with sash
Windows, and of a small house, which seemed to hav
been tacked on to the large one; and, the proportion
they bore to each other, in point of dimensions, was, as
nearly as possible, the proportion of size between a Cow
and her Calf, the latter a month old. But, as to the cau e,
the process was the opposite of this instance of the works
L
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of nature, for, it was the large house wruch gr w out of
the small one. The father, or grandfather, while he was
toiling for his children, lived in the small house, constructed chiefly by himself, and consisting of rude materials. The means, accumulated in the small house,
enabled a son to rear a large one; and though, when pride
entered the door, the small house wa sometimes demolished, few sons in America had the folly or want of
feeling to commit such acts of filial ingratitude, and of
real self-debasement. or, what inheritance so valuable
and so honourable could a son enjoy as the proofs of his
father's industry and virtue? The progress of wealth and
ease and enjoyment, evinced by this regular increase of
the size of the farmer's dwelling, was a spectacle, at once
pleasing, in a very high degree in itself, and, in the same
degree, it spoke the praise of the system of government,
under which it had taken place.
[When] I arrived at Philadelphia, they were roasting
an ox on the Delawar . The fooleries of England [were
being] copied here, and everywhere, with wonderful
avidity. [Soon, however, there was a] complete thaw. I
hated this weather; hot upon my back, and melting ice
under my feet. The people (those who had been lazy)
were chopping away with axes the ice, which had grown
out of the snows and rains, before their doors, during the
winter. The hogs (best of scavengers) were very busy in
th streets s eking out the bones and bits of meat, which
had been flung out and frozen down amidst water and
snow, during the two foregoing months. At New York
(and, I think, at Pruladelphia also) they had corporation
laws to pr vent hogs from being in the streets . For what
reason, I knew not, except putrid meat was pI asant to
the smell of the inhabitants. But, Corporations are seldom
the wise t of law-makers. It was argued, that, if there
w re no hogs in the str ets, the people would not throw
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out thei r orts of flesh and vegetables. Indeed I What would
they have done with those orts, then? Made their hired
s,ervants eat them? The very proposition would have I ft
them to cook and wash for themselves.
[In returning to New York, I went] in what is caned a
Jersey-wagon, through such mud as I never saw before.
Up to the shock of the wheel; and yet a pair of very little
horses dragged us through it. The best horses aJ,ld driver,
and the worst roads I ever set my eyes upon. New Jersey
was a sad spectacle, after leaVing the brightest ,of all the
bright parts of Pennsylvania. My driver, who was a tavernkeeper, would have been a very pleasant companion, if
he had not drunk so much spirits on the road. This is the
great misfortune of America 1 As we were going up a hiJI
very slowly, I could perceive him looking very hard at
my cheek for some time. At last he said: 'I am wondering.
Sir, to see you look so fresh and so young, considering
what you have gone through in the world', though I could
not imagine how he had learnt who I was. 'I'll tell you',
said I, 'how I contrived the thing. I rise early, go to bed
early, eat sparingly, never drink anything stronger than
small-be((r, shave once a day, and wash my hands and
face clean three times a day, at the very least.' He said,
that was too much to think of doing.
I got, [at length,] to Elizabeth Town Point through
beds of mud, twenty minutes too late for the steam-boat.
[The next day,] I went to New York by the steam-boat;
OVer to [Long Island] by another, took a little light wagon,
that whisked me home over roads as dry and smooth as
gravel walks in an English bishop's garden in the month
of July. [It waf.] a great contrast with the bottomless muds
of New Jersey!
There were two things, which were almost wholly
wanting in America: the singing birds and the flowers.
There were many birds in summer, and some of very
•
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beal.lliful plumage. There were some wild flowers, and
some English flowers in the best gard ns. But, generally
speaking, they were birds without song, and flowers without smell. The linnet (more than a thousand of which I
have heard warbling upon one scrubbed oak on the sandhills of Surrey), the skylark, the goldfinch, the woodlark,
the nightingale, the bullfinch, the blackbird, the thrush,
and aU the rest of the singing tribe were wanting in these
beautiful woods and orchards of garlands. When these
latter had dropped their bloom, all was gone in the
flowery way. No shepherd's rose, no honeysuckle, none
of that endless variety of beauties that decorate the hedges
and the meadows in England. No daisies, no primroses,
no cowslips, no bluebells, no daffodils, which, as if it
were not enough for them to charm the si.ght and the
smell, must have names, too, to delight the ear. All these
were wanting in America. [There were,J indeed, birds,
which bore the name of robin, blackbird, thrush, and
goldfinch; but, alas! the thing at Westminster has, in like
manner, the name of parliament, and speaks the voice of
the people whom it pret nds to represent, in much about
the same degree that the blackbird [in AmericaJ spoke
the voice of its namesake in England.
I met with an accident from fire [in the summer of
1819J. The house, in which I lived, was bumt down. I
should have gone to New York, and remained there till
the time of my departure for ngland; but, when I considered the interruptions which $uch a removal would
occasion, and when I thought of the injury that the e and
the air of a city might be to my literary labours; I resolved
on making a sort of thatched tent, in which I mi.ght enjoy
tranquillity and in which I might labour without intermission. From this tent, made of poles, thatch, and nglish newspapers, I had th honour to addr ss [many
'Registers'J. Happiness never depends upon mere place.
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It depends little more on food or raim nt. My diet all
came from my own fields, and my cow was my vintner
and brewer. I was asleep on my straw by nine o'clock,
and I was in my orchard before four o'clock. Books and
?ocuments were rescued from the flames in Long Island,
In consequence only of the extraordinary fidelity, z aI,
and courage of my houseke per, to whom, in my absence,
my books and papers had been entmsted. She ru hed into
the room, which was in flames, and when no man was
bold enough to enter it, and dragged out the trunk to the
door at the manifest risk of her life. I had given her particular charge about the trunk, and in her confusion she
had forgotten it until it was nearly too late. Oh! Jet us
not talk, then, about being sick of the world, because
we now and then meet with ingratitude and perfidy.
[They] would not weigh a feather in the scale against
Mrs Churcher.
That melancholy, mean ~ How, Doctor Johnson, observes, that when a man plants a tree, he begins to think
of dying. If this were the fact, is that to prevent the planting of t;ees? I have been planting of trees in every spot
that I have ever occupied, all my lifetime; and, [in
America,] J collected seeds of trees to carry home, and
to sow in England. I expected to sit uneJer the shade of
the trees which [those] seeds would produce; and, if I
only saw them six inches high, had I not the enjoyment
of so much of them? [The same,] in seeking justice on
~ur oppressors: if we die b fore we have obtained t~at
Justice, we enjoy, in the meanwhile, the blows we inflict
on them. We enjoy their f ars, their embarrassments,
their disgrace, their infamy. If I wrote grammars, if 1
Wrote on agriculture; if I sowed, planted, or dealt ill
seeds; whatever I did had first in view the destmction of
infamous tyrants.
T resolved, while in [America], to write an a count of
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the Ufe, Labours, and death of that famous nglishman,
Thomas Paine;3 and, perhaps, to collect and republish
th whole ot his writings complete in a cheap form, an.d
with some explanatory notes to the 'Rights of Man' partIcularly. I had within my reach all the .means of correct
information. There was only Long Island SOlmd and a few
miles of land between me and the spot where he died.
Justice in his memory, justice to the cause of freedo~,
justice to the country that gave him birth, justice to his
friends on both sides the Atlantic, demanded at my hands
an earnest endeavour to perform thi task in a manner
worthy of the subject. [For in spite of my early hatred],
old age having laid his hand upon this truly great man,
this truly philosophical politician, at his expiring flambeau
1 lighted my taper.
I published my intent jon of wrjting an account of [his]
life. Soon after this, a Quaker at New York, named
Charles Collins, made many applications for an intervjeW
with me, which at last, he obtained. I found that his object was to persuade me that Paine had recanted. I laughed
at him, and sent him away. But, he returned again and
again to the charge. He wanted me to promise him th~t
1 woul.d say 'that it was said' that Paine recanted. 'No ,
say, that you say it, and that you tell ;t
said I, 'but, I
lie un) ss you prove the truth of what you say; and jf yOU
do prove the truth of what you say; and if you do that,
I shall gladly insert th fact.' This posed 'friend Charley' ,
whom I suspected to be a most consummate hypocrite.
He had a sodd n face, a simper, and manoeuvred his features, precisely like the most perfidious wretch. He wa
the reverse of my honest, open, and sincere Quaker
friends, the Paulls of Pennsylvania. riend Charley plied
me with remembrances and reasonings; but, I always
answered him, 'Give me proof; or I denounce you as a
liar'. Thus put to his trumps, Friend harl y resorted to

will
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the aid of a person of his own stamp; and, at last, brought
me a paper, very cautiously and craftily drawn up, [containing] only the initials of the names. I made him, at
last, put down the full name and the address of the informer, 'Mary Hinsdale, No. 10 Albany Street, New
York.'
.
The informer was a Quaker woman, who, at the time
of Mr Paine's last illness, was a servant in the family of
Mr Willett Hicks, an eminent merchant, a Quaker, and
even, I believe, a Quaker preacher. Mr Hicks, a kind
and liberal rich man, visited Mr Paine in his illness, and,
from his house, .which was near that of Mr Paine, little
nice things (as is the practice in America) were sometimes sent to him; of which this servant, friend Mary
was the bearer, and this was the way, in which the lying
cant got into the room of Mr Paine.
To 'Friend Mary' I went, with friend Charley's paper
in my pocket. I found her in a lodging in a back room
up one flight of stairs. I knew that I had no common cunning to set my wits against. I began with aU the art that
I was master of. I had got a prodigiously broad-brimmed
hat on. I patted a little child that she had sitting besid
her; I called her friend and played all the awkward tricks
of an undiSciplined wheedler. But, I was compelled to
orne qUickly to business. She asked, 'What's thy name,
friend?' and, the moment I said William Cobbett, up went
her mouth as tight as a purse!. Sack-making appeared to
be her occupation; and that I might not extract through
her eyes that which she was resolved r should not get
out of her mouth, she went and took up a sack, and began
to sew: and not another look or glance could I get from
her.
However, I took out my paper, read it, and stopping
at several points, asked her if it was true. She shuffled;
she vaded, she equivocated, he warded off; h affected
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not to understand the paper, not to rememb ' l". The result was: that it was so long ago, that she could not spea~
positively: and that she had never given 'friend Charley
authority to say anything about the matter in her name.
'Oh! no! Friend, I tell thee, that I have no recollection
of any person or anything that 1 saw at Thomas Paine's
house.'
I had now nothing to do but bring Friend Charley's
nose to the grindstone. But, Charley, who was a grocer,
living in Cherry Str et, though so pious a man, and,
doubtless, in great haste to get to everlasting bliss, had
moved out of the ci ty for fear of the [Yellow] Fever. And
thus he escaped me, who sailed from New York in four
days afterward. [My business with Paine, for other
reasons, was never completed.]
After twenty-one days' sailing over a sea almost as
smooth as the beautiful Long Island Lake, I arrived at
Liverpool, on a Sunday evening, [in November 1819]'
We were not permitted to land until Monday about twO
o'clock. There had been a great mutlitude assembled on
the wharf the whole of the day; and, when I landed, I
was rec ived with cheers and with shakings of the hand,
which made me feel that I was once again in England.
1 soon learned that the whole country of Lancashire was
in a stir to give me a hearty welcome. The news of my
arrival, upon reaching Bolton, was announced by a man,
who w nt round the town with a bell. He stopped at
different parts of the town, and, after ringing his bell,
said: 'Our countryman, William Cobbett, is arrived at
Liverpool in good health.' This man, for this act, was
taken before a Magistrate.
On Sunday, the 28th of November, I, accompanied by
[my sons] William and John, left Liverpool, on my road
to Manchester, whi h T had been invited to visit, and
where Thad b en invit d to partak of a dinn r on the
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Monday. We proc eded on our way to an Inn at a little
hamlet called Irlam, which was within ten miles of Manchester. There we slept, and, the next morning prepared
to get into our coach and to go to receive the welcome
intended for us. A deputation had arrived to accompany
us on the way, when, not to my surprise at all, arrived
a messenger on horseback with a notification from the
Borough-reeves and Constable of Manchester and Salford, interdicting any further advance toward the Town!
It would have been really criminal in me to proceed, for
the purpose of receiving marks of approbation, and without any other purpose, when there manifestly would have
been danger to the lives of some persons or other if the
military had been brought out to obstruct my entrance
into Manchester."
We went back to Warrington ·and took the road to
London; not, however, before I took an opportunity to
make a short address to about two hundred persons who
had assembled round the Inn, some of whom had come
on foot all the way from Manchester. I shall never forget
the looks of these men, and, indeed, of these women,
for there were some of both sexes. Myhand yet reminds
me of the hard squeezes I had from them; and, [it is we) I
known,] how great a favourite of nune a hard squeeze of
the hand is.
We arrived at Coventry late on the evening of the 30th.
When I came down into a front room of the house to
breakfast, [the next day,] I found a great number of persons assembled in the street opposite the house; and finding that they were there for the purpose of seeing me, I
informed them that I should set off in precisely an hour.
When we started a great number followed us to a distance
of about a mile out of the city, where there was an op n
space on the side of the road, surrounded by some lUgh
banks. Having drawn the chaise up in a suitable position,
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and having placed myself upon the outside of the
hairse on the foot-board, I found myself surrounded by
several thousands of persons ot both sexes, the females
forming a very beautiful battalion, many of them with
children in their arms, in one part of the circle, not
mixed among the men, while other persons were rwming
towards us not only along the track of the chaise from
the city, but in all directions over the fields and meadows.
This was not a meeting. There had been nothing done
to call it together. It was spontaneous, it was collected
ot itself, by the mere sound of my name. Never did I
behold any spectacle in my whole life that gave me so
much pleasure as this.
[My son] William and I [went] down from London [to
Botley in December]. The people of the villag~, notwithstanding the threats of the Parson, came to meet u '
upon the hill on the Winchester road. They took out the
horses and drew us into the village, whence, after I had
shortly addressed them, they took us to [my] house. The
farm was in very neat order, the turnpike perfectly good,
the tr es monstrously grown; the American trees of finer
growth than any that I ever saw in America of the same
age.
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my return, though] my heart was always at
home, [1 had to] have my mind and hand [in
.
London]. We started a daily paper. 1 It was a tryIng time and fortitude was required. [My boys] were
wonders of activity and sense and spirit. [And then, the
Opportunity coming, I resolved to stand for Parliament
again.]
I set off for Coventry with [my eldest daughter], on
the 28th of February. We went all the night (the colde t
of the winter) in a post-chaise; breakfasted at Daventry,
and then proceeded on towards Dunchurch, which is
eleven miles from Coventry. Here we were met by messengers who brought accounts that I should certainly be
murdered, if 1 attempted to enter the city. A band of rich
ruffians had leagued together against me. They had got
together a parcel of men, whom they made partly drunk,
and whom they gave orders to go out, meet me at a
bridge about a mile from the city, and if 1 refused to
return to London, to fling me over the bridge.
While we were deliberating on what course to pursue
a gentleman arrived with intelligence, that the enemy had
drawn up, rank and file, in the city; that they were
marching off with fourteen banners waving over their
heads, and with drum and music in their front; and that
they had not reached the outside of the ity, wh n our
[
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friends sallied forth upon them, took away their banners,
staved in their drums, dispersed them in an directions,
and set off to meet me.
At about four miles from Coventry, we met with small
advanced parties of young men, with leaves of laurel in
their hats and boughs in their hands. The groups grew
more frequent and larger as we appraoched th city. The
curiosity to see me was so strongly expressed, that 1 wa
obliged to get out of the chaise and stand upon the footboard with my hat off. I was drawn through all the
principal streets [forJ two hours, in [th J frosty evening,
part after sunset, [andJ the loss of my voice, [from the
chill,J was nearly as complete as if I had been dumb from
my birth.
[MyJ friends, satisfied with the victory of the day, had
retired to their houses, when the savages sallied forth,
dashed in the windows of the hous of Mr Serjeant, at
which I was, and made many brutal attacks upon individuals, whom they took unawares in the street or at
public-houses. Even at this early period they cut several
persons with knives. On Monday, th sixth of March,
Moore and Ellice [my opponentsJ arrived, and as a Signal
of their arrival, their hired savages again dashed in the
windows of Mr Serj eant. Upon this occasion, [theyJ made
an attempt to enter the house; but, they, after getting
into the passage, were beaten back into the street.
On Wedne day morning, the lection began; and the
poll closed in the afternoon, leaVing me at the head of it!
On.Thursday, the savages came well f d and w II ~sup
plied, all the day long, with gin and brandy, brought out
to them in glass bottles, and handed about from one to
another. J, that day, saw about twenty of my voter actually torn away from the polling-place, and ripped up behind, and stripped of their coats. During th afternoon,
several fresh bands of savages [arriv dJ from the country;
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so that, by the hours of closing the poll, an immense
multitude of these wretches roaring like wolves, and
foaming with rage and drink, were collected round the
Booth.
[As] I went out of the Booth, I had to pass through
bands of savages; and I was scarcely among them, when
they began an endeavour to press me down. I got many
blows in the sides, and, if J had been either a short or a
weak man, I would have been pressed under foot, and
inevitably kilJed. However, the crowd took a sway toward a row of houses, standing on a pavement above the
level of the area of the open street. With a good deal of
difficulty I reached the pavement keeping my feet. I had
to fight with my right hand. J had to strike back-handed.
One of the sharp corners of [my] snuff-box, which stuck
out beyond the bottom of my little finger, did good service. It cut noses and eyes at a famouS rate, and assisted
mainly in securing my safe arrival, on the raised pavement. Just at this time, one of the savages exclaimed:
'damn him, I'll rip him up'. He was running his hand
into his breeches pocket, apparently to take out his knife,
but I drew up my right leg, armed with a new and sharp
gallashe over my boot, [and] dealt [ the] ripping savage so
delightful a blow, just between his two eyes, that he feU
back upon his followers. For this I should certainly have
been killed in a few moments, had not Mr Frank Serjeant
made shift to get along, by the side of the houses, to the
Spot where I was. [Getting] to me, he turned round, saying, follow me, Sir, and, beating back three or four so as
to make them press upon others behind them, the whole
bOdy turned about, while he with thumps on some, with
kicks bestowed on others, set the body on a sway toward
the house, at which we ardved safely.
[The next day], we were informed that the bands had
been greatly augmented from the country; that they were
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no"" divided in regular bodies, fed and drenched at differnt houses, regularly paid, and ready to be brought out
in succession, in order to relieve each other. When the
pol I opened, we had between three and four hundred men,
all ready to poll; all was quiet. The Booth had no railway,
or any other protection for the voters. The ground, too,
was sloping, and the slope ran longways of the Booth.
So that, though m.y men might be ready to poll, it was
by no means difficult to force them away.
The Ruffians came, not less than five hundred in number, in regular order, about eight or ten deep, with
drums and banners at their head. They made their approach by the higher part of the ground, [and] began the
attack upon my voters. All attempts to resist were in vain.
And, in five minutes, three hundred of my voters were
as completely driven away as if an army had made an
attack upon them. After this, not a man dared to show
his face to vote for me.
The way I managed [ these] brutes was well calculated
to sting them and their employers to madness. My way
was to stand and look upon the yelling beasts with a most
good-humoured smile, turning my head now and then,
as it were to take different views. Now and then, I would
put my mouth close to the ear of some friend, and then
point to some beast, giving him at the same time a laughing look, such as we bestow on a dog that is chained up
and barking at us. I never had so good an opportunity
to philosophize before. The scene was far more horrible
than anything of which any man not actually present,
could have formed an idea. The bottles of gin and brandy
continually passed from mouth to mouth; and, from the
mass of heads which were closely jammed together, there
arose a reek, or steam, just like the reek that rises, in a
morning, from a heating dung hill. What was still more
sho king and disgusting than all the rest, was the sight of
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the wiv s and daughters of the Rich Ruffians, who were
looking
directly down upon this scene, and discovering every
symptom of satisfaction and delight, at hearing what
would have made a bevy of common prostitutes hang their
heads with shame. I remember seeing crowds of prostitutes on the Point at Portsmouth; and, 1 once saw three
hundred on board of a Seventy-Four at Spithead; but I
never before saw anything in the shape of woman, that
would have remained and listened to what appeared to
give delight to [those] wives and daughters.
The [savages finally] cone ived the idea of driving me
out of the city. [They] made a regular attack upon Mr
Serjeant's house. They first dashed in the upper-room
Windows; next they pulled down the shutters of the
ground-floor room. Then they broke into the house passage by forCing the door; and while the main body were
entering in front, others were (as we could see from the
~dow of our room) scaling a wall to get into the house
~ the rear. I, who was very ill with a cold, was sitting
111 my bedroom with my [daughter] Nancy. Some gentlelllen came running up for our poker and tongs. One or
two took station at the top of the stairs; while I fixed the
bedstead in a way to let the door open no wider than to
admit one man only at a time, and stood with a sword.
I had pulled off my coat, and was prepared to give with
a clear conscience, as hearty a thrust as was ever given
by man.
However, their cowardice soon put an end to the siege.
They entered the passage, stabbed one man twice in his
arm and did some other mischief: retreated hastily into
the street. The thing went off without bodily hurt to any
but our friends! And the natural consequence was, that
the poor men who wished to vote for me dared no longer
eVen talk of it! We got some firearms, and were quite
s~ated on the balconies and at the windows,
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secure in the house; but, as to the election, there remained nothing belonging to it worthy of the name. [I
stood at the bottom of the poll.
[In this same year, money troubles came upon me
again. lowed money to Sir Francis Burdett and others,
and I had written the former] a letter from America, containing an assertion, that a man against whom ruinous laws
had been singly pointed, was, by the law of nations, exonerated from obligations by which men, not so singled
out, were bound; but, at the same time, saying, that [
would not avail myself of that principle. 2 [Though,] for
seven long years, I had been his sole prop, the ungrateful
fellow, keeping the letter out of sight, published an
answer to it, misrepresenting its meaning. A good large
volume would not have contained the facts that I had
collected for him; the notes that I had made for his
speeches; the various things that I had written to uphold
him. Two particularly I must mention. His sensible speech
on the currency, recorded in 'Pap r Against Gold', I
wrote out for rum, and then published it and praised it
as his. In 18 I2, he moved the answer to the King's
Speech, or, rather, the Regent's. I wrote the answer and
the speech; and the former was copied by his own daughter, that my hand might not appear. Nay, these were
published in a pamphlet, by subscription, and I was my-

*

... Letter from J. M. Cobbett to his brother James, at New York;
dated London: 12 April 1820.
'Papa has failed in his election, and he has been so ill-used by
several persons, to whom he owed money, that he will shortly be
compelled to surrender himself, and to yield up an the property he
has, though he could so easily clear off all the claims upon him, and
though he is so anxious to do it to the last farthing. But, the spiteful
villains, urged on no doubt by the Government, will not give him any
time at all, and, therefore, he must take the usual protecti,on of the
law, and be either a banlcrupt or an insolvent; and we all insist that
he 01:!ght to do it .... ' See Cobbett Papers.
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self th greatest subscriber! Shame, indeed, would it be
to relate this; but, what has he left undone that he
thought had a tendency to destroy my character!
I had sent a copy of the same letter [from America] to
my friend Mr Timothy Brown. He did [not] cavil at it;
b~t, though then bandaged up for the gout, took me to
hIS house [and] brought on my bankruptcy in the most
friendly manner. LAnd] Mr Tipper, a paper-maker, to
whom I owed £3,000, and with whom I was but slenderly
acquainted, signed my certificate at the first possible moment; and he, or Mr Brown, I forget which, actually
gave me a pound note and a few shillings, that I might,
for form's sake, have something to surrender to the com~issioners. [These] commissioners, seeing a great crowd
tn Guildhall staring at me, behaved towards me in a
manner that showed the best of feelings; put no questions
to me, dismissed me in a minute, and very kindly shook
me by the hand when I went away. Everyone, even the
bitterest political enemy; everyone felt, but Burdett.
The old Lord Chancellor [Eldon], though he had advocated the bills that had ruined me, signed my certificate
Out of rule: 'It is too late', said the officer: 'his Lordship
will not sign any more until such a day' . I wrote my name
upon a bit of paper, and begged him just to show it to
the Chancellor. When he came out, he smiled with sur- '
prise, and said, 'His Lordship will sign it'. Every soul
but that of Burdett was softened.
In January 182 I, my family, after having for years been
Scattered about like a covey of partridges that had been
Sprung and shot at, got once more together in a hired
lodging at Brompton. J was without one Single article of
~iture of my own; and, when we were all got together
In that lodging, all that we could muster out of all our
pockets, were thr e shillings and a few halfpence! No
man to let me have paper to print the next 'Register'
M
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upon, without having th money first; no man to print
that 'Register', tmlcss he had the mon y down before he
began to print, or unless he had guarantee for that money
from somebody beside me I A friend lent me twenty
pOllllds to purchase the paper with, and the printing was
done by some arrangement which I have now forgotten.
This was a season to try what a man and his fami! y were
made of. Here, indeed, was fortitude required, not only
on my part, but on the part of everyone of my family old
enough to think. Mrs Williams of Brompton [could tell]
whether she ever lodged a more happy or cheerful family.
Our delight and our mutual caresses, and our tears of
joy, experienced no abatement at our actually finding
ourselves with only three shillings in the whole world.
Since that day, what, Good Godl ,' have been my ]aboursl A 'Register' every week; nearly 500 'Registers',
more than enough to occupy the whole time of any othel'
man; my French Grammar, Woodlands, Gardening Book,
Cottage Economy, Sermons, Protestant Reformation,
Com-Book, AdVice to YOllllg Men, and Guide to Emigrants, besides all my labours and cares about everything
that I could possibly think of, leading to th good of my
cOlllltry.
My endeavours to stop the evil [faCing my country] in
, time [had now] cost me the earnings of twenty long years!
I did not sink, no, nor bend, beneath the heavy and
reiterated blows of the accursed system, [but] dealt back
blow for blow; and, blessed be God, I now saw it reel!
It was staggering about like a sheep with wat r in th
head: turning its pate up on on side: se ming to listen,
but had no hearing: seeming to look, but had no sight:
one day it capered and danced: the next it moped and
seemed ready to die.
Approbation [was again] bestowed on my 'Trash', 3
which had, for so many years, b 11 a mark for th finger
[
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of scorn to be pointed at by ignorant and arrogant and
selfish power. [That] 'Trash' was now triumphant; its
triumph [people] met to celebrate. Proofs of its triumph
I myself witnessed [at Norwich at a public dinner given
to me]. In walking through St Andrew's hall [there], my
mind was not so much engaged on the grandeur of the
place, or on the gratifying reception I met with. The
melancholy reflection engaged my mind, that, of the two
thousand farmers then in my view, there were probably
three-fourths who came with aching hearts. What a thing
to contemphtte! A set of men, occupiers of the land;
producers of all that we ate, drank, wore, and of all that
formed the buildings that sheltered us; a set of men il1dustrous and careful by habit; cool, thoughtful, and sensitive from the instructions of nature; engaged in pursuits
in their nature as stable as the very earth they tilled: to
see a set of men like this plunged into anxiety, embarrassments, jeop~rdy, would have been more than sufficient
to sink my heart within me, had I not been upheld by the
reflection, that I had done all in my power to prevent
calamities, and that I still had in reserve that which, with
the assistance of the sufferers themselves, would restore
them and the nation to happiness.
[In April I went, with my family, to a convenient house
at Kensington.] I was here most delightfully situated. We
kept five fine cows. We had a pigeon-house to hold a
hundred pair; and [my youngest son] Dick was the grand
pigeon-master. Pigs in stye, and a most abundant and
frUitful garden. [My] publications, particularly the 'Sermons', were more famous than ever; [ there were] no
Villains to cheat us any more.
[I began, too, to ride about the country, and when]
I had put an end to my ride of August, September, and
October 1826, J had travelled [hundreds of miles]. I had
been in cities, market towns, and villages. During th
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whole of [ these rides] 1 wa ' rarely abed aft r daylight;
I drank neither wine nor spirits. As to drink, the less the
better; and mine was milk and water, or not-sour small
beer, if I could get the latter. I liked the milk and water
best; for, if I drank much milk, it loaded and stupefied
and made me fat. I ate no vegetables, and only a very
moderate quantity of meat. Many days I had no breakfast
and no dinner. I sometimes took, from a friend's house,
a little bit'of meat between two bits of bread, which I ate
as I rode along. Whoever tries it will find, that the less
they eat and drink, when travelling, the better they wi ll
be. But, whatever I saved from this fa tingwork, I thought
] had a clear right to give away; and, accordingly, I generally put the amount, in copper, into my waistcoat pocket,
and disposed of it during the day. I knew well, that I was
better for not stuffing and blowing myself out, and with
the savings I now and then gave a whole family a good
meal with the cost of a breakfast, or a dinner, that would
have done me mischief.
During [these rides] I was several times wet to the
skin, At some times of my life, after having indulged for
a long while in coddling myself up in the house, these
soakings would have frightened me half out of my senses;
but I [learnt to] care very little about them, and, it waS
very seldom that rain, come when it would, prevented
me from performing the day's journey that I had laid out
beforehand. Now, this was the advantage of going about
on horseback. On foot, the fatigue was too great and yon
went too slowly. In any sort of carriage you could not
get into the real country places. To travel in stag -coaches
was to be hurried along by force, in a box, with an airhole in it, and constantly exposed to broken limbs, the
danger being much great r than that of shipboard, and
the nois much mor disagr eable, while the company
was frequently not a great deal more to one's liking.
[
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Could you ]lave seen and heard what J saw and heard
during [my] Rural [Rides], you would [not have said]
that the House 'worked well'. [There] were two hundred
thousand men, who by the Acts of this same House, saw
wives and children doomed to beggary, and to beggary
too never thought of, never regarded as more likely than
a blowing up of the earth or a fal1ing of the sun. It was
reserved for this 'working well' House to make the firesides of the farmers scenes of gloom. These facts were
notorious: the House had made all the loans which constituted the Debt: the House had put a stop to gold payments in 18 19; the House had unanimously passed Peel's
Bill [in 18 19] .4 Here were all the causes of the ruin, the
misery, the anguish, the despair.
[In 1822] I went to Beauworth to inquire after the
family of a worthy old farmer, whom I had known there
SOme years [before]. A bridle road over some fields and
tJ:rrough a coppice took me to Kilmston, formerly a large
v1llage, but now mouldered into two farms, and a few
miserable tumble-down houses for the labourers. Here
was a house, that had been the residence of the landlord
of the place, but was now occupied by one of the farmers.
:(j)mston had belonged to a Mr llidge who had been a
famous fox-hunter, and who was accused of having spent
~is fortune in that way. He had a right to spend his
lllcome, as his father's had done before him. It was the
Pitt-system, and not the fox-hunting, that took away the
prinCipal.
[On the same journey I] crossed the lliver Wey. Here
I found a parcel of labourers at parish-work. Amongst
them was an old playmate of mine. The account they gave
me of their situation was very dismal. The harvest was
OVer early. The hop-picking was over; and they were
employed by the parish; that was to say, not absolutely
digging hoJes one day and filling them up the next, but
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at the exp rue of half-ruined farmers and tradesrn nand
landlords, to break stones into very small pieces to make
nice smooth roads lest the jolting, in going along them,
should create bile in the stomachs of tax-eaters. [This]
was a state of things where all was out of order; where
self-preservation, that great law of nature, seemed to bt'
set at defiance; for here were farmers unable to pay men
to work for them, and yet compelled to pay them for
working in doing that which was really of no use to any
human being. There lay the hop-pole unstripped. You
saw a hundred things in the neighbouring fields that wanted doing. The fences were not nearly what they ought
to have been. The very meadows, to my right and left in
crossing [ the] little valley, would have occupied these
men advantageously until the setting in of the frost; and
here were they, not, as I said before, actually digging
holes one day and filling them up the next; but, to all
intents and purposes, as uselessly employed.
I am sure I saw produce enough in [some] farmyards,
to feed the whole of the population of [some] parishes.
But the infernal system cau ed it all to be carried away.
Not a bit of good beef, or mutton, or veal, and scarcely
a bit of bacon was left for those who raised all this food.
The labourers looked as if they were half-starv~d. Good
God 1 what a life to live! What a life to see people live;
to see this Sight in our own country, and to have had the
base vanity to boast of that country, and to talk of our
'constitution' and our 'liberties'. The fact was, that,
where honest and laborious men could be compelled to
starve qui tly, with old wheat ricks and fat cattle under
th ir ey s, it was a mockery to talk of their 'liberty' of
any sort; for, the sum total of their state was this, they
had 'liberty' to choose between d ath by starvation (quick
01· slow) and death by the halt r! I r ally was ashamed
t rid a fat horse, to have a fully b ll y, and to have a
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cl an shirt on my back, while I looked at these wretched
countrymen of mine.
However, even this was necessary, as long as [th J
bank-note system continued; and all complaints about
severity of laws, levelled at the poor, were useless and
foolish. What, short of such laws, could prevent starving
men from coming to take away the dinners of those who
had plenty? 'Education'! Despidlble cant and nonsense!
What education, what moral precepts, could quiet the
ravings and ravings of hunger?
[Look,J for a minute, to the little village of StokeCharity, near to Winchester, that grand scene of ancient
learning, piety, and munificence. The parish formerly
contained ten farms, and it contained but two [in 18 24-J.
There used to be ten well-fed families in this parish, at
any rate; and [in 1824-J all were half starved except the
Curate and two families. The blame was not the landlord's; it was nobody's; it was due to the infernal funding
and taxing system, which of necessity drove property into
large masses in order to save itself; which crushed little
proprietors down into labourers; and which pressed them
doWn in that state and made them paupers, their share
of food and raiment being taken away to support debt
and dead-weight and army and all the rest of the enormous
expenses, which were required to sustain [the] intolerable system. Those, therefore, were fools or hypocrites,
Who affected to wish to better the lot of the poor labourers, while they, at the same time, either actively or
passively, upheld the system which was the manifest cause
of [all]. The coaxing work of schools could only add to
what was quite enough without them.
I have never been able clearly to comprehend what tlle
beastly ScotchJeelosrfers meant by their 'national wealth' ;
but, as far as T could understand them, this was their
m aning: that national wealth meant, that which was left
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of the products of the country over and above what was
consumed, or used, by those whose labour had caused the
products to be. This being the notion, it followed, of
course, that the fewer poor devils you could screw the
products out of, the richer the nation was. What, then,
was to be done with this over-produce? Was it to go to
p nsioners, placemen, gendarm rie, and, in short, to
whole mHlions, who did. no work at all? By national prosperity, [such] writers meant something very different indeed from that which J, who had no desire to live upon
taxes, should have call d national prosperity. They looked
upon it as being demonstrated in the increase of the number of chariots and fine-dressed people in and about the
purlieus of the court. This was a demonstration of the
increase of the taxes, and nothing more. National prosperity shows itself in very different ways: in the plentiful
meal, the comfortable dwelling, the decent furniture and
dress, the healthy and happy countenances, and the good
morals 01 the labouring Classes of the people. National
wealth means, the Commonwealth, or Commonweal j
and these mean, the general good, or happiness of the
people, and the safety and honour of the state j and, these
were not to be secured by robbing those who laboured,
in order to support a large part of the community in
idleness.
[One had only] to look at the face of the country, including [the] Wen [of London], to behold the effects of
taldng property from one man and giving it to another.
The monstrous stre ts and squares, and circuits, and rescents j the pulling down of streets and building up neW
ones; the making of bridges and tunnels, till the Thames
itself tr mbled at the danger of being marched and und rmined: the everlasting ripping-up of pavements and t~e
tumblings up of the earth to form drains and sewers, tlll
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all beneath us was like a honeycomb. [One had onlyJ to
look at the thousands employed in cracking the stone
upon the highways, while the docks and thistles and
couch-grass were choking the land on the other side of
the hedges; to see England, land of plenty and neverending stores, without an old wheat rick, and with not
.more than a stock of two-thirds the former cattle upon
~he farms: to see the troops of half-starved creatures flock1ng from the fields, and, in their smock-frocks and nailed
shoes, begging their way up to [the cities], in order to
~et a chance snap at the crumbs and the orts rejected by
Idleness and luxury--of all the destructive things that
could fall upon a nation; of all the horrid curses that
could afflict it, none was equal to that of robbing productive labour of its reward, of taking from the industrious and giving to the idle.
To have plenty of everything that made life easy and
pleasant was formerly one of the great characteristics of
the English people. Good eating, good drinking, good
clothing, good lodging; without these, people do not
~eany live: it is staying upon the earth. Good government
1S known from bad government by this infall ible test: that,
under the former the labouring people are well ted and
*My Lord Holland disfigured and half spOiled his beautiful park
and farm at KenSington, during the building madness of 'matchless
prosperity' of r 824 and r 82S . When, in the former of those years, I
Saw 'Addison Road' come and cut his beautiful fann across, and when
J saw 'Cato Cottage' and 'Homer Villa' start up on the side of that
~oad, I said, My Lord will pay pretty dearly for rus taste for the
. classics'. These 'classics' are, sometimes, not very safe guides even
In matters of a merely literary nature. So long, however, as you confine your enthusiasm to paper and print, you merely expose yourself
to ridicule; but when your taste pushes you on to the levelling of
banks, the tearing tip of trees, the felling of oaks fifty years old, and,
above all the rest, to dabbling in brick and mortar, the classics become
mOst perilous and pernkious companions I
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well clothed, and und r the latter, they are badly fed
and badly clothed.
It was deeply interesting to observe how the taste of
this country appeared to have changed. The fashion became to cry up spare diet, and to preach content with
hunger. One of the Tracts put forth by canting hypocrites
who pretended to exclusive grace, was entitled 'The Life
of Peter Kennedy, who lived on, and saved money out
of eighteen pence a week'. And this to his praise, mind!
I never considered empty bellies and ragged backs as
marks of the grace of God. [Never] did we, tmtil thes~
days, hear of millions of 'Tracts, Moral and Religious
for the purpose of keeping the poor from cutting the
throats of the rich. The parson's sermon, once a week or
a fortnight, used to be quite sufficient for the religion
and morals of a village. Now we had a busy creature or
two in every village, dancing about with 'Tracts' for the
benefit of the souls of the labour rs and their families.
The gist of the whole of the 'Tracts' -was to inculcate
content in a state of misery! To teach people to starve
without making a noise! What did all this show? Why,
a consciousness on the part of the rich, that the poor had
not fair play; - and that the former wished to obtain
security against the latter by coaxing.
A parson said to me, once, by letter: 'Your religion,
Mr Cobbett, se IDS to me to be altogether political'.
'Very much so indeed', answered I, 'and well it may,
since I have been furnished with a creed which makes
part of an Act of Parliament.' And, the fact is, I am no
Doctor of Divinity, and like a reHgion, any religion, that
tends to make men innocent and benevolent and happy,
by taking the best possible means of furnishing them with
plenty to eat and drink and wear.
Once, corning through the vHlage of Benenden, I heard
a man talking v ry loudly about houses! houses! houses!
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J~ was a Methodist parson, in a house, close by the roadsJde. I pulled up, and stood still, in the middle of th
road, but looking, in silent soberness, into the window
(which was open) of the room in which the preacher was
at work. I believe my stopping rather disconcerted him;
fo: he got into shocking repetition. 'Do you KNOW',
saId he , laying great stress on the word KNOW: 'do you
KNOW, that you have ready for you houses, howes I
say; I say do you KNOW; do you KNOW that you have
houses in the heavens not made with hands?' And, on he
Went to say, that, if Jesus had told them so, they would
be saved, and that jf he had not, and did not, they would
be danmed. Some girls whom I saw in the room, plump
and rosy as could be, did not seem at all daunted by these
menaces; and indeed, th ey appeared to me to be thinking
much more about getting house ' in tIlls world first:
houses with pig-styes and little snug gardens attached to
them, together with all other domestic and conjugal cirCUmstances. The truth is, these fellows had no power
OVel' the rinds of any but the miserable.
A full belly to the labourer was, in my opinion, the
foundation of public morals and the only source of real
public peace. It was with this opinion in my mind, that
I Wrote and published my little work, called 'Cottag
~conomy'.6 It was written at North Lodge, a farm-hou e
In Sussex, whither I had gone to reside for some time,
for the purpose of teaching [ my] youngest son how to go
a~out in the fields and the woods and the Janes; teaching
}um to ride upon a pony, and to begin to be hardy and
strong. I do not d ny that Mrs Brazier, the farmer's wife,
helped me a great deal; for she, thougl1 then nearly eighty
ye~rs ot age, had brought up forty children and grandchlldren, and had it said of her, that she had done more
wOI'k herself than any woman in ussex; and that there
Was not a working-man or woman in the pari h who had
(
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not, fu'st or last, either resided or been fed under her
roof; and though she could neith l' write nor read, understood well the making of bread, the brewing of beer, the
keeping of cows, the rearing oJ pigs, and was able to te~ch
me practically, all that I myself did not know touchi~g
the subjects upon which I was writing. To her, who IS
now dead, I thus record my acknowledg ments.
[With this book] I did more good than Bailey, [wh~
once judged me,] ever did in the whole course of Jus
life, notwithstanding his pious Commentary on the Bo~k
of Common Prayer. I will allow nothing to be good, wIth
regard to the labouring classes, unless it make an addition
to their victuals, drink, or clothing. As to their min.ds,
that was much too sublime a matter for me to thmk
about. I knew that they were in rags, and that they had
not a belly-full; and I knew that the way to make them
good, to make them honest, to make them dutiful, to
make them kind to one another, was to enable them to
live well; and I also knew that none of these things would
ever be accomplished by Methodist sermons, and by
stupid, at once stupid and malignant things, and roguish
things, called R ligious Tracts.
[I must add that 1 brought back from my rides] the
most pleaSing impressions. It is not for [me] to descend
to particulars in characterizing personal friends; and,
therefore, I will content myself with saying, that the
treatment 1 met with was much more than sufficient to
compensate me, personally, for all the atrocious calamities, which, for twenty years, I had had to endure.
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l our properties, aU our laws, all our manners,
all our minds changed. This, which 1 noticed,
took place within forty, and, most oJ it, within
ten years. The small gentry, to about the third rank up wards (considering there to be five ranks from the smaUest
gentry up to the greatest nobility), all went, nearly to a
man, and the small farmers along with them. The Rarings
alone,l I should think, swallowed up thirty or forty of
these small gentry without perceiving it. They, indeed,
swallowed up the biggest race of all; but, innumerable
smaU try slipped down unperceived, like caplins down
th throats of sharks while these latter feel only the codfish. It frequently happened, too, that a big gentleman or
nobleman, whose estate had been big enough to resi t
for a long while, and who had swilled-up many caplingentry, went down the throat of the loan-dealer with all
the capIins in his belly.
.
Thus the rivulet went on, shifting property from hand
to hand. My Lord, De Bombastville (the Norman, who
came in with the Conqueror), had, for instance, mortgaged his estate to Moses Oraculo, the Jew, who had
COme in with the Dutch and the Devil. The estate, when
mortgaged in 18 J 2, had been worth two hundred thousand pounds, and Moses lent a hundred thousand upon
it. Peel's Bill passed in the memorable year 1819, and
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in 18 2I, the estate was the Jew's. The three great estates
near the place where I was born were the Bishop of Winchester's Castle; Moor Park, occupied by the descendants
of Sir William Temple; and Waverley Abbey, which belonged to Sir Robert Rich. [During my Rides I found]
Moor Park in the hands of Mr Timson, and Waverley
Abbey jn those of Mr Tomson, the one a dealer in spirits
and the other a dealer in wine. The Bishop was standing
his ground. And, really, it was a consolation to me to
find something [the same].
[You added, too], the work of sublimating farmers out
of their senses, [that had been] promoted by the Nobility
and Gentlemen of great estates, who, by means of agricultural societies, cattle shows, and the like, had given
every encouragement to this dass of men to become conceited and presumptuous. The King, too, had had to have
a farn1. It was 'Farmer George'! Between the commercial
people on the one side and the farmers on the other, the
far greater. part of the country gentlemen in England
were fairly squeezed out of existence.
Now, this process produced no diminution of consumption, no falling off of revenue. What the Norman
had before, the Jew had now. The rents, which the Norman had spent, were now spent by the Jew, who lived
in a square of London where the Norman had lived before.
The land was just what it was before. It yielded the same
produce. [And then the farmers themselves, under the
effects of Peel's Bill, began to sink] I had an opportunity
of hearing something about this. I asked the farmers of
myoId neighbourhood, one by one, of the condition of
the cOlmtry; and the answers I received only tended to
confirm me in the opinion, that the whole race would be
destroyed; and that a new race would come, and enter
upon farms without capital and without stock; be a sort
of bailiff to the landlord for a while, and then, if the
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funding system went on, bailiff's to the Governm nt as
trustee for the fundholder.
The big [men], to save themselves from being 'swallowed up quick' (as we used to say, in our church prayers
against Buonaparte), made use of their voices to get,
through place, pension, or sinecure, something back from
the taxes. Others of them fell in love with the daughters
~d widows of paper-money people, big brewers, and the
like; and sometimes their daughters fell in love with the
paper-money people's sons, or the fathers of those sons;
and, whether they were Jews or not, seemed to be !ittl
lllatter with this all-subduing passion of love. But, the
~mal1 gentry had no resource. While the war lasted,
glOrious war', there had been a resource; but now, alas!
not only was there no war, but there was no hope of
War. There was no place for them in the army, church,
navy, customs, excise, pension-list, or anywhere else.
~ these were now wanted by 'their betters'. A stockJobber's family would not look at such pennyless things.
So that while they had been the active, the zealous, the
efficient instrwnents, in compelling the working classes
to submit to half-starvation, they had, at any rate, b en
brought to the most abject ruin themselves. I should not
have minded this sweeping away of the little old aristocracy, if a worse had not come in its place, which invariably looked upon every labourer as a thief.
[Once], at Up-Stre t, [near Canterbury], I wa~ struck
With the words written upon a board which was fasten d
upon a pole, which pole was standing in a garden near a
neat little box of a house. The words were tllese: 'Paradise Place. Spring guns and steel traps are set here'. A
pretty idea it gave of Paradise to know that spring guns
and steel traps were set in it! This was doubtless some
s.tock-jobber's place; for, in the first place, the nam was
hkely to have been selected by one of that crew; and, in
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the next place, whenever any of them went to the country, they looked upon it that they were to begin a sort
of warfare against everything around them.
Some were ready to cry, and I knew one that did actually cry to a farmer (his tenant) in 1822. The tenant ha~
told him, that 'Mr Cobbett had been right about tlllS
matter [of the funds]'. 'What!' exclaimed he, 'I hope
you do not read Cobbett! He will ruin you, and he would
ruin us all. He would introduce anarchy, confusion, and
the destruction of property!' Oh, no Jolterhead! There
was no destruction of property. Matter, the philosophers
say, is indestructible. It was [only] all easily transferable,
as [became] well known to the base jolterheads.
[In these days, too], Wens devoured market towns and
villages; and shops devoured markets and fairs; and this,
too, to the infinite injury of the most numerouS classes
of the people. All was looked for at shops: all was to be
had by trafficking: scarcely anyone thought of providing
for his own wants out of his own land and out of his own
dom stic mans. To buy the thing, ready made, was the
taste of the day: thousands, who were housekeepers,
bought their dinners ready cooked: nothing was so common as to rent breasts for children to suck: a man actually advertised, in the London papers, to supply childless
husbands with heirs I In this case, the articles were, of
course, to be ready made.
Shopkeeping, merely as shop keeping, is injurioUS to
any community. The shop must be paid for; the shopkeeper must be kept; and the one must be paid for and
the other must be kept by the consumer of the produce.
When fair were very fr quent, shops were not n eded.
A manufacturer of shoes, of'stockings, of hats, of almost
anything that man wanted, could manufa ture at home
in an obscure hamlet, with ch ap house-rent, good air,
and pI nty of room. H needed pay no heavy r nt for
[
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shop: and no disadvantag s [rom confin d situation: and,
then, by attenrling three or four or five or six fair in a
year, he sold the work of hi hands, unloaded with a heavy
expen e attending the keeping of a shop. Could not everyone see, in a minute, how this exchanging of fairs and
markets for shops created idlers and traffickers; created
those locusts, called middle-men, who added to the value
of nothing, who improved nothing, but who lived well
out of the labour of the producer and the consumer.
There was that numerous sect, the Quakers, engendered by the Jewi h system of u ury. Till excises and }
loan-mongering began, these vermin were never heard
of in England . They seemed to have been hatched by that
fraudulent system, as maggots are bred by putrid meat.
~ II they talked about was dealing; and the government,
In place of making laws that should have put them in the
stocks, really seemed anxious to encourage them. But,
everything tended the same way: all the regulations, all
the laws that were adopted, had a tendency to give
encouragement to the trickster and the trafficker.
There was something new in the manner and shape of
manufacturing. Formerly the business was carried on in
all parts of the COWl try : now j t had been so managed; the
taxing and paper-money system had crea~ed such a mass
of monopolies; had drawn the wealth of the country into
such great heaps, as to cause the manufacturing workpeople to be co11ected into enormous masses, and that,
too, in those pFlrts of the country least productive of food.
This was a most unnatural state of things; it robb d the
land of all that which would have been earned by the
Wives and the small children of the agricultural labourers ;
and, in case of any fluctuations in the manufacturing
bu iJ~ess, all the horrors attendant upon ruin and poverty
[ Were to] be witnessed, in the parts of the country in
which great numbers of people were collect d together.
N
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For years I had been endeavouring to call the att ntion
of the country to this great evil. I stood alone; and was,
indeed, opposed by the whole 01 the press, and by every
speech that I ever heard of, that ever uttered a word upon
the subject.
The editor of the 'Morning Chronicle', [Dr Black,]
invariably advised [the farming labourers] to go North,
and there to become manufacturers. That was, according
to him, the only possible way of obtaining for themselves
and their families a suffiCiency of food. He had, indeed,
suggested another mode of lessening their wants: namely,
that ot abstaining from breeding, which mode, if it had
been recommended to people of threescore years and
ten, might have had some chance of success; but, as th
recommendation had addressed itself to bouncing girls
of eighteen or twenty, with the blood ready to burst
through their skins, and to young fellows that valued life
itself only because it afforded them the gratification of
their tastes and passions, the recommendation dropped
dead.
The truth was, that these men were mere writers: they
were writers by trade: they understood that trad pretty
well; but, they knew nothing of the real situation of the
people of this or of any other country. Such men knew
a great deal about words, but, what the devil could they
know of men or of things; they were extremely enlightened; but they had no knowledge. Hence all thi stupid
stuff in praise of manufacturing establishments: hence all
their exaltations at the prosperity of Manchester and
Paisley: henc all their everlasting clamour in praise of
paper money.
The villages down [the] Valley of the Avon, [near
Salisbury,] and, indeed, it was the same in almost every
part of the country, used to have great employment for
the women and hildren in the carding and spinning of
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wool for the making of broad-cloth. It was now wholly
gone; and this made a vast change in the condition of the
people, and in the state of property and of manners and
morals. In IBr6, I had written and published a 'Letter
th t.he Luddites' ,2 the object of which had been to combat
t elr hostility to the use of machinery. The argument I
th re had made use of were general. I had taken the
matter in the abstract. The principles had all been correct
enough; but their application could not be universal; and,
We had a case here before us, which, in my opinion,
showed, that the mechanic inventions, pushed to the extent that they were, were productive of great calamity
t~ this country. The greater part ot manufactul'ing con~Is~ed of clothing and bedding. Now, if by using a mah1D~, we could get our coat with less labour than we
got It before, the machine was a desirable thing. But,
then, mind, we had to have the machine at home and
~e ourselves had to have the profit of it; if it was worked
. y ~ther hands; if other persons had the profit of it; and
~f, 1D consequence of the existence of the machine, we
ad hands at home, who had nothing to do, and whom
we had to keep, t~en the machine was an injury to us,
however advantageous it might have been to those who
Used it, and whatever traffic it might occasion with
foreign states.
[Not all] manufacturing was like that of cottons, a mere
gambling concern, making Baronets to-day and Bankrupts
to-morrow, and making those who did the work slaves.
In many] there were no masses of people, called together
y ~ bell, and 'kept to it' by a driver: no 'patriots', who,
while they kept Englishmen to it by fines, and almost by
the scourge, in a heat of 84 degrees, were petitioning
the Parliament to give freedom to the South Americans,
who, as these 'patriots' had been informed, used a great
qUantity of cottons! A considerable part of the decay and

h
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misery of [the country side] was owing to the use of
machinery and to the monopolizing; to that system of
gamb ling and fictitious money, which conveyed property
from the hands of the many into the hands of the few.
[And worst of all] how many greedy gambling [people]
were there in England; not only in and about the Wen
[of London]; but in ev ry ountry town, in every village
you found them, [eager] to gamble in Funds or shares of
some sort or other; and who could not sit with you five
minutes without your hearing some of their slang about
fives and fours and threes and consols and r due ds and
India and Greek and so on. A woman asked me my opinion
one day, about investing, a she call d it, some money
that she had. I made free, as to giving men advice, noW
and then; but, experience had taught me to be very careful how I presumed in thi way, with petticoat speculators. Being pressed, however, with some degree of
earnestness, 1 advised the getting rid of all the s · curitics
of every sort, and took an opportunity of howing, very
c learly, as I thought, ho.w much more secure, as well as
mor honourable, the possession of land or house, or
security on land or house, would be than the posse sion
of a thing that might become of no value at all to-morroW;
adding some observations on the lowness, the meanness,
the filthiness of these sort of usurious trans a tions, appealing, by a side wind, to her religion. In short, I, before I
concluded, had made, as I thought, 'great impression up~n
her mind, if I had not already convert d her. After thlS,
a short pause nsued, while we w re looking out of the
window, and I was admiring som very pretty rose tr C •
And she, all at once, as if I had never said a word to her
on the subject of funds and bond, a ked me, with great
see ming carne tness: 'Mr Cobb tt, what do you think
of Columbians?'
I knew what I thought of her, though I did not ten
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that she was a nasty, gambling, grovelIng, mercenary, sordid, merciless devil in petticoats,
wh? did not care jf the whole people of the village in
which she Jived, perished of lmnger, provided the cau e
of that perishing were also the cause of making her gain
il f, w additional pounds a year. Were it not for the sy _
tem that created them, there could be no such wretches
who, being too lazy to work, wished to make fortune
OUt of the sweat; and, if necessary, the blood of the
people; and who, therefore, might b , with ju tice,
called muckworms. But, thi was no justification of th
Wretches themselves; the system merely pre ented the
te~lPtation; that was the greater crime of the two, certalnly; but the wretches who yielded to the temptation
Wel'C crjminal also.
[Whenever IJ sallied forth to see the farmers, to view
the state of the crops, and to philosophize, unchok d by
smoke and unstunned by the rattle of the infernal coache
and drays, [I met evidences of change]. I went, [one of
these times,] to a sale at a farm, which the farmer was
guitting. Her T had a view of what had long been gojng
on all over the country. The farm, which belonged to
Christ's Hospital, had been held by a man by thc nam
of Charring ton , in whose family the lea e had been a
great number of years. The house was hidden by tree.
It stood in the weald of Surrey, close by the River .Mole,
Which was here a merc rivulet, though just below this
house the rivulet supplied thc very pretti st flour mill I
eVer saw in my life.
Everything about this farm-house was formerly the
Scene of plain manneJ's and plentiful living. Oak lothcchests, oak bedsteads, oak chest of draweJ's, and oak
~a?'es to eat on, long, strong, and well supplied with
Jomt stools. Some of the things w re many 11lmdreds of
years old . But a/J appeared to be in a state of de ay and
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nearly of disuse. There appeared to have b en hardly a~y
family in that house, where formally there had been, In
all probability, from ten to teen men, boys, and maids:
and, which was the worst of all, there was a parlour!
Aye, and a carpet and bell-pull too! One end of the front
of this once plain and substantial house had been moulded
into a 'parlour'; and there was a mahogany table, and
the fine chairs, and the fine glass, and all as bare-faced
upstart as any stock-jobber in the kingdom could boast
of. And I daresay it had been' Squire Charrington and the
Miss Charringtons; and not plain Master Charrington and
his son Hodge and his daughter Betty Charrington, all of
whom the accursed system had, in all likelihood, transmuted into a species of mock gentlefolk.
This 'Squire Charrington's father used, I daresay, to
sit at the head of the oak table along with his men, say
a grace to them, and cut up the meat and the pudding.
He might have taken a cup of strong beer to himself,
when they had none; but, that was pretty nearly all the
di fference in their manner of living. 0 that all lived well.
But, the 'Squire had many wine-decanters and wineglasses and a 'dinner-set', and a 'breakfast-set', and
'dessert lqUves'; and these implied carryings-on and a consumption that must of necessity have greatly robbed the
long oak table. That long table could not share in tl~e
work of the decanters and the dinner-set. Therefore, It
became almost untenanted; and the labourers retreated
to hovels, called cottages; and, instead of board and
lodging, they got money; so little of it as would eI1;abl e
the employ r to drink wine; but, then, that h might
not reduce them to quite starvation, they were enabled to
come to him in the King's name, and demand food as
paupers.
I could not quit this farm-house without reflecting on
th thousands of scores of bacon and thousands of bll h Is
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of bread that had been eaten from the long oak table
which, I said to myself, is now perhaps, going, at least,
to the bottom of some bridge that some stock-jobber will
~tick up over an artificial river, in his cockney-garden.
By - , it shan't', said I, almost in a real passion: and
so r requested a friend to buy it for me, and kept it for
the good it had done in the world. When the old farmhouses were down, what a miserable thing [forJ the country! Those that were erected were mere painted shells,
With a Mistress within, who was stuck up in a place which
she called a parlour, with, if she had children, the 'young
ladies and gentlemen' about her: some showy chairs and
a sofa (a sifa by aU means): half a dozen prints in gilt
&ames hanging up: some swinging book-shelves with
novels and tracts upon them: a dinner brought in by a
girl that was perhaps better 'educated' than she: two or
three nicknacks to eat instead of a piece of bacon and a
PUdding: the house too neat for a dirty-shoed carter to
be allowed to come into; and everything proclaiming to
every sensible beholder, that there was a constant anxiety
to make a show not warranted by the reality. The children
(which was the worst part of it) were all too clever to
work: they were all to be gentlifolks. Go to plough! Good
God! What, 'young gentlemen' go to plough! They became clerks, or some skimmy-dish thing or other. What
misery was all this 1
Strange were the workings of Peel 's Bill [among such
ll1en; it leftJ no v stige of the fine spirit that had been
floating about in [earlierJ years. The yeomanry cavalry we
never hard mentioned, except cited as the cause of
heavy expense. Th bang, bang from their pistols, and
the rattle of the feet of their horses, that charming music,
really appeared to be gone forever. No paradings in parks;
no dinnering and toastings at taverns, or at Lord's
houses; no vot s of thanks and ~tupid orr spond nee in
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lh new papers, b etween troops and th ir ommanders ;
no boastings about gallant exploits in sallies on old women
and boys. All was gone; and the rusty sword, the furredi
up pistol, and helmet cap, and uniform jacket were al
thrown aside. They did not hang th se up noW in the
' parlour' for verybody to see them: they hung them up
in thei r b drooms, or in a cock Ioft ; and when they J)1 t
th ir eye, they looked at them as a bridegroom does at a
girl that the overseers are ·about to compel him to marry·
When any of them complained of those acts of the
Governm nt which stripped them , [ they should have
recollected] their own base and mali gnant onduct towards those persecuted reformers, who, if they had. not
been uppressed by these very yeom n, would have put
an nd to the cause of that ruin of which these yeomen
now omplained. [They should have remember d] t~e
toOl ts which they had drunk in anti-jacobin times ; theIr
base and insulting exultations of the 16th of August a~
Manchester;3 their cowardly abuse of the men, who ha
been endeavouring to free th ir country trom that
horribl scourg which they themselves now felt.
[It was] the sound and consistent and faithful Peel.
[He] brought in [his] Bill, to 'restor the currency of our
anc tors' ! Tl1e Parliam nt wa delighted, the d.runkard~
and glutton of th city were charmed, the old debauche
annuitants were bewitched by this fin young man who
was giving th m gold instead of Aimsy pap r.
In spite of all this, however, the tupi d hogs of landlords soon found that th ir estates w re slipping fron~
un ler th m . Th y had looked upon their bui ldings a~
their stock as being worth, from time to time, certaIn
sums ; but, whenever they cam to the sale, they alway~
found th mselves dec ived; they found their fortunes an
th ' ir possessions diminish ,d. No man, how vel' car (ul,
and of how s lid a nature so v' r his means, kJl w what
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he would be wortl1 [one] day month. One conVlJI ion
ended only to make way for another; one c1as of th
cOmOltmity was crushed [one] three months ; another
next three months; a general and terrible convulsion was
always threatening. To pay the interest of [the] Debt in
gold, of the full weight and fineness, was impossible; that
was, without taking away the estates of the present possessors, and transferring them directly or indirectly to
those who owned the securities on the debt.
The world never beheld a triumph more complete and
lllore honourable than that which time and events awarded me. In the city of Bath, the people, amidst the crash
of Banks, shouted in the streets, 'COBBETT IS RIGHT!
COBBETT IS A TRUE PROPHET!' It was my anxious
';ish to put a stop to the fatal progress of hideous revolutIon. I was wen aware that it was no easy task to effect
an object like this. No small part of every twenty-four
hours, whether on sea or on land, on my pillow, in my
garden, on my horse, or on my feet, was spent in thinking
of the means necessary, when the danger should have
become clear to all eyes, to the rescuing of England from
the natural and inevitable consequences of all-corrupting,
all-enfeebling, aU-degrading curse of paper money.
The measures I proposed, subverted nothing that was
acknowledged by the laws and constitution of England;
tended no t to pull down, but to uphold, the government
of King, Lords, and Commons; took away no lawful privilege or immunity; tended to destroy no lawful establish11lent; and they would have restored a fixedness as to
p.roperty, and that harmony and good will between the
rIch and the poor, which had so long been banished from
the land.
It, however, pleased God to [give me] numerous faithful friends and adherents, and constantly to give me that
which was, p rhaps, the best sort of vengeance, namely.
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a onstant fulfilment of my prediction , and most severe
punishments inflicted upon those who despised those
predictions. 1 had that species of vengeance, wruch truth
always, at last, gains over falsehood.
[One of my adherents was Sir Thomas Beevor, of
Hargham Hall in Norfolk. H published the opinion that]'
'with regard to the present calamity, notrung was so likely
to effect the purposes (of preventing the ruin that must
fan upon trade, manufactures, and commerce) as the
placing of Mr Cobbett in the Common's House of Parliament' ; [and to this end he collected the necessary funds.
or the attempt,] I hesitated some time between Westminster and Preston; yet when I think of the excellent
people of the North, T can feel sorrow at nothing that
tended to take me into their country. I went to the North
a total stranger as to person. J had no friends. Yet, on
my first entrance into Preston, J was met and accompanied by, at least, ten thousand people, and was received
with marks of attention and re pect surpassing those ever
shown to any oth l' man.
[The election failed, and] calurninators of mine began
to omfort themselves with the thought that I was a 'poor
Old Man' ; and that I could not possibly last long. It was
an. 'old man', recollect, who could travel five hundred
mil s, make spe ches of half an hour long twice a day
for a month; put down the saucy, the rich, the tyrannical;
that could b jostled out of his majority at an election;
and that could return towards his home through forty
miles of huzzas from the lips of a hundred and fifty thoUsand people.
What of thos landed gentlemen, who admired, who
applauded the spirit of Sir Thomas Beevor, and yet were
not found at his back. Weare to think not that they were
corrupt, but we are to think of them as of men tramm 11 .d by an a ursed syst m, that took from the mind
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every spark of conscious dignity, and that made him that
houid have been the lord truckle to him that should have
b~en the lackey. It was impossible to look, without indignation, at the group who wielded the destinies of England; who, amidst a mass of blunders that covered a
country with misery, sat, perked up like schoolmasters
and their ushers, while the owners of the soU, the natural
magistrates of the country, ~he guardians of its happine s
and its honour, stood before them I ike a set of schoolboys,
silently listening to their pompous imbecility, and patiently waiting for their fate at their hands.
[During these years, 1 made, at Kensington,] a nursery
ground, which had been, for the greater part, a rough
and SOur meadow in 1823. [By 1827,] on about four acres
of land, disposed in about four hundred and fifty beds,
there stood, more than a million of seedling forest trees,
and shrubs, and about three thousand young apple tre s.
~ et, as if this place were insufficient to provide occupatIon for my leisure hours, 1 had another nursery ground
~n the Surrey side of the Thames, which also was a walledm plot. There, 1 made experiments. There, too, 1 was
as safe from the world as a monk of Latrapp . I positively
shut all out, except the gardeners and one gardener's
wife, who kept the key of the door. 1 did this, not for the
sake of secrecy; but because I would be certain of being
uninterrupted when 1 was in that place. [I got in time] at
Barn Elm , a farm of nearly a hundred acres, the richest
land I believe in this whole world, except those marsh
which bring diseases along with their riches. My farm
Was taken care of by my only llrviving brother, who had
been either gardener or farmer all his life time. He, from
the fruit of Ius own labour, raised a family of ten able
children, who brought him a score of grandchildren.
I nev r could go out 'to take a walk' in th whole
OUrse of my life; nor to tak a ride: th re had to he
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something to mak me take either one or the oth r, and,
though it would be pretty difficult to make me lie abed
late in the morning, without actually tying me down
with ropes, T might, I daresay, have degenerated in time
into that di graceful thing called a sluggard, ifI [had not
had my workJ to call me out into the gardens or the
fields.
I derived the greatest of pleasures from the reflection,
that I caused millions of tre s and shrubs to be planted
in ngland, that would nev l' have been planted in England, for ag s yet to come, had it not be n for me. [Years
later, when in Scotland, I saw in an orchardJ some
American [appleJ trees, sent by me, which were beginning to bear. 'Cast your bread upon the waters', says the
precept, 'and have patience to wait to see it return.' I
had sent from England to Long Island [forJ some cuttings
of app le tree ; they had come to me at Kensington; Mr
M'Gavin, at Hamilton (four hundred miles from Kensington), had got some of the cuttings after they came
from Long 1. land; he had put some of them upon some
of the branches of his tr es: and he showed me a bough
which had proceeded from this cutting, from which he
had gathered fOl·ty pounds weight of fine apple ! What
a deal I did in my lifetime to produce real and solid good
to my country! and how different was the tendency of
my pursuits to that of the pur uits of the noisy, canting,
jawing, popularity-hunting, newspaper-puffing fellows!
[In ]Lme, 1829, I began to publish my famous 'Advice
to Young M n'.J The work was int nd d to contain
twelve Numbers, and th price of ea h Number wa ixpence. So that, for six hillings, expended in one year
of his life, any youth or young man might acqUire that
knowledge, which would enable him to pass the rest of
his life with a littl e as possibl of thos troubles and
incon eni nces which arise from want of being warned
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of danger in time. At any rate, I, who had pa sed safely
tJu'ough as many dangers as any man that ever lived, gave
my young countrymen the means of acquiring all the
knowledge which my experience had given me.
[As the agitation for Reform began to grow again, I
began to lecture, first in London, and then about the
cOuntry.J5 I gave above one hundred and fifty in number,
one or more in every considerable town in twenty-one
of the cotmties of England, during two journeys of about
three thousand miles, and an between December J 829
and July 1830. If you could have heard one of these , you
co uld not wonder that the nation was roused, that all
spoke a one man, and that we now have that Reform
which the nation owes to those lectures more than to all
other causes put together. I cannot lay down my pen here
without expressing my gratitude to the public who gave
me their cowltenance at the first lecture [ in London].
The assembly was, in numbers and of a character, so far
beyond my expectation, that, for the fir t time in my
life I felt my voice falter; for which, however, J was not
Sorry; for it would have been a haOle indeed, if, under
the then circumstances, I had discovered a want of sensibility. I had only just arrived from Barn Elm; r had no
idea of meeting more than three or four hundred friends;
and, ther fore, when all of a sudden, I found myself before such an audience, the twenty years of calunmies on
me, my long and cruel persecutions, the merciless and
degrading and ruinous imprisonment, the exile, the
bonds, my sufferings of all sorts, only for inculcating the
very principles which T was then about to enforce, all
th se rushed into my mind in a moment; and seeing in
thi audience my just countrymen assembled, to wipe
away the thousands of indignities that had been heaped
upon me, I was overpowered with feelings of joy, of just
pride, and of gratitude.
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y th year 1830,J as the working people went on
getting poorer and poorer, they became more and
more immoral, in innumerable instances men
committed crimes for the purpose of getting into jail;
because the felons in jail wer~ better fed and better clad
than the honest working people. As the working people
became poor, the laws relating to them were made more
and more severe; and the Poor-Law, that famous law of
Elizabeth, which was the greatest glory of England for
ages, had by degrees been so much mutilated and nullified, that, at last, it was so far from being a protection
for the working people, that it had, by its perversions,
been made the means of redUCing them to a state of
wretchedness not to be described. The sole food of the
greater part of them had been, for many years, bread, or
potatoes, and not half enough of these. They had eaten
sheep or cattle that had died from illness; children had
been seen stealing food out of hog-troughs; men were
found dead, [inJ May [of that] year, lying under a hedge,
and when opened by the surgeons nothing but sour sorrel
was found in their stomachs. The spot on which these
poor creatures expired was surrounded with villas of
Jews, and fund-jobbers, living in luxury, and in the midst
of pleasure-gardens, all the means of which living theY'
had deriv d from the burden laid on the working peopl
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Be ides suffering from want, the working people were
made to endure insults and indignities such as even Negroes were never exposed to. They were harnessed like
horses or asses and made to draw carts and wagons; they
were shut up in pounds made to hold stray cattle; they
were made to work with bells round their necks; and
they had drivers set over them, just as if they had been
galley slaves; they were sold by auction for certain times,
as the Negroes were sold in the West Indies; the married
men were kept separated from their wives, by force, to
prevent them from breeding; and, in short, no httman
beings were ever before treated so unjustly, with so much
. insolence, and with such damnable barbarity, as the working people of England had been. Such were the fruits of
public debts and funds! Without them, this industrious
and moral and brave nation never could have been
brought into this degraded state.
[For some years,] I had seen the cause of Reform fast
gaining ground; but, it was not until the month of
October, 1830, when the chopsticks set about the work,
that I really expected it to come in any reasonable time.
Every event must have a beginning; and the greatest
eVents have frequently had their beginnings in trifling
causes. I had often used to tell [my] friends, in Long
Island and at New York, that no change would ever take
place, unless it were begun amongst the hedgers and
ditchers and the ploughmen and the thrashers; how often
had I told them that people were not formidable when
assembled together in great towns. What, then, was it
not the meetings and petitions of the great towns that
produced Parliamentary Reform? They did good, particularly by their speeches they brought forth, but, the
great and efficient cause was, the movements of the chopsticks. J had had my eye upon all the movements of the
great bodies. I had, in the two preceding years, be 11
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ngLand; [but, untill found] the vorking people in almost
all of the counties of England in a state of commotion
[my hopes did not grow fixed] .
All across the South, from Kent to Cornwall, and from
Sussex to Lincolnshire, the commotion extended. It began by the labourers in Kent entering the buildings of the
great farmers and breaking their thrashing machines; for,
please to observe, one effect of heavy taxation was the
invention of machinery. The farmer or manufacturer was
so pressed for money by the government, that he resorted
to all possible means of saving the expense of labour; and
as machines would work cheaper than men, the machines
were preferred. The labourers saw, at any rate, that the
thrashing machines robbed them of the wages that they
should have received. They, therefore, began by demolishing th se machines. This was a crime; the magiStrates and jailers were ready with punishments; soldiers,
well fed and well clothed out of the taxes, were ready to
shoot or cut down the oft nders. Unable to resist these
united fore s, the labourers resorted to the use of fire,
secretly put to the barns and stacks of those who had ·the
machines, or whom th y deemed the cause of their poverty and misery. The mischief and alarm that they caused
by thi means were beyond all calculation. They went in
bands of from 100 to 1,000, and summoned the farmers
to com forth, and th n they demanded that they should
agree to pay them such wages as they thought right.
The farmers, in their defence, said that they could not
pay the wages, that wer demand d, b cau e they had so
much to pay in rent, taxes, and in tithes. The labourers,
therefore, in many instances, went to the parsons; and
in one pari h " in Sussex, they ordered the collector of
the taxes not to take the money out of the parish, as it
was, they said, wanted ther . These proceedings would
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The military forces, backed by all the great farmers, the
land-owners, and especially the parsons, would have subdued these half-starved machine-breakers; but the Fires!
No power on earth could have prevented them, if the
millions of labourers resolved to resort to them.
The fires, after spreading westward along the county
of Kent, soon stretched through Sussex, and thence
through Hampshire, Wiltshire, Dorsetshire, Berkshire,
and all the most fertile corn-growing cotmties. A SpeCial
COmmiSSion, sent into the West and Southwest, transported about four hundred men, and left a fearful number
for execution. This mass of punishment .did not, however,
destroy the effects of these risings of the labourers. The
trials, the publications making observations of the trials,
the endless discussions, in all shapes and sizes, relative to
the poor-laws; and, I may say, my 'Protestant Reformation' and 'Poor Man's Friend', made the Swine men, these
thrashers, hedgers, ditchers, plough-men, mowers, and
reapers understand [a great deal].
Such was the state of England. Here you saw a people,
inhabiting the most productive land in the world, a people
to whom God had given a large portion of all his choicest
blessings, safety from foreign foes, climate, soil, mines,
Woods, downs, flocks and herds, and, above all, industIY
perfectly unparalleled; a people, too, whose forefathers
gave them the best laws that ever existed in the world;
~ere you saw this people, who were famed for their willIng obedience to the laws, and whose forefathers had
Scorned the thought of maintaining even a Single soldier
except in case of war; here you saw this people, whose
laws said that no man should be taxed without his own
consent; first reduced to a state of half-starvation; next
~etting the laws at defiance; and then attacked by a standIng army sent against them to capture them and put them
o
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in prison. Such were the effects of heavy taxes, and particularly when raised for the purpose of upholding a funding system, which was a system of usury and monopoly
added to that of grinding taxation.
[I was accused by the Government of being engaged
in inciting these labourers in their work of destruction,
and 1 was indicted by the Whigs.] According to our laws
and usages, a man by whom a woman is in a family way
is, in certain cases, compelled to marry her, and then he
is said to be led to the church by a halter. Yet he, when
in the church, promises and vows that he will love and
cherish the bride to the end of their days! Just such a
marriage took plac("'. between the Whig-Ministry and Reform; 1 had very kindly, [by my activities] , furnished the
halter for the happy occasion: and they showed their
gratitude by this prosecution.
When the news of this indictment was brought to my
house in Bolt Court, by a reporter of 'The Star' newspaper, about eight 0' clock in the evening, and when the
servant carne up and told me of it, after I was in bed, I
prayed to God to protect me, turned myself round, and
fell fast asleep. The next morning I went home to Kensington, and set down with my family whom 1 found at
breakfast; the whole group heard my resolution with
delight. They had made up their minds to the same thing
before my arrival. Not a tear, not a Sigh, not ~ sorrowful
look did this dreadful menace produce, if I except one
little mark of anxiety which discovered itself in my wife
on the morning of the trial. She had got me a pair of new
silk stockings to wear on that day; and when I put them
on, 1 found them too short, and spoke rather hastily about
it, whereupon she made a little bit of a cry. As to my
two sons John and James, it would have been worth years
of imprisonment to witness their conduct. They instantly
set to work to prepare the defence, as soon as we found
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that the W:higs were in real earnest; my son John undertook the preparing my case, assisted by his brother in the
e;erungs, the latter being engaged in the daytime with
hIS master in town.
. On the day of my trial,l [the 7th of July 183 I], I, havlhg had seven hours sound, unbroken sleep, got up at
four 0' clock, went into the garden and gave instructions
for the day, came off for Bolt Court at six, arrived there
[and] found breakfast ready for me and a good many
friends; and now, mind, ate about half a pound of good
fat leg of mutton, roasted the day before, ate no bread
or anything else with it, and no salt, and never drank
one drop of anything that whole day until after the conclusion at my speech, when I drank two stone bottles of
milk, out of a horn, given me [the] summer [before] by
a pretty little American lady, the wife of Mr Cooke, the
portrait painter.
When I went into the Court, which was about ten
minutes before the Judge entered it, I found the whole
of the Court crowded in every part, so as to find great
difficulty in getting in; and indeed, a body of doorkeepers
made a desperate effort to keep out my three sons and
three other gentlemen who accompaniedme. Themoment
I entered, there was a great and general clapping and
cheering for some time. When I got to my station I, in
order to produce silence, turned round, and, addressing
~yself to the audience, said, 'Be patient, gentlemen, for,
If truth prevail, we shall beat them.' Soon after this the
Chief-Justice entered the court and took his seat. Soon
after him, came in the Attorney-General; and he, in
?perung his address to the Jury, told them that I had come
lhto Court with a great mob at my heels; and, that a
Shouting had taken place, which showed the spirit in
which the defence was to be conducted. Thi was an
abominable falsehood. I had come from Kensington in a
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taken into the carriage Sir Thomas Beevor, Mr Palmer,
Mr BlOtmt, and my attorney, Mr Edward Faithful, of
Staple's Inn, and one of my sons rode on the box with
the coachman.
I had forced the [Whig Ministers] to come by subpoena ;
and I intended to question them everyone, if the Judge
permitted me, with regard to the grounds on which they
had advised his Majesty [to proceed in the agricultural
commotion]. For this purpose, I brought together, to sit
upon the bench in tront ot me, Lords Grey, Brougham,
Melbourne, Durham, Goderich, and Palmerston. There
they sat, ranged in a row, to hear my defence; and" there
sat between two and three thousand intelligent men to
witness the scene. From every county in England, I believe, some one man or more was present. Well might
I say that it was a day of joy to me 1 it was a reward going
ten thousand times beyond all that I had ever merited.
[The cry for Reform reached its loudest at this time.
Its history and its success are now well known. I might
say, that] if the Lords had been wise [then, and were
wise now], they would see, that their danger arises from
the very class that sets up an outcry against the Radicals.
The further men are removed from them, the less envy
they have of them; that it was not the artisan and the
labourer that looked with an eye of envy on the Lord's
town-house, and on his country-mansion and park; but
the money-monger in the town, and the great swelled-up
bull-frog farmer in the country. I have known for many
years, and have been a strict observer of all classes of
men in this country; and I never heard amongst common
tradesmen, little farmers, artisans or labourers, anything
indicating a wish to see the nobility pulled down; but,
amongst those; amongst the parvellUS, as the French call
them, I have seen one portion aiming at getting to the
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height of the nobility, and have seen those who despair

o~ eVer doing that, always trying to pull them down. Th

LIberals, or those that the French call Doctrinaires, a race,
whom I hate (oh God, how I hate them!) were always
talking in the same strain j one of their sayings being,
'that men are not born legislators'. Why to be sure they
are not: but that is not the question: the question is,
Whether [our institutions] be, taking the defects along
with the advantages, for the good of the people amongst
Whom they exist?
The working people, the common tradesmen, and the
farmers, had, [and have,] none of the envies that bother
the brains of this monied tribe: the change that they wanted was a change from bad living to good living: a single
thought about the change of the constituent parts of the
state, never, even by accident, came athwart their minds :
they took the country as they found it j and if they had
had the means of leading those happy lives, to which their
Virtues and their industry entitled them, I would have
defied all thefeelosifers and liberals that the devil ever sent
upon the earth, to have persuaded them that there ought
not to be Lords, or that th re ought to be any change at
all in the government.
So early as June, 1803, I had begun to predict that this
nation must be brought to ruin, if [the] system of squandering were persevered in. I was actuated by no party or
factious motives: I never was j and am not now, any more
than I was then. I never in my life did that which ought
to offend any nobleman or person in authority, unless I
had been ill-treated by that person. J never showed any
mark of disrespect to any person of rank or station. I
never was amongst those who ridiculed titles of nobility;
not that I thought persons in that station wiser or better
than men in general; but because long experience had
shown to this nation, that the greatest degree of freedom
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and of happiness, of which communities were capable,
had been enjoyed, and for centuries too, under a government, in which hereditary honours and hereditary rights
had formed so large a part.
I had had too much opportunity of studying men and
things to be led astray by any wild theories about liberty.
I knew, that there must be a government, and that there
must be law, without which there could be no such thing
as property, nor any safety even for our own persons. 1
wanted to see no innovation in England. All I wished and
all I strove for, was the Constitution of England, undefiled by corruption.
It had always been my wish, that the institutions of
England and her fundamental laws should remain unchanged. There was so much of good in the institutions
which we had inherited from our fathers, that I always
looked at any change in them with great apprehension.
But, with regard to the innovations in these institutions ;
with regard to the monstrous encroachments of the aristocracy and the usurers, within the last fifty years especially, it was impossible for me not to wish for a change.
It was impossible for me to look at the new treason laws,
new felony laws, Bourb<;>n-police laws, laws violating the
compact between the people and the clergy, new and
multiplied laws hostile to the freedom of the press, hundreds of acts of parliament, subjecting men's persons and
property to be disposed of, to a certain extent, without
trial by jury; the monstrous partiality in taxation; a
standing army in time of peace, greater than was ever
before needed in time of war; new crimes in abundance,
created by act of Parliament; new punishments for old
crimes; employment of spies justified in the Houses of
Parliament; or, at least, no punishment inflicted on anyone for being aspy, or for haVing employed spi s.
It was impossible for me to behold these things, and
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encroachments, and to bring my country back to something like the government that had existed when r was
born. I was in hopes that the 'Reformed Parliament'
would, at once, set to work to sweep away these innovations. [As events turned out], not only did it not do this,
but it set itself to work to add to them in number, and
to enlarge those that a I ready existed.
[Near the end of 1832, I visited the North and Scotland,
and was] upon the most interesting [spots] of earth that
I. eVer set foot upon in the course of my long and rambling
life. It is hard to say which part of [England] is the most
valuable gift of God; but everyone must see how perverse
and injurious it is to endeavour to produce in the one
that which nature has intended to confine to the other.
[In the North, there were] unnatural efforts made to ape
the farming of Norfolk and Suffolk; it was only playing at
farming, as stupid and 'loyal' parents used to set their
children to play at soldiers during the last war. It was a
1l10st lamentable thing that the paper-money price of corn
tempted so many men to break up [their] fine pastures;
the turf thus destroyed could not be restored, probably
in a whole century; the land did not yield a clear profit,
anything like what it would have yielded as pasture; and
thus was destroyed the goose with the golden eggs. The
accursed paper money caused even the fruitful qualities
of the earth to be anticipated, and thus was the soil made
worth less than it was before the accursed invention
appeared!
[In Scotland, it was] very fine: cornfields, woods, pastures, villages; a church every four miles, or thereabouts;
cows and sheep beautiful; oak trees, though none very
~arge; and, in short, a fertile and beautiful country, wantIng only the gardens and vine-covered cottages that so
beautify the South and West. All the buildings were of
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stone. Here were coal-works and railways every now and
then. The farms were all large; and the people who
worked on them either lived in the farm-house, or in the
buildings appertaining to the farm-house; and they were
wen fed, and had no temptation to acts like those which
sprang up out of the ill-treatment of the labourers in the
outh. Such stack-yards, and such a total absence of
dwelling-houses, as never were before seen in any country. You very frequently saw more than a hundred stacks
in one yard; all built in the neatest manner; thatched
extremely well, the thatch bound down by exterior
bands, spars not being in use owing to the scarcity of
wood. In some of these yards the thrashing machine was
worked by horses, but in the greater part by steam; and
where the coals were at a distance, by wind and water;
so that in this country of the finest land that ever was
seen, aU the elements seemed to have been pressed into
the amiable service of sweeping the people from the face
of the earth, in order that the whole amount of the produce might go into the hands of a small number of {>ersons, that they might squander it at London, at Paris} or
at Rome. A man who had lived here all his lifetime, could
form lilO judgement at all with regard to the situation,
the wants, and the treatment of the working people in
the counties of the South. Yet Scott Eldon and Dr Black
used to prate away about the poor-rates not being excessive in the North. A man who had been paid as a statesman for pretty nearly fifty years, and another who had
been a professed enlightener of the people for twenty
years, ought to have known that there was no such thing
as a vi]]age purely agricultural to the north of Leeds,
while the southern, eastern, and western counties consist d of very littl lse. Such men ought to have known
this; but they did not know it, therefore, they spread
about error.
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[I was shown much of manufacturing during my journey.] I never liked to see machines, lest I should be
tempted to endeavour to understand them. I constantly
resisted all the natural desire which people had to explain
them to me. As in the case of the sun and the moon and
the stars, I was quite satisfied with witnessing the effects.
[These] things afforded nothing interesting to me, who
thought a great deal more about the condition of the
people, than I did about the cause of the movement, or
about the mechanical effects of the machines.
Being at New Lanark, however, I was rather curious
to know whether there was any reality in what we had
heard about the effects of the Owen 'feelosofy'. The building which Owen had erected was used as a schoolroom;
and here I saw boys in one place and girls in another,
carrying on what was called 'education'. There was one
boy pointing with a stick to something stuck up upon
the wall, and then aJI the rest of the boys bawling out
What that wa~. In one large room they were all singing
out something at the word of command. In another great
apartment there were eighteen boys and eighteen girls,
the boys dressed in Highland dresses, without shoes on,
naked from three inches above the knee, down to the
foot, a tartan plaid close round the body, in their shirt
~leeves, each haVing a girl by the arm, duly proportioned
In point of size, the girls without caps, and without shoes
and stockings; and there were these eighteen couples
marching, arm in arm, in regular files, slow march, to
the sound of a fiddle, which a fellow, big enough to carry
a quarter of wheat, was playing in a corner ot the room.
They seemed to perform with great regularity and elegance; and, it was quite impossible to see the haIf;naked
lads and girls, without clearly perceiving the manifest
tendency of this mode of education, to prevent 'premature marriage', and to 'check population'.
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It was difficult to determine, whether, when people
were huddled together in this unnatural state, this sort
of soldier-ship discipline might or might not be necessary
to effect the purposes of schooling; but 1 thought it a
very strange thing, if a man, calculated to produce effect
from his learning, could ever come to perfection from a
beginning like this. It was altogether a thing that 1 abhorred. I do not say that it might not be useful when
people were thus unnaturally congregated; and, above
all things, I was not disposed to bestow censure on the
motives of the parties promoting this mode of education;
for the sacrifices which they made, in order to give success to their schemes, clearly proved that their motives
were benevolent; but I was not the less convinced that
it was a melancholy thing to behold; that it was the reverse of domestic life, that it reversed the order of nature,
that it made minds a fiction; and, which was among the
greatest of its evils, it fashioned the rising generations to
habits of implicit submission. However, the consolation
was, that it was impossible that it ever should become
anything like general in any nation. The order of the
world demands that nine-tenths of the people should be
employed on, and in the affairs of the land; being so
employed, they must be scattered about widely: and
there must be homes and domestic life for the far greater
part of the rising generation. When men contract a fondness for anything which has a great deal of novelty and
of strangeness in it; when they brood over the contemplation of some wonderful discovery which they think
they have made; when they suffer it long to absorb all th~
powers of their minds; they really become mad, as far
as relates to the matter which has thus absorbed all thei r
mental faculties; and they think themselves more wise
than all the rest of mankind.
[I do not say], that there should be no schools! Oh,
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r830 to r834~1~.1 Schools are very proper things in many cases: in large
e1hes and towns they are very necessary for many reasons.
ut, because it is indeniably true, that there are many
professions and pursuits in life, which require book-learn~g; because it is equally true that book-learning is very
f, equently not to be acquired without schools, does it
~llow, that all boys and girls, nine-tenths of whom must
hve by manual labour, or become thieves and strumpets,
are to be crammed up in schools, instead of being employed from their infancy in those little labours and cares
Which make them valuable when they grow up to be men
and Women? But, 'they can go to school before they are
O~d enough to work'. [Some time] ago, I had a string of
dIggers at work in a field at Barn Elm. In this string an
aWkward big boy from the country happened to have his
station cast between two gardeners of Felham, the name
of one of whom was John rves. The young chap, though
Very tall, was only about sixteen; and though he would
have beaten Ives at plough, there he was with both his
feet close up to the trench, toiling and sweating, while
Ives and his companion were going on, leavjng him upon
a narrow causeway, and laughing to themselves all the
While. 'Come', said I, 'Ives, why don't you show that
young fellow how to dig? You were young yourself once,
recollect,' 'Aye, Sir', said he, 'and very young, too, when
I did not know how to dig.' [I do not know] how soon
the doctrinaires would take them from school and put
~hem to work; but I do know, that I myself was at work
111 the fields before I was six. And this was 'education',
properly so called. Education means rearin8-up, not teachIng to read and write. He is a learned man, who has great
laiowledge in his profession or calling; and not he who
can read about the knowledge of others.
Why, I, who wrote the Grammar, was a plough-boy
myself, and a real and good and true plough-boy, too,
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y830 to 1834and so early was I such, that 1 was compelled to get ur
upon a gate, to put the bit-halter upon a cart-horse s
head. And, observe, never did 1 acknowledge schoolmaster to be my master; and long after I could moW short
grass in the Bishop of Winchester's garden, I could no
more have read this paragraph and understood the sense
of it, than I could have driven the Bishop out of his palac~.
Being a plough-boy and having had resort to grammars
to teach myself, when I took a fancy to book-learning j
having experienced the want of a grammar at once simple
and profound, I wrote one myself for the use of other
plough-boys, and to commemorate my attachment to that
class of society, amongst whom 1 was born, and to live
and die amongst whom impediments raised up by hen
itself shall not prevent me.
On my own personal account, I set not the value of a
straw upon a seat in Parliament. 1 had, for a long while,
wished to be in the Commons' House; but never for the
sake of any advantage or personal pleasure of my own·
From a very early age, I had imbibed the opinion, that it
was every man's duty to do all that lay in his power to
leave his country as good as he had found it . I knew that
my country presented a scene of wretchedness and disgrace, compared with the scene it had presented at the
time that I was born. I hated the life of the great cities:
1 hated their everlasting noise and bustle: my taste, an
my own personal enjoyments would have led me far away
from them for ever. I could, if I had been so minded,
have secured out of my own earnings, much greater possessions and in a state of tranquillity, much greater than
I ever had a desire to be master of. But, feeling that I
possessed the mind to enable me to assist in restoring my
country to the state in which I found it, a sense of duty
to that country restrained me from consulting my own
a and my own private enjoyments. Nothing [other than
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duty~ could have induced me to sit by candle light. It
~~ Impossible that an assembly keeping such hours, even
If It consisted of wise and upright men, could produce
good works. All the world knows, that the morning is
the time for all matters of importance j that the mind is
then serene, if it ever be; that it is then unclouded by
heavy food and muddling drink; that it is then, if ever,
?t to be employed in the making of laws j that is to say,
111 the performance of things affecting the happiness of
millions.
The invitation to become a candidate [for Parliament]
came first from Manchester. The people of Oldham,
a~out eight miles distant from Manchester, knowing how
difficult it would be to carry an election for Manchester,
by mere voluntary support, came to the resolution to
secure my return for Oldham, which, though inferior to
Manchester, in point of population, was still a very large
and opulent town. Had the invitation come first from
Oldham, I should certainly have declined that from Manchester, because my object was not to disturb any place,
but to take the seat with as much quietness as possible.
I was at the opening of the elections at Manchester j
where, having obtained an immense majority upon the
view; haVing obtained the decision of the public at Manchester j having, upon these hustings, seen hooted off that
very Mr Sharpe, who was the boroughreeve that forbade
me to enter Manchester on my return from America in
181 9; having done this, I went off to Oldham, there to
remain until I should come back to Manchester a member
of Parliament. The election at Manchester was, doubtless,
greatly influenced by the election at Oldham, which was
known at the former place by twelve o'clock of the first
polling-day. So that, aft r that it was naturally to be expected that the electors of Manchester who had intended
to vote for me, would either transfer their votes, or that
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they would not vote at all . Yet, in spite of this, the state
of the poll, at its close, was as follows: ,
Phillips
2923
Thompson...
2069
Loyd
1823
IS60
. Hope
Cobbett
130S
This result was sufficiently honourable to me. Not one
single pint of beer, or glass of gin, had been given to any
human being on my part; no attorney, and no attorney's
clerk had been employed, and not a single person hired,
I believe, to do anyone thing connected with my election.
An, except the mere printing, and the hire of a few carriages, was the effect of voluntary exertion, chiefly by
young men in the middle rank of life, whose zeal and
activity I never can sufficiently applaud.
So much for the election at Manchester. [ At Oldham]
the polling was over on the 13th [of December] , when
the numbers stood as follows:
Fielden
670
Cobbett
642
Bright
I S3
Burge
101
Stephen
3
At this election not one single farthing's worth of victuals
or drink was given to anybody, for any services whatsoever. The committee, composed of sensible and sober
manufacturers and tradesmen, paid for the printing that
they had done, and paid all the expenses of the hustings,
polling-places, clerks, etc. They paid also for the entertainment of the candidates at the hotel: and even the carriages to and from Manchester that I went in, I found
paid for; and not a man nor woman in this excellent town
attempted to obtain from [me] either money, drink, 01'
any promise to do anything for them in their private con[ 222 ]
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~e~ns. This was purifj' if ejection indeed. It was an honour,
~~ eed, to represent a people like this. Neither [Mr

~~den nor mysel1J ever canvassed in any shape or form,
el er individually or collectively; neither of us ever
asfed the people to give us a vote; but we contented our~ Yes With saying, that, if they chose us to represent
f em, We would be their true representatives to the best
o OUr power.
Of one thing we were both of us particularly proud;
and that was, that the people had the good sense; that
sense of their own worth and our rights, as to scorn to
attempt to chair us, or to drag us through the streets. In
~~ address to them, I besought them not to think of
;Inftating the slaves of the borough-mongers. 'Now', said
my friends, I shall come down from the hustings, and
e first handloom weaver I meet with, I shall take by the
. arm and walk with him up to the hotel from which I
ca~e.' I did this, Mr Fielden did the same; and thus, in
t~s appropriate manner, we closed this election, which
ou}? be example to every borough and every county in
. e kingdom. Not a disturbance of any sort; not a blow
gIven in anger· scarcely an abusive word from one person
to
'
another; not a single drunken man to be seen about
the streets; much singing, much playing music, much joy,
bU~h triumph; but all was peace and decorum, from the
b ~gInning to the end. As a mark of victory over the com:ed ma.lignity of factions, I set a v~ry high value up~n
s Seat In Parliament. But I set a higher value upon It,
as Vindicating the character of the Commons, or common
~eople of England. I always stood firmly up in defence,
at only the rights, but of the character of the common
people, who, of late years, were looked upon by both
~e POlitical factiOns, and by all the hordes that lived u~on
th e taxes, as not being of the same flesh and blood with
ernselves.
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1830 to 1834[As T have said before,] I was in hope that the 'Reformed Parliament' would set itself to work to sweep
away innovations [and encroachments]. [Lord Grey could
have proceeded] at once to make great changes. I do not
say have proceeded to make them in a hurry; but, to
have shown an intention to make them. He was sure that
he would have the people at his back. He could have
done what he liked for the people, who now knew the
extent of their power. For many, many years they had
not know it. They were patient, they were not unreasonable; they were full of knowledge; they desired to overthrow nothing that ought to have remained; to assert of
them, that they sought anarchy and a scramble, was the
most atrocious slander that ever ,was uttered by mortal
man. There never was a working people in the whole
world, so reasonable, so just, and so easily satisfied.
These were the materials with which Lord Grey had to
work; [and worse than nothing was done, for the new
Poor-Law was passed]. Having got parliamentary reform,
in name, at any rate, my resentment was becoming blunted. But, the Poor-Law Bill I could not stomach! That
revived all that was dying in my breast. I had no direct
power; but I had great indirect power; and that I used
to the utmost of that capacity which it pleased God to
give me, always remembering His promise to be the
protector of him 'who considereth the poor' .
[I wrote much,] the object of which was to induce
[the labourers] resolutely to maintain the rights which,
agreeably to the laws of our country, we a1l had inherited
from our forefathers. Amongst these rights was, the right
to live in the country of our birth; the right to have a
living out of the land of our birth in exchange for our
labour duly and honestly performed; the right, in case
we fell into distress, to have our wants sufficiently relieved out of the produce of the land, wheth r that dis[ 224]

1830 to r834tress arose from sickness, from decrepitude, fi.·om old age,
11" from inability to find employment; because there were
.a~s, and those laws were just, to punish us if we were
e Or dissolute. For a thousand years, necessity was re1eved out of the produce of the Tithes. When the Tithes
were taken away by the aristocracy, and by them kept to
themselves, or given whoJly to the parsons, provision was
ll1ade out of the land, as compensation for what had been
taken away. That compensation was given in the rates as
Settled by the poor-law. The taking away those rates [by
the new poor-lawJ was to violate the agreement, which
gave as much right to receive, in case of need, relief out
of the land, as it left the landowner a right to his rent.
[It was easy, after this, to see] in what the present
~rds differed from the Lords of former times. In everything; except in the shape of their bodies. It had been
the business of the Lords, each one to protect his people
fro~ wrong; to see that they had fair play; they were
theIr advocates in courts of justice. The bishops and
abbots were in Parliament to take care that the poor
Were not plundered out of their patrimony; and thus
nobility was 'the cheap defence of the realm'. What do
We behold now? a prodigious band of spungers, living
upon the labour of the industrious part of the community.
For many years there existed a fashion of looking upon
the working people, and particularly the labourers in
hUsbandry, as an inferior race of human beings, and of
treating them as such. [It still goes on.J They are the contrary of this; they are the superior race, and they have
;.lways been so; they are content as to their station in
~e; they are unpresuming; they are honest; they are
Sl1lcere; and he who says the contrary is a base and in~amous slanderer. It has been amongst the greatest delights of my life to see them happy, and amongst my most
ardent desires to contribute to that happiness. I have
p
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admired th ir character and their conduct ever since 1
was able to estimate them; and I would willingly strike
dead at my feet the insolent brutes who speak contemptuously of them.
I was born and bred a farmer, or a sort of labourer;
and I have never desired to have any rank, station, or
name, or calling, more and other than that of a farmer.
[ very one had known] that I wanted nothing for myself,
but they knew that I wanted to take [away] the power of
oppressing and pillaging the order to which I belonged;
admire my industry, my perseverance, my wonderful
exertions; but there was at the bottom, to balance against
all these, my strong and implacable hatred of oppression
of all sorts; and partkularly the partiality of taxation;
the stripping of the working people of their earnings, and
the heaping of these earnings upon idlers. This has been
the constant ground of hostility to me; and I must say,
that I trust in God that I shall so conduct myself as to
cause the hostility to continue until the last hour of
my life.

L
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he state of my health [now] is this: raj coughreduces me pretty nearly to hoarseness, [and itJ will
not quit me:until the wind shift from the east to the
West and the south-west. The experience of fifty years as llres me this. When I was young and cared less about the
matter, I was hoarse, and it did not signify whether I was
or not. I beat my way through it, and had more strength in
proportion, to bear up against the attack. It is a curious
thing; it has nothing at all to do with the hmgs; never
affects the breast; its great symptom is, and I know nothing else about it, that there is a tickling in the throat,
just below the chin, producing a very constant inclination
to cough. It was just the same in New Brunswick; just
the same in Pennsylvania; just the same in Long Island.
I have very seldom missed it in any year; but J should
have missed it now, if I and my secretary had not been
so busy, as not to attend to the circumstance that the
careless wench had been heaping on coals in an American
fireplace, till we were both pretty nearly suffocated. I
cannot go to sleep for fear that the cough will come. I
dare not go out of doors, though I want to be out from
morning till night. However, I have been able to-day to
think about dining upon a sucking pig on Sunday next;
and to think about it without loathing. [ And now Tmust
go on.J
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To communicate to others the knowledge that I possess has always been my taste and my delight; and few
will be disposed to question my fitness for the task. Talk
of rocks and breakers and quagmires and quicksands, who
has ever escaped from amidst so many as I have I Thrown
(by my own will indeed) on the wide world at a very
early age, without money to support, without friends to
advise, and without book-learning to assist me; passing
a few years dependent solely on my own labour for subsistence; then becoming a common soldier, and leading
a military life, chiefly in foreign parts, for eight years;
quitting that life after really, for me, high promotion,
and with, for me, a large sum of money; marrying at an
early age, going at once to France to acquire the French
language, then to America; passing eight years there, becoming bookseller and author, and taking a prominent
part in all the important discussions of the interesting
period from 1793 to 1799, during which there was, in
that country, a continued struggle between the English
and French parties; conducting myself, in the ever-active
part which I took in that struggle, in such a way as to
call forth marks of unequivocal approbation from the
government at home; returning to England in 1800, resuming my labours here, suffering two years' imprisonment, heavy fines, three years ' self-banishment to the
other side of the Atlantic, and a total breaking of fortune,
so as to be left without a bed to lie on, and, during these
years of troubles and punishments, writing and publishing
every week of my life, whether in exile or not, eleven
weeks only excepted, a periodical paper, containing more
or less matter worthy of public attention.
Writing and publishing during the same years, a grammar of the French and another of the English language,
a work on the 'Economy of the Cottage', a work on
'Forest Trees and Woodlands', a work on 'Gardening',
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'An Account of America', a book of 'Sermons', a work
on the 'Corn-Plant', a 'History of the Protestant Reformation'; all books of great and continued sale, and the
last unquestionably the book of greatest circulation in the
whole world, the Bible only excepted.
During these same years of troubles and embarrasslllents without number, [1J introduced into England the
manufacture of straw-plat; aLso several valuable trees; the
Cultivation of the com-plant, so manifestly valuable as a
Source of food; and always (whether in exile or not) sustained a shop of some size in London; and during these
years, bred up a family of seven children to man's and
WOman's estate.
Not all the genius in the world could, without something more, have conducted me through these perils.
There must be something more than genius: there mu t
be industry: there must be perseverance: there must be,
before the eyes of the nation, proofs of extraordinary
eXertion: people must say to themselves, 'What wise
conduct must there have been in the employing of the
time of this man! How sober, how sparing in diet, how
early a riser, how little expensive he must have been/'
These were the things, and not genius, which caused my
labours to be so incessant and so successful.
I am sure that everyone will say, without any hesitation,
that a fourth part of the labours I have performed never
would have been performed if I had not been a married
man. In the first place, they could not; for I should, all
the early part of my life, have been rambling and roving
about as most bachelors are. I should have had no hom
that I cared a straw about, and should have wasted the
far greater part of my time. The great affair of home being
settled, having the home secured, I had leisure to employ
my mind on things which it delighted in. I got rid at
once of all cares, all anxieties, and had only to provid
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for the very moderate wants of that home. But the children began to come. They sharpened my industry: they
spurr d me on. To be sure, I had other and strong motives: I wrote for fame, and was urged forward by illtreatment, and by the desire to triumph over my enemies;
but, after all, a very large part of my nearly a hundred
vohun s may be fairly ascribed to the wit and children.
I might have done something; but, not a thousandth
part of what I have done; for the chances ar , that I being
fond of rrtilitary life, should have ended my days ten or
twenty years ago in consequence of wounds or fatigues,
or, more likely, in consequen e of the persecutions of
some haughty and insolent fool whom a system of corruption had made my commander. Love came and rescued
me from this state of horrible slavery; placed the whole
of my time at my disposal; made me free as air; removed
every restraint upon the operations of my mind, naturally
disposed to communicate its thought to others; and gave
me a companion, who, deprived of all opportunities of
acquiring what is called learning, had so much good sense,
so much useful knowledge, was so innocent, so just in
all her ways, so pure in thought, word, and deed, so disinterested, so g nerous, so devoted to me and her children, so free from all disguise, and, withal, so beautiful,
so talkative, and in a voice so sweet, so cheering, that
I must, seeing that health and capacity which it has pleas d
God to give m ,have been a criminal, ifI had done much
less than that which I have done: and I have always said,
that if my country feel any gratitude for my labours, that
gratitude is due to her as full as much as to me.
are! What care hav I known! I have been buffeted
about by a powerful and vindictive government; I have
rep atedly had the fruit of my labour snatched away from
me by it; but I had a partner that n ver frowned, that
wa n ver melancholy, that was nev r subdued in spirit,
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that neVel' abated a smile 011 these occasions, that fortified
ll1e, and sustained me by her courageous example, and
that was just as busy and as zealous in taking care of the
~enmant as she had been in taking care of the whole;
JUst as cheerful, and just as full of caresses, when brought
down to a mean hired lodging, as when the mistress of a
fine country house with all its accompaniments; and,
Whether from her words or h r looks, no-one could
gather that she regretted the change. What have I had
Worthy of the name of cares?
And, how is it now? How is it when the [end] has
Come [near]? And how should I llave been without this
Wife and these children? I might have amassed a tolerable
heap of money; but what would that have done for me?
It might have brought me plenty of professions of attach:tnents; plenty of people impatient for my exit from the
world; but not one Single grain of sorrow for any angui h
that might have attended my approaching end. To me,
no being in the world appears so wretched as an old
bachelor.
What do I want in the world but the things that r l,ave.
J have a house in Fleet Street, I have another in Kensinglbn, I have another at [Normandy Farm, near the place
of my birth]. These are all good houses, too; they are
furnish d with every l1eces ary. What more than this can
I want? I have horses at my will: always not less than hal f
a dozen men to start at my call: God has blessed me with
health and strength very rare at my age. Has ambition its
calls upon me? What can it suggest beyond the farm that
I have? Beyond the real power which I possess of upholding my friends and beating down my enemies?
An old Quaker, at Philadelphia, when I was writing
away at a famous rate, used to send me a letter about
once a week, containing these words, and no more:
, riend William, keep thyself cool'. In the rigid sense
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of the term, I am certainly very far from being a Christian:
I feel the dominion of the turbulent passions: when my
coat is 'taken from me, I cannot give my cloak; nor does
a buffet on the one cheek incline me patiently to turn
the other. How many well-meaning people have exclaimed, 'It is a pity that Cobbett is so violent'; such
persons never asked themselves whether they would
think a man too violent who should knock down a ruffian.
This has been my state: when I began to write, I was as
modest as a maid, and dealt in qualifications, and modifications, and mitigations to the best of my poor powers
in the line of palavering; [but,] when I was first unprovokedly assaulted, I instantly resolved to proceed in the
very same way, giving three, four, or ten blows for one.
It is a curious thing how the government of England
has worked along with regard to me. Since about the
year 1797 it has grown into a new sort of government;
and I do verily believe, that the history of my life will
be roe history of its life; for we have been at war from
the day of its birth; or, at least, from its ery infancy.
1t has, in its march, destroyed, or silenced every formidable assailant except myself; and the war betw en me
and it is certainly as curious a matter as ever attracted
the attention of mankind. The irr sistibleness of its power
had been confirmed by the melancholy fate of so many
victims, that it laid hold of me, expecting that one good
sharp bite would be enough. It did bite sharply, to be
sure. As the French say, it carried away the piece. It
regarded surviving as impossible; it was deceived for
once; it had never had to do with a plough-boy before.
It is truly curious, that I, at [this] time, who had always
hated cities, and London in particular, was actually entering into arrangements for getting rid of everything in
London, publications and all; was sowing seeds of trees,
and plants of trees, and making all my al ulations for
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bringing up my family as farmers'. Some time in 1809 I
had brought me a copy of the ex-cfficio information [against
~eJ. I was leaning over a gate, and looking at the' turnips
]n the field. I saw at once the hell-born intention, and I
saw the consequences. The beautiful field disappeared,
and, in my imagination, I saw the walls of a prison. My
~lood boiled with resentment and, cramming the paper
Into my pocket, I made an oath never to cease to oppose,
never cease to annoy, as far as I legally could, [this] body
of men. Which [oath] I have kept, with a little more
fidelity than Tories keep the,ir pledges. God is just; and
as Olan is said to be made in the image of God, man should
be just too; and to forget or not to punish as far as we
are able, and legally can punish, is a neglect of sacred
I
duty.
For now more than twenty-five long years, I was the
great and constant and only really sharp and efficient
thorn in the side of that system which, at last, brought
this great country to the edge of convulsive ruin. I was
the evening and the day star, the moon and the sun and
the aurora of the press; all other parts of it have come
tWinkling behind me, shining now and then, indeed, but
shining with borrowed light. I always led the way at a
great distance forward; I foresaw, foretold every event,
;ery effect; my predictions in due succession became
history; I was the teacher of the nation; the great source
of political knowledge, and of all those powerful arguments by which so many hundreds of thousands were able
to combat [the] rtefarious and desolating system of sway.
, It was, [not long ago,] my intention to close the
Register', and then I intended to publish, as the work
?f another year, 'The History of My Life';1 and then I
ll1tended to go into Hampshire, there to cultivate a garden and a few fi Ids to the end of my life, the close of
which I hoped to pass amongst that class of SOciety that
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I have always most loved and cherished, the people employed in the cultivation of the land. I have it rooted in
me, that happiness and riches are eldom companions;
I have seen too much of the misery and opprobrium
attending the living upon the public money not to have
long ago resolved never to pocket a single farthing of it;
and as to what are called honours, they have always been
with me objects of contempt.
Born amongst husbandmen, bred to husbandry, delighting in its pursuits even to the minutest details, never
having, in all my range of Jife, lost Sight of the English
farm-house and of those scenes in which my mind took
its first spring, it is natural that I should have a strong
partiality for country life, and that I should enter more
in d tail into the feelings of labourers in husbandry than
into those of other labourers.
II the cultivators of the land be not, generally speaking,
the most virtuous and most happy of mankind, there must
be something at work in the community to counteract
the operations of nature. This way of life gives the best
seclU"ity for h alth and strength of body. It does not teach,
it necessarily produces arly rising; constant forethought;
onstant attention; and constant care of dumb animals.
Th nature and qualities of all living things are known to
cotmtry boys better than to philosophers. The seasons,
the weather, the causes and effects of propagation, in
cultivation, in tillage, are all known from habit, from
incessant repetition of observation. The nature, the properties, the various uses, of different soils and woods are
familiar to the mind of country boys. Riding, climbing,
swimming, nothing com s amis , and they are come, and
are not sought. Rural affairs leave not a day, not an hour,
unoccupied and without its cares, its promis s, and its
fruitions. The s asons, which wait for no man; the
w ather, which is no r pecter of person, and which win
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be what it will be, produce an habitual looking forward,
and make the farmer provident, whatever might hav
~een his natural disposition. The farmer's cares are pleaslng cares. His misfortunes can seldom be more than
l~ssons. His produce consists of things wanted by all mankind. His market-day is a ready-money one. No daybooks, bills, and ledgers haunt his mind. Envy can, in
the natural state of things, find no place in his breast; for,
the seasons and the weather are the same to all; and the
demand for his produce has no other measure than the
xtent of his crops.
I [repeat], J intended to drop 'The Register'; but J
Could not do [it]. It was so efficient! People got into the
habh of taking it in clubs and societies so nicely. Like
the sun, it shed its beams so truly all over the kingdom,
that I could not cease to publish it.
[But now,] I am once more in a farm. I might have
been, I am aware of it, possessed of bags of public gold
Or of landed domains, purchased with that gold. I trudge
through the dirt, and I might have ridden in the ring at
Hyde Park, with four horses to draw me along in a gild d
carriage, with a coachman befor me and footmen behind
• me. What I might have been, it is hard to say; what I
have been and what I am, all the world knows; I was a
plough-boy and a private soldier, and I am a Member of
the House of Commons, sent thither by the free voic
of a great community. I started at the same age, or thereabouts, with CalUling, Liverpool, and Huskisson. I always
told them that it was judgement as well as taste, that
led me into a path different from theirs. Time has shown
that my judgement was as sound as my taste; for, if we ar
to e timate the future as well as the past: they are already
rotten; and the kingdom hardly recolJects that there were
Such men. Wh reas, som gen rations, at I ast, will pass
away before the name of William Cobb tt will cease to

l
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be familiar in th 1110uths of the peopl of England; and,
for the rest of the world, I care not a straw.
If I have one wish more ardent than all other, it is
this; that I, enjoying my garden and few fields, may see
England as great in the world, and her industrious, laborious, kind and virtuous people as happy as they were when
I was born; and that I may at last have a few years of
calm at the close of a long life of storms and of tempests.
This morning, long before four o'clock, I heard the
blackbirds making the fields eeho with their whistle; and
a few minutes after four J, for the first time this year,
heard the cuckoo, which I never before heard earlier
than May-day. And now, this cuckoo will, on Midsummer day, cease to call us up in the morning, and
cease its work of sucking the hedge-sparrow's eggs, depositing its own in the nest, making the poor hedgesparrow bring it up, until it be big enough and strong
enough to kill and eat the hedge-sparrow; in all which
respects it so exactly resembles the at once lazy and
greedy and ungrateful and cruel vagabonds, who devour
the fruit of our labour. But, my friends, I do verily believe that, before we shall hear this harbinger of summer
again, the vagabonds, of whom it is the type, will have
received a souse, such as they never received before.

*

*

*

*

*

[These concluding paragraphs were written by Cobbett's
sons.]
A great inclination to inflammation of the tliroat caused
him annoyanc from time to time, for several years, and,
as he got older, it enfeebled him more. He was suffering
from one of these attacks during the late spring, and it
will be recollected, that when tlle Marquis of Chandos
brought on his motion for the repeal of the malt-tax, my
father attempted to speak, but could not make his voice
[ ~36 ]
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aUdible beyond the few members who sat around him.
He remained to vote on that motion, and increased his
ailment; but on the voting of Supplies on the nights of
F~iday the I,5"th and Monday the 18th of May, he exerted
himself so much, and sat so late, that he laid himself up.
He determined, nevertheless, to attend the House again
on the evening of the Marquis of Chandos' motion on
Agricultural Distress on the 2,5"th of May, and the exert~on of speaking and remaining late to vote on that occaSIon were too much for one already severely unwell.
He went down to hi farm early on the morning after
this last debate, and had resolved to rest himself thoroughly and get rid of his hoarseness and inflammation.
On Thursday night, last, he felt unusually well, and imprudently drank tea in the open air; but he went to bed
apparently in better health. In the early part of the night
he was taken violently ill, and on Friday and Saturday
was considered in a dangerous state by the medical attendant. On Sunday he revived again, and on Monday gave
~s hope that he could yet be well. He talked feebly, but
111 the most collected and sprightly manner upon politics
and farming; wished for 'four days' rain' for the CobbettCorn and the root-crop; and, on Wednesday, he could
no longer remain shut up from the fields, but desired to
be carried round the farm; which being done, he criticized the work that had been going on in his absence,
and detected some little deviation from his orders, with
all the quickness that was so remarkable in him. As he
was carried to see the fields, a little boy in a blue smockfrock happened to come by us, to whom my father gave
a laughing look, at which I thought I should have dropped,
I knowing what was passing in his mind. He seemed
refreshed at the Sight of the little creature, which he had
?nce precisely resembled, though now at such an
Immeasurable distance.
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On Wednesday night he grew more and more feeble,
and was evidently sinking; but he continued to answer
with perfect clearness every question that was put to him.
In the last half-hour, his eyes became dim; and at ten
minutes after one P.M., he leaned back, closed them as
if to sleep, and died without a gasp.

THE END

NOTES
CHAPTER I

pose 1 T. Cobbett's Age.
The facts are confusing. Cobbett himself said that he was born in
March 1766. His son, John Morgan, wrote in I8H (Pol. Res. 26 JW1e
1 8 H), that the date was 9 March 1762. E. l. Carlyle, after examining
the parish register at Farnham, concluded that the date was 9 March
176 3. (See Carlyle, William Cobbett, Appendix A.) The reader must
keep in mind these variations, for Cobbett consistently makes himself
yOW1ger than is the fact.
I.

2. pose 12.

Long lsland was taken by the British in August '776.

3. pose 19. George the Fourth, who was Prince of Wales at the time

of tltis incident.
CHAPTER II

': pose 24. Cobbett's Regiment was the Hth, Major Lord Edward
Fitzgerald commanding. (See Note 3, p. H, Chap. IU.)
2. pose 26.

Lowth's Grammar.

A Short Introduction to EnSlish Grammar. London, '762. By John

Lowth. He was later Bishop of London. There were numerous
editions.
CHAPTER III

pose 32. The 'new discipline'.
Thjs probably refers to the Principles if'Milital)' Movements, chlifl.f
applied to lrfantr.f, cu., by Sir David Dundas, Field-Marshal. London
I.

1788.

36. The Reid Famjly.
Cobbett's father-in-law was Sergo Thomas Reid of the Royal Artille~y._The following brothers and sisters-in-law were closely connected
With)Cobbett:
)
Thomas: b. Woolwich, 3' March 1777.
Eleanor: b. Woolwich, 2 August 1781.
Frederick: b. Gibraltar, II February 1785'.
Cobbett's wife, Anne, was born at Chatham, 28 March 1774.
( ee Cobbett Papers.)
2. pose
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3. pa8c 44· Lord Edward Filzgerald (1763 - 1798).

After an excellent military career, he joined his r gimenl, thc 54 th
in New Brunswick. Under the influence of Rousseau, he carried his
admiration for the 'noble savage' to the extent of living in the American wilderness, joining the Bear Tribe at Detroit, and journeying
down the Mississippi River to New Orleans. He returned to Ireland,
and, becoming involved in the circulation of revolutionary propaganda, was cashiered from the army. In 1796, he was deeply concerned
in the conspiracy of the United Irishmen against England, and when
the conspiracy was betrayed, he was shot in the arm and died in
Newgate in consequence of his wound.
( ee Diet. of Nat. BioO · )
CHAPTER IV
T. paoe 46. The Campaign of 1793 is referred to. The Duke of York
was sent to the Low Countries to reinforce the Allies against the
republican armies of France. The campaign was so disastrous that
Wellington. who served in it, thought it a marvel that any of the
English escaped.
2. paee S2 . The Soldier's Friend; or, Considerations on the pretended
Auementation of the Subsistence of the Private Soldier. Ridgway, London,
179 1 (July).
Cobbett both denied authorship (in 1805") and claimed it (in T 831).
AU his biographers accept his claim. The editor has here used the
account which best suits the story Cobbett is telling.
(See Carlyle, pp. 33 If.)
(See Cole, Life of William Cobbett, pp. 43 If.)

3. paee H· The volume of Paine referred to is The Riehts
London, 1791.

of Man.

4. paoe H· The marriage certificate of William Cobbett and Anne
Reid is dated S February 1791, at the parish church Woolwich. Cobbett is described as of the Parish of Portsmouth.
(See Cobbett Papers.)

s. pane

H· The Works of Raynal.

Guil1aume-Thomas-Fran~ois, Abbe Raynal (17 13- 179 6 ). Cobbett

may be referring to one of two books:
I. Histoire philosophlque et polltlque des Etablissements et des Europcens
dans les deux lndes. Amsterdam, 177 0 •
1. Tableau et Rlvolutions des colonies anolalses de l'Amreique Septentrionale. Amsterdam, 17 8 1.
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For an analysis of the significance of the work of the Abbe Raynal,
see Fay, L' Esprit Rtfvolutionnaire en France et aux Etats-Unis . . . . Paris,
1926.
H. Lisle and Brissac.
Efforts to trace Lisle and Brissac as personal names have been unsuccessful. Captain Liddell Hart suggests that as Cobbett has just been
s~eaking of fortified towns, and as he is not above taking liberties with
hIs spelling, he is referring to Lille and Neu-Breisach, for the fortification of the latter place by Vauban (r698) was always regarded as
the perfected example of Vauban's method, and is commonly referred
to as his 'third system', being a development of the method which
he had employed in his still more celebrated fortification of Landau.
6. paoe

CHAPTER V
I. paoe S8. The following is a list of Cobbett's children. Those surviving infancy are in italics.
I. A boy: b. 7, d. 3 June 1794.
2. Child: Still-born IS March 1794.
3· Anne: b. IIJU!J 1795, d. 22 October 1877.
4. William: b. 26 November 1798, d. 12 Janualj' 1878.

S. John Moroan: b. 13 November 1800, d. 13 Februalj' 1877.

6. Child: Still-born

I

May 1802.

7. James Paul: b. 23 June 1803, d. 11 March 1881.
8. A boy: b. 9 December 1804, d. 27 December 1804.
9. Eleanor: b. 6 December 1805, d. 11 Janualj' 1900.
10. Susan: b. 24 Apri] 1807, d. 2 Februalj' 1880.
II. ?
12. Child: Still-born 27 August 1809.
13. Child: (Still-born during his imprisonment).
14· Richard: b. 18 March 1814, d. 3 June 1875.
There is a difficulty about the eleventh child. Cobbett writes (Pol.
Rea· 13 July 1810): '1 have acquired the means of making provision
for a family of six children (the remains of thirteen) .. .'.

paoe 61. Ie Maitrel1no]ois.
This first appeared with the title Ie Tuteur Ano]ais ou Grammaire
rlOulltre de 1a 1anoue Ano]aise. Bradford, Philadelphia, 179S.
(See E. Smith, William Cobbett, I, 102, for details of later editions.)
2.

3· paoe 62. The Law

if Nations.

First published in Philadelphia, 1794. There are also, 2nd ed.,
Q
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802 with a dedication to John Penn, Esq.; 3rd ed., which
'
.
Lon d 0 n , 1
the editor has not seen; 4th ed., London, 182 9 .

. pane 62. On the Political State of America, '794- 1800 •
4 When Cobbett entered American politics, differences of opinion
were clearly defined. There were two parties, calling themselves
Federalists and Democrats. The former, which had the mercantile,
industrial, and banking interests as its chief supporters, maintained
the policy of a strong central government soundly financed, of friendliness to England as an important factor in American commercial life,
and of aloofness to the overtures of the new French republic. The
latter party, consisting of land-owners, the dwellers on the American
frontier, and the urban proletariat, advocated strong loca l. government,
the perpetuation of revolutionary hatred of England, and assistance to
the French in their struggles against 'outworn' monarchies.
Philadelphia was the capital of the United States, and was the scene
of the most frank intrigues b tween the Democrats and the agents of
France. As far as Cobbett can be said to have fought on any side, it
was on the side of the Federalists; but, more exactly, he was fighting
for England against the ideas and practices of French republicans, as
these showed themselves in America. This was his interest, and that
he became involved in American affairs was largely an accident of the
times and of his character.
His sympathy with the Federalist position was, at most, an abstract
sympathy, and any services he rendered to their cause was by the
way. His difficulties in Philadelphia came from the fact that, although
the government of the United States was Federalist in tone, the local
government of Philadelphia and the State of Pennsylvania was
Democratic. It was with the law, dubiously administered by democratic judges, that he had his troubles.
After '798, when President Washington retired and President
Adams was elected, Cobbett seems to have become the even more
outspoken supporter of England and so laid himself open to the charge
of being a dangerous alien. He says that President Adams had listed
him for deportation under the Alien and Sedition Act of 179 8 •
Although there is no evidence in support of this statement, it is correct to say that the tension of American politics had so increased that
Cobbett could no longer occupy his unstable position among local
contentions.
The circulation of this once-popular Porcupine's Gazette dropped by
the end of 1799; his point of view no longer fitted with that of the
Federalists; and when the bl.ow of his lawsuit with Dr Rush fell (see
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Note 6
ternov ' p. 74, Chap. VI), he found that his wisat course was to
(SeeeFto England .
ay, op. cit., Chap. V, for a detailed discussion.)

CHAPTER VI

POoe 6
M'
"fhollJ 7. ,Kean and Ankerstrom.
sylvania as M Kean: Chief Justice of the Supreme Court of Pennoccasio and later Governor. Cobbett met him judicially on two
Us.
Ankerstr
ph us
f Om: wedish gentleman who assassinated Gustavus Adol2
0 Sweden in March '79 2 •
68 Ad .
V·iIIPOoe d'
InJral Earl Howe defeated the French fleet under
aret
to I J
e Joyeuse in a battle off the northern coast of France 28 May
une '794.
3. po
iournYle.69. Benjamin Franklin Bache (1769-1798) was a Philadelphia
\"
.
, newspaper.
'Villi a 1st' fo un der 0 f The Aurora, a leadmg
democratIc
Ma:~ Duane (1760-r8H) was its editor after Bache's death.
and p ~tw Ca~ey (1760-1839) was an rrish economist, pamphleteer,
btou ~ h~he~ In Philadelphia. Being rrish, his anti-English feelings
g t 1m Into conflict with Cobbett.
4-. POoe
II J
71. Tal/eyrand was in Philadelphia from 22 May 1794 to
une 1796.
S. POoe
Bo ?3. Moreau de St Mery (IHo-1819).
whe n~In Martinique, went to Paris and was preSident of the electeurs
of th .e Bastille fell, receiving the key of the fortress in the name
carne e City. Fled to America at the beginning of the Terror and beof: D a h.oo.kseller in Philadelphia, '79+ to '798. He was the author
DOl!)/ /1SC1'lptJon topoorophique . • • de 10 partie espaonoJe de l'ile Soint(S nOue. (English translation by Cobbett, 1796.)
New e~ Voyaoe aux ttots-Unis de 1'Amerique, 1793-1798, ed. S. L. Mims,
aVen, 19 13.)
6. pa
In ye 7+ ..The Rush Libel Suit.
Illin R'798 , In Porcupine's Gazette, Cobbett began to attack Dr Benjaa Violeush of Philadelphia for advocating copious bleeding followed by
a lib I nt ~~rge as a cure for the Yellow Fever. The abuse resulted in
0Pp e SUIt. The occasion was improved by Cobbett's democratic
con:ne.nts, who, used every device to delay the calise, .and who ineUJently brought it on in 1800 after Cobbett had moved his busiI.

nr
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ness to New York. Cobbett's only consolation was the knowledge
that, when General Washington died, the use of Rush's treatment to
reduce fever probably hastened his end . A full account is found in a
pamphlet called Farewell N umber, Porcupine's Gazette, published in New
York, 13 June 1800; and in a brief periodical of seven issues, The
Rush}i8ht , New York and London; February to October 1800.

CHAPTER VII
I. pa8e 80. Windham's Speech . (See Hansard Parliamentary HistOlY,
XXXVT (1801-1803), 1679.)

The Pitt Pamphleteers.
Bowles, John.

2. pan e 82.

if

Rejlections on the Political and Moral State
Soci~ at the Close if /.he
EiB hteeoth Centuty. London, 1800.
Brand, John , d. 1808. Presented by Lord-Chancellor Loughborough

to rectory of St. George's, Southwark.
Historical EssO)'

00

the Principles

if Political

Associations io a State.

London, 1796.
D'Ivernois, Sir Francis .
Histoire . . . des fioaoces de la Republique Franfaise. 1796.
Immenses preparatifs de Buerre . • . apres Ie Traite d' Amiens. London,
18 0 4.
Eden, Sir Frederick (1766-1809).
The State of the Poor . . .. London, 1797, 3 vols.
EiBht Letters 00 the Peace . . . . London , 1802. Originally addressed
to Cobbett's Porcupine over the signature 'Philanglus'. The opinion

of Karl Marx can be placed beside Cobbett's: 'the only disciple of
Adam Smith during the eighteenth century that produced any work
of importance.'
Gilford, John (17S8-1818), properly John Richards Green. Prefixed an essay to the English 'reprint of Cobbett's Bane to Gnaw for the
Democrats, London 1797 . He was also concerned in The Porcupine.
Edited the Anti-Jacobin Review .
Gifford, William (17S6-1826).
Baviad, London, 1794.
Maeviad, London, [79.1 .
These were republished in Philadelphia by Cobbett .in the year
1799. Edited Antl-Jacobio, or Week!! Examiner, 20 November 1797 to
9 July 179 8. Edited QEarter!J Review which began February 1809.
Ireland , John (1761-1842).
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lose friend of William Gilford.

if'

letters
Fabius to William Pitt . . . . London, 180 I. First addressed
to the Porcupine.
Marsh, Herbert (1757- 18 39) .
. HistoI]' cf Great Britain and France, from the time
the conference
:lJnitz to the Dedaration
War aoainst Great Britain. Originally written
In German, it had great influence on the continent.
du Pan, Mallet (1749- 1800).
Edited the Mercure Britannique, a fortnightly paper, distributed on

if

if'

if'

the continent.
Reeves, John (17.P-1829).
AppOinted King's Printer in J 800 by William Pitt.
Vansittart, Nicholas (1766-18 ,) 1), first Baron Bexley. His pamphleteering consisted chiefly of defences of Pitt's system of /lnan e.
He was Chancellor of the Exchequer 18 I 2 to 1824.
3· paoe 86. 'The accursed thing in the camp of the Israelites.' (See

10shua vi i. )
4· paoe 87. Mr John Morgan.

After Morgan's return to America, his close connection with
Cobbett was maintained. He distributed Cobbett's writings in
America and owned the American copyrights of many of his books.
In 1817, he acted as Cobbett's banker, and assisted him in the seed
bUSiness which the latter started in New York.
!;. paoe 89. The news of the Preliminaries of the Peace 'Was announced in London on 10 October) 80r, and Cobbett's shop in Pall
Mall was attacked the same evening.
The Treaty itself was Signed at Amiens 27 March 1802. Cobbett's
house was again attacked when the news reached London a day or
two later.

6. paoe 90. The Porcupine was sold to John Gifford, one of the Pitt
pamphleteers, on 2r November 180 I. Gifford immediately transferred it to Mr Redhead Yorke, who had' an allowance from the Ministry'; and it disappeared, by a merger with The True Briton, a
ministerial sheet.
(See Cobbett to Windham: 24 November ) 80r. Add. mss. 37,81;3.)
7. paoe 91. The New Opposition.

This was a small parliamentary group that broke with Pitt at the
time of the Peace with Napoleon, and maintained its antagonism to
Bonaparte. The group looked upon The Political Reoister as its mouth[ 24.) ]
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piece. Windham was its leader and represented it in
of All-Talents.

th~ Ministry

8. paSe 93. Single-stick at Botley.
A match took place at Botley J I October 180S. It was part of the
campaign against those who would destroy old English sports and
tastes; a campaign in whkh Windham's speech in favour of bullbaiting and a series of articles in The Political Register also played a part.
(See Add. mss. 37,8B, fol. 186, for a copy of the' Advertisement';
and also Cobbett tQ Windham, 6 October IS-OS. Add. mss. 37,8B·)

CHAPTER VHI
1. page 1 13. The following is a list of the anti-Cobbett publications
during the great outburst of 1807-1809.
1807
Cobbett Against Himself .
1807
The Camelon .
1808
A Refutation of the present Political Sentiments of Himself
Blagdon's Political Register
Cobbett's Oppr ssion!
Caution against Future Subscriptions for Prostitutes and their
Associates
Observations on the Political Tendency of the hIe Public
Meetings
Thought on Libels .
The Beauties of Cobbett
The Rival Imposters.
1809
Elements of Reform.
1809
Proceedings of a General Court-Martial
1809
Caricatures by James Gill ray, published throughout th year

180 9.
CHAPTER IX

pane 120 . Cobbett' s Debts in 1810.
A great deal of correspondence is extant covering this matter. It
can be found in obbctt Papers.
Mss. Eng. Hist. C. 33 in Bodleian Library, contains correspondence
between the Swanns, who were paper-makers, Cobbett, and John
Wright.
Add. mss. 22,906, 22,90] , 31,126 contain correspondence with
John Wright.
I.

Note.
paee 1 2 1 . James . Paull, or Paul.
A Quaker farmer, living at Bustleton, in Lower Dublin Township,
Bucks County, to the north of Philadelphia. Cobbett first met him
when he removed his family to Bustleton to avoid the Yellow Fever
of r 793. Several open letters in The Political Ree/ster were addressed
to him . In r 8 I 8, Cobbett visited James Paull and found him, then
an old man, near his death.
(See A Year's Residence.)
2.

3· paee 124. Farming Correspondence.

This has been in great part preserved in Cobbett Papers.

if" the EnOlish System if" Finance.
Published in Philadelphia and London, T 796 . This pamphlet had
some of the same delusive simplicity that made Malthus' work so
attractive. Paine found that the National Debt of England had increased through the eighteenth century in a fixed mathematical progl' ssion-a series in which a given number was produced by taking
the preceding number and adding to it one-half of itself, thus, 8, 12 ,
18, 27, etc. Paine confidently, therefore, predicted the end of the
English financial system about 180s- 18 I S. The w rk is not as delusive
, in its details as in its fundamental assumption.
4· paee 129. Paine's Dec/ine and Fall

s·

paee 132. Charles James Fox to Windham: 24 November 1804.
' J suggest he (Cobbett) pushes his notions concerning the depreciation of money too far, though th ey are by no means without foundation . . . . I mention this subj ct th rather, because I am informed
Cobbett has rather fatigued his readers by dwelling too much upon it.'
(See Windham Papers, II, 242.)

CHAPTER X

faee 14/. The Riots of 1816.
Th se outbursts, the consequence large ly of industrial misery, were
marked by episodes of machine-breaking and food riots. The rioters
a ted under the feigned leadership of G1pt. Ludd. Attempts were
m,ade to link these sporadic incidents to an agitation for the reform
of Parliament. The movement collapsed in the following year, with
results to himself that Cobbett records in Chap. Xl,
( ee The Last Hundred Days if" Enelish Freedom, extracted fr~m Po],
Rce·, cd. 1. L. Hammond, London, 192r.)
2. paee 142. A Leiter to I he journeymen and Labourers if" Ene/and, Scotland
I.
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and Ireland. On the Causes oj their present miseries.
ReB. XXXI, 2 November ISI6.

•. Published in Pol.

3. paBe 143· Samuel Bamford writes:
'At this time the writings of William Cobbett suddenly became of
great authority; they were read on nearly every cottage hearth in the
manufacturing districts. . . . This influence was speedily visible; he
directed his readers to the true cause of their sufferings-misgovernment; and to its proper corrective-parliamentary reform. Riots
soon became scarce, and from that time they have never obtained
their ancient vogue with the labourers of this country.'
(See Life tif a Radical, lS.\9, p. 6.)
4· pane IH. Sidmouth's Bill.
Seditious Meetings Bill and Suspension of Habeas Corpus.
(See Hansard, 1st Series, xxxv, H4.)
S. pane 149. Mr Astor.

This apparently is William Backhouse Astor, the second son of John
Jacob Astor of New York, the famous fur merchant. This son, who
had been studying in European universities, was returning to enter
his father's business The date is incorrectly given in Diet. tif American
Bion·
CHAPTER Xl

pane.l s6. Th Harrisburg Petition.
This petition was for the restitution of recognizances in connection
with a suit for libel brought against Cobbett in 1797 by Count Yrujo,
Sparush Envoy to the United States. The Grand Jury had dismissed
the case. An account of the incident is to be found in The Democratic
JudBe, for M'Kean, the hero of that pamphlet, was the: Count's fatherin-law.
The petition, in Cobbett's hand, is in the collection of the Pennsylvania Historical Society at Philadelphia.
I .

2. pane ISS. The 'Pennsylvania wagons' described by Cobbett are
better known by the name of 'Conestoga wagons'. They should be
familiar to English readers from uch 61ms as The Covered WaBon.
3. pane 166. The Life of Paine.
A full account can be found in Moncrielf-Conway's Life tif Paine,
ll, AppendiX A.
Tn 1818, Cobbett negotiated with Madame Bonneville, then living
in New York, agreeing to give h r 1000 for the ms. of a Life on
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W~ieh she was working, and which contained important letters. She
stIpulated that it should be published in England without additions,
and that it should be separate from all other writings. The bargain
feD through.
.
Cobbett worked on another Life, although he never published it.
Moncrielf-Conway saw this latter ms. through the courtesy of Eleanor
Cobbett and her nephew Sir William Cobbett of Manchester. The
present editor, however, could not find it among the Cobbett Papers.
4· pose 169. Cobbett in agreeing not to enter the city of Manchester

Was making capital of the notorious 'Peterloo massacre', which had
taken place the 16th of August previous.
(See Note 3, p. 241, Chap. XIII.)

CHAPTER XII

r. pose [ ] I . Cobbett's paper was The Evenins Post; his son William
Was printer and publisher. It began 291anuary 1820, and ran for about
two months. Public taste apparently found The Political Resister a more
~ atisfactory vehicle for Cobbett's abilities.
2. pane 1]6. The ill-judged letter from America about his
received a good deal of attention from pamphlet-writers.
Correspondence between Mr Cobbett, Tipper, and Sir Francis
Burdett
.
.
.
.
.
.
.,
A Letter to the Friends of Liberty on Mr Cobbett, Mr Tipper,
and Sir Francis.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
Cobbett and the Pickpocket Club
.
.
.
.
.
This is a Single-sheet folio, in which Cobbett is elected to the
with applause, after passages have been read from his letter.
(See ms. Montagu d. I], in the Bodleian Library.)

debts

I

8 19

18 [9
18 r9
Club

3. pose 1]8. My 'Trash'.

The name of 'Two-penny Trash' was given by Cobbett's opponents
to the cheap Political Resister of 18 I 6. He kept the name in his mind
a~d, when the later agitation for reform was tmder way, he used the
title for a cheap publication which ran monthly from July 1830 to
July 1832. Cobbett's Two-pem?y Trash; or, Politicsfor the Poor consisted
of reprints of articles from The Political Resister. There was no number
for March 18 3 2.
4· pose 181 . 'Peel's Bill' for the resumption of cash payments, i.e.
l'etuTD to the gold standard, was passed April-May, [819. The nature
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of the distress occasioned by the consequent deflation of money value
is amply indicated by Cobbett.
5. page, 87. Cottage Econ0!DY: containing Ir!formation ... relative to ...
matters deemed usiful in the conducting if the Affairs if a Labourer's Fami!r.
London, ,822.
This was first issued in seven parts, from 28 July 1821 to I March
1822.
CHAPTER XIII
I. pagc 189. Baring Brothers and Co., the London financial house,
consisted of Alexander, Baron Ashburton; Francis, Lord Northbrook;
and Thomas Baring, during this period. They were all active in political life.

page '95. Letter to the Luddites was one of the cheap Registers, published in XXXI, 30 November 1816.

2.

3. pagc 200. 'The 16th of August at Manchester' refers to the Peterloo
Riot, when an assembly of workers, meeting in St. Petel"s Fields,
were ridden down by the yeomanry under the direction of the local
magistrates.
4. page 202. Sir Thomas Beevor, 3rd Bart. (1798-1879).
This baronet, whose seat was Hargham Hall, near Attleborough,
Norfolk, first became acquainted with Cobbett through his interest
in timber growing. He stocked his plantations from Cobbett's nursery, and Cobbett conducted experiments in setting-out, grafting,
etc., with his help. Sir :rhomas was the bearer of a letter of congratulation from the English Reformers to the French republicans at the
conclusion of the Revolution of ,830.
5. pane 205· Readers wishing to judge the character of these lectures
will find some of them in a series of pamphlets published in 1830, and
entitled Eleven Lectures on the French and Belnian Revolutions, and English
Borounh-mongerinn . . . . They were delivered in the Theatre of the
Rotunda, Blackfriars Bridge, between 2 September and 7 October
1830. Another conection is Cobbett's Manchester Lectures, in Support
if his Fourteen Riform Propositions . . . . These were given at the end
of December, 831. For the most part Cobbett spoke from brief notes,
several sets of which have been preserved in the Cobbett Papers. The
itinerary of the lectures can easily be traced in G. D. H. Cole's
edition of the Rural Rides.
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Notes
CHAPTER XIV

Pose 2, I. Cobbett's Trial.
POlitical Resister contains only a brief article of comment. The
AetaJ/ed report is to be found in a pamphlet, A Full and Accurate
i CCOunt if Mr. Cobbett's Trial, etc. , London, ,8]1. The contemponry
I.

d

T~e

o7~O~tance of the occasion an be judged from the description given
It 10 The Examiner, where it is called 'a trial of the Government
more than of Cobbett'.
CHAPTER XV

'. Pose 233. 'History of My Life.'

Cobbett writes: ' . . . my chief object in writing it, or, at least,
one of my chief objects, being to assert the natural right's of the
,,:orking people; to assert the superiority which nature frequently
~Ives them over birth, title, and wealth. 1 shaH entitle my book "The
hogr~ss of a Plough-boy to a seat in Parliament, as exemplified in
t e HIstory of the Life of William Cobbett, Member for Oldham";
~nd, .1 intend that the frontispiece to the book shall represent me,
) rst 10 a smock-frock, driving the rooks from the corn; and, in the
~wer compartment of the picture, standing in the House of Commons,
a dressing the Speaker'.
(See Pol. RcS' LXXXlII, If February 18H, p. 409.)
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Letter to William Windham, 24 Nov. 1801
(Add. ross . 37,8B, f. 17·
o
' . . . Mr. Gifford has lost about £300, and I about £4S ,
which is enough, in all conscience, to reward m e for all my
exertions , dangers and losses in America. The light is noW
extinguished completely. One half of the papers are devoted
to France, and the other half to the Ministry .... I have done
all I could do without exposing my family to beggary.')
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CHAPTER VIII

Advice to Younn Men
I { Letter to Windham, 12 Aug., 180S
(Add. mss. 37,8B, f. 177·
' . . . Botley is the most delightful village in the world. It has
everything in a village, that I love; and none of the things [
hate. It is in a valley. The soil is rich, thick set with wood; the
farms are small, the cottages neat; it has neither workhouse,
nor barber, nor attorney, nor justice of the peace .. . there
is no justice within six miles of us, and the barber comes three
miles once a week to shave and cut hairl "Would I were
poetical", I would write a poem in praise of Botley.')
~ 2 Advice to Youna Men
p. 24-6, ~ 288
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p.24-I,~282
4- Letter to Windham, 6 Dec. 180S
(Add. mss. 37,8B, f. 191
' .•. My intention is to make the boys fit to fight their way
through life, for, who can be so weak as to imagine, that we
shall, or, that they will, ever see many days of tranquillity!
To write English; to speak French; to read a little Latin, perhaps; to ride, to play at single-stick, and, above all things, to
1V0rk at husbandry, it is my intention to teach them, in all by
precept and in the most instances, if please God to spare me,
by example. I have seen too many proofs of the insufficiency of
riches to the obtaining of happiness and too many instances of
the misery to which a dependance upon patronage leads .. ..
I shall do nothing to stiAe genius; but, if it be not of a stamp
to rise of itself, there is no raising it.'
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